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Reader Guide
This document describes how we developed the alternatives for the Pinto Valley Mine Environmental
Impact Statement (EIS). We make every effort to create documents that are accessible to individuals of
all abilities; however, limitations with our word processing programs may prevent some parts of this
document from being readable by computer-assisted reading devices. If you need assistance with this
document, please contact the Tonto National Forest at (602) 225-5200. If you need an alternative means
of communication for program information (e.g., Braille, large print, audiotape, American Sign Language,
etc.), you should contact the USDA’s TARGET Center at (202) 720-2600 (voice and TTY) or through the
Federal Relay Service at (800) 877-8339.
This Alternatives Report is organized into the following eight chapters and four supporting appendices:
Section 1.0 – Introduction. Provides an overview of the project, the purpose and need, and the
results of the Pinto Valley Mine EIS scoping process.
Section 2.0 – Alternative Development Process. Describes the process used to develop reasonable
alternatives for the Pinto Valley Mine EIS.
Section 3.0 – Alternatives Selected for Detailed Analysis. Summarizes activities common to the No
Action Alternative and the Pinto Valley Mining Corp. Proposed Action, as well activities unique to
each.
Section 4.0 – Alternatives Considered but Eliminated from Detailed Analysis. Identifies alternatives
considered but eliminated from detailed analysis during the alternatives development process, and
provides supporting rationale.
Section 5.0 – Design Features, Best Management Practices, Mitigation, and other Measures.
Describes project design features and best management practices intended to avoid unnecessary
damage to surface resources managed by the Forest Service.
Section 6.0 – Conclusion and Next Steps. Summarizes the next steps in the Pinto Valley Mine EIS
process.
Section 7.0 – References. Lists sources cited in this report.
Section 8.0 – Glossary. Defines specialized terminology used in this report.
Appendix A – Maps. Contains maps referenced in this report.
Appendix B – Key Issues for Detailed Analysis. Lists key issues for detailed analysis in the Pinto
Valley Mine EIS that the Forest Service identified through internal and external scoping.
Appendix C – Description of the No Action Alternative and Proposed Action. Provides complete
descriptions of the No Action Alternative and Proposed Action.
Appendix D – Design Features, Best Management Practices, Mitigation, and other Measures to be
Considered in the Pinto Valley Mine EIS. Identifies potential measures that may be incorporated
into the Proposed Action as design features by Pinto Valley Mining Corp. or applied as mitigation
measures by the Forest Service.
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Introduction

Introduction

The staff of the Tonto National Forest (we) are preparing an EIS to evaluate a Mining Plan of Operations
submitted by Pinto Valley Mining Corp. for the Pinto Valley Mine. As part of the EIS process, we are
required to investigate a reasonable range of alternatives to the Proposed Action described in the
Mining Plan of Operations. This document describes how we developed the alternatives for the Pinto
Valley Mine EIS.

1.1

Background

The Pinto Valley Mine is an existing open-pit copper and molybdenum mine with adjacent milling and
processing operations, tailings disposal areas, and waste rock disposal, all operated by Pinto Valley
Mining Corp. In October 2013, Capstone Mining Corp., a Canadian-based copper mining company with
operations in North and South America, acquired the Pinto Valley Mine from BHP. Capstone Mining
Corp. operates the Pinto Valley Mine as Pinto Valley Mining Corp., a wholly owned indirect subsidiary.
Since acquiring Pinto Valley Mine in 2013, Pinto Valley Mining Corp. has planned additional
development, including activities on National Forest System lands. The Mining Plan of Operations
submitted by Pinto Valley Mining Corp. to the Tonto National Forest (Pinto Valley Mining Corp. 2016)
describes existing and proposed mining operations conducted by Pinto Valley Mining Corp. on National
Forest System lands surrounding private Pinto Valley Mining Corp. property. The Proposed Action, as
represented by the Mining Plan of Operations, includes expanding mining activities in Pinto Valley
Mining Corp.’s unpatented claims on National Forest System lands within the Tonto National Forest and
extending the timeframe of mining activities on National Forest System lands to 2039.
The expansion of some mining facilities and mine-related activities onto National Forest System lands, as
described in the Mining Plan of Operations, is expected to allow continuous operation of the mine
through 2039, extending its life by approximately 12 years. Final reclamation activities and closure
would be performed at intervals over the next 13 years, from 2040 to 2052. Post-closure maintenance
and monitoring activities would continue for approximately 30 more years, from 2053 to 2082. Some
facilities would remain on National Forest System lands indefinitely for access and environmental
monitoring.
Existing surface disturbance associated with the Pinto Valley Mine currently encompasses an estimated
3,915.2 acres, of which 3,349.2 acres are on private and 566.0 acres are on National Forest System
lands. Because Pinto Valley Mine is an ongoing operation, footprints of some active facilities have
continued to change during the course of this National Environmental Policy Act process. Estimates of
the area of existing surface disturbance reported in this document typically represent the size of facility
footprints between submittal of the Mining Plan of Operations in May 2016 and the receipt of additional
information provided by Pinto Valley Mining Corp. through April 2018. Additionally, some areas
proposed for facility expansions would occur in previously disturbed areas and therefore would not
constitute new surface disturbance. Pinto Valley Mining Corp.’s Proposed Action includes an additional
1,316.5 acres of surface disturbance (1,087.1 acres on private land, 229.4 acres on National Forest
System lands) for a total estimated surface disturbance of 5,231.7 acres (4,436.3 acres on private land,
795.4 acres on National Forest System lands).

1.2

Purpose and Need

The Forest Service’s purpose is to process Pinto Valley Mining Corp.’s proposed Mining Plan of
Operations in accordance with 36 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) 228.5(a). After evaluating the
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Mining Plan of Operations, the Forest Service determined that approving the Mining Plan of Operations
would be a major federal action subject to the National Environmental Policy Act. Accordingly, prior to
approval of the Mining Plan of Operations, the Forest Service must prepare an EIS to identify the scope
of issues associated with the Mining Plan of Operations, identify and assess reasonable alternatives to
the Mining Plan of Operations in order to avoid or minimize adverse effects, and evaluate and disclose
the potential significant environmental effects.
The need for the Forest Service’s action is to comply with regulations governing the use of surface
resources in conjunction with mining operations on National Forest System lands under 36 CFR 228.
These regulations require that the Forest Service respond to parties who submit proposed mining plans
for approval to conduct mining operations on, or otherwise use National Forest System lands in
conjunction with mining for part or all of their planned actions. In accordance with regulations at 36 CFR
228.5, the submittal of Pinto Valley Mining Corp.’s proposed Mining Plan of Operations requires the
Forest Service to consider whether to approve the Mining Plan of Operations or to require changes or
additions deemed necessary to meet the purpose of the regulations for locatable mineral operations at
36 CFR 228, Subpart A. The Forest Service cannot categorically prohibit mining operations that are
reasonably incident to mining of locatable minerals on National Forest System lands in the area of the
Proposed Action.The Forest Service would only approve mining operations on National Forest System
lands associated with the Proposed Action as the Forest Service does not have jurisdiction to regulate
mining operations that occur off of National Forest System lands.

1.3

Scoping Results

In accordance with the National Environmental Policy Act (40 CFR 1501.7) and the Forest Service
National Environmental Policy Act Handbook (Forest Service Handbook 1909.15), we conducted an early
and open process for determining the scope of issues that we will address in the Pinto Valley Mine EIS.
We used scoping to solicit internal and external input and comments on the issues, impacts, and
potential alternatives we will address in the Pinto Valley Mine EIS and the extent to which we will
analyze those impacts. We also used scoping to refine the Proposed Action, identify interested parties
and stakeholders, and identify appropriate data sources for the Pinto Valley Mine EIS.
We conducted scoping for the Pinto Valley Mine EIS from March 28 to April 27, 2017. During the scoping
period, we notified interested parties of our intent to prepare an EIS, solicited input on the scope of the
EIS, conducted public scoping meetings, and received scoping comments from the public, cooperating
agencies, tribes, and other external parties. The Bureau of Land Management, U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency, and Arizona Game and Fish Department requested cooperating or participating
agency status for the Pinto Valley Mine EIS. We also conducted an internal scoping process for the Pinto
Valley Mine EIS with Forest Service staff and interdisciplinary team. Internal scoping included a resourcefocused meeting, a water resource workshop, and individual input from Forest Service staff. Refer to the
Pinto Valley Mine EIS Scoping and Issues Report (Forest Service 2017) for additional information on the
scoping process for this EIS. We received 340 individual comments during the scoping period, not
including additional input from internal scoping meetings and other Forest Service and cooperating
agency meetings. The resource categories with the greatest number of comments included water
resources, reclamation and remediation, air quality, mitigation, and stability and geotechnical (figure 1).
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Figure 1. Pinto Valley Mine EIS scoping comments submitted by resource category
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Based on scoping input and the comments received, we identified nine key issues and sub-issues for
detailed analysis in the Pinto Valley Mine EIS, as listed below. See appendix B (Key Issues for Detailed
Analysis) for a full description of each issue. The Forest Service evaluated a wide range of alternatives to
the Proposed Action to address these issues, as discussed in section 4.0 (Alternatives Considered but
Eliminated from Detailed Analysis).
Issue 1: Air Quality Impacts Resulting from Project-Related Emissions and Dust Generated from
Project Activity
Issue 2: Biological Resource Impacts Resulting from Surface Disturbance, Human Activity, and other
Project-Related Effects on Ecosystems and Ecosystem Components


Issue 2A: Impacts to Special Status Species, including Federally-Listed Species, Arizona Game and
Fish Department Species of Greatest Conservation Need, and Forest Service Sensitive Species



Issue 2B: Impacts to Fish and Wildlife Species Resulting from Project-Related Activity and Project
Components



Issue 2C: Impacts to Habitat, Soils, Vegetation Communities, and Ecosystem Components that
Result in Adverse Impacts to Wildlife, Fish, and Plants

Issue 3: Long-Term Impacts to Landscape Productivity and Function Resulting from Surface
Disturbance and other Project Activity
Issue 4: Cultural Resource Impacts Resulting from Project-Related Activity, Facilities, and Surface
Disturbance
Issue 5: Impacts to Public Health and Safety from Construction, Operation, and Reclamation of the
Pinto Valley Mine Project
Issue 6: Impacts to Recreation and Recreational Access from Project-Related Traffic, Surface
Disturbance, and other Project Activities
Issue 7: Impacts to Social and Economic Conditions, including Environmental Justice Resulting from
Expansion and Operation of the Pinto Valley Mine Project


Issue 7A: Impacts to Social Conditions



Issue 7B: Impacts to Economic and Fiscal Conditions



Issue 7C: Environmental Justice Impacts

Issue 8: Potential Risk to Resources from Geotechnical or Stability Issues Associated with Expansion of
the Tailings Storage Facilities and Open Pit
Issue 9: Impacts to Groundwater and Surface Water in the Pinto Creek Watershed during
Construction, Operation, Reclamation, Closure, and Post-Closure of the Pinto Valley Mine Project


Issue 9A: Impacts to Groundwater Quantity



Issue 9B: Impacts to Groundwater Quality



Issue 9C: Impacts to Surface Water Quantity in the Pinto Creek Watershed



Issue 9D: Impacts to Surface Water Quality in the Pinto Creek Watershed



Issue 9E: Impacts to Water Rights



Issue 9F: Impacts to Surface Water and Groundwater Quality and Quantity as a result of PostMine Pit Lake
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Alternative Development Process

As part of the National Environmental Policy Act evaluation process, we must consider a range of
reasonable alternatives to the Proposed Action. The purpose of developing alternatives is to “inform
decision makers and the public of the reasonable alternatives which would avoid or minimize adverse
impacts or enhance the quality of the human environment” (40 CFR 1502.1). Alternatives are a mix of
strategies that meet the purpose of and need for the action, resolve or address key issues identified
during scoping (see appendix B), are consistent with applicable law, regulation, and policy, and are
“reasonable.” The Council on Environmental Quality defines reasonable alternatives as those that are
“practical or feasible from the technical and economic standpoint and using common sense” (Council on
Environmental Quality 1981).

2.1

Alternative Development Process Description

The scoping process, identification of the key issues (see appendix B), and preparation of the No Action
Alternative and Proposed Action descriptions (see appendix C) informed the development of a range of
reasonable alternatives to the Proposed Action. The objective of this process was to identify alternatives
that demonstrated the potential to resolve, minimize, or reduce impacts related to key issues while
meeting the purpose and need for the action.
Alternatives developed and considered through this process fell into three general categories:


Alternative facility locations or configurations identified through review of the proposed Mining
Plan of Operations and studies and input provided by Pinto Valley Mining Corp.



Alternative water supply and delivery options identified through input from Forest Service staff
and Pinto Valley Mining Corp., and informed by groundwater modeling conducted for the EIS



Other operational or design-oriented alternatives developed by Forest Service staff or suggested
by cooperating agencies

As part of the alternative development process, the Forest Service also compiled a variety of design
features, best management practices, mitigation, and other measures for consideration in the Pinto
Valley Mine EIS to address the key issues (appendix B). Refer to appendix D (Design Features, Best
Management Practices, Mitigation, and other Measures to be Considered in the Pinto Valley Mine EIS)
for a description of these measures.

2.2

Alternative Development Meetings

The Forest Service hosted two alternative development meetings in January 2018. Members of the
Forest Service interdisciplinary team and the consultant team (table 1) attended the first meeting on
January 30, 2018. The second meeting took place on January 31, 2018, and was attended by members of
the Forest Service interdisciplinary team, cooperating agencies, and the consultant team (table 1).
Table 1. Pinto Valley Mine EIS alternative development meeting attendees
Attendees and Affiliation
January 30, 2018 Alternatives Development Meeting

Judd Sampson (Forest Service)

Scott Duncan (ICF)

Lee Ann Atkinson (Forest Service)

John Priecko (ICF)
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Attendees and Affiliation

Mark Sando (Forest Service)

Patrick Plumley (ICF)

Alex Mankin (Forest Service)

Chris Crawford (Forest Service)

Greg Olsen (Forest Service)

Tyna Yost (Forest Service)

Chad Harrold (Forest Service)

Peter Werner (Forest Service)

Becca Hoffman (Forest Service)

Ana Ingstrom (Forest Service)

Ryan Nichols (Forest Service)

Steve Germick (Forest Service)

Scott Williams (Forest Service via telephone)

Mark Taylor (Forest Service)

Anne Thomas (Forest Service)

Mark McEntarffer (Forest Service)

January 31, 2018 Alternatives Development Meeting

Judd Sampson (Forest Service)

Tom Kilbey (Bureau of Land Management)

Greg Olsen (Forest Service)

Dana Warnecke (Arizona Game and Fish
Department)

Peter Werner (Forest Service)

Hugo Hoffman (Environmental Protection Agency via
telephone)

Ana Ingstrom (Forest Service)

Scott Duncan (ICF)

Mark Taylor (Forest Service)

John Priecko (ICF)

Scott Williams (Forest Service via telephone)

Patrick Plumley (ICF)

Lee Ann Atkinson (Forest Service)

Dr. Deb Miller (ICF)

Both alternative development meetings covered similar topics, including:


Overview of No Action Alternative and Proposed Action;



Review of key resource issues identified during scoping;



Discussion of existing data gaps affecting resource analysis and alternatives development;



Discussion of potential alternative options for project components; and



Discussion of design features, best management practices, mitigation, and other measures to
address key issues.

During the alternative development meetings, the Forest Service received input on potential
alternatives and alternative components, design features, best management practices, mitigation, and
other measures to address issues identified during scoping. The description of alternatives considered in
section 4.0 (Alternatives Considered but Eliminated from Detailed Analysis) incorporates specific input
received on alternatives and alternative components.

2.3

Alternative Development Report

Following the alternative development meetings, the Forest Service prepared this Alternatives Report
that summarizes the alternative development process and the alternatives considered. The Forest
Service provided the Alternatives Report to cooperating agencies for review and then finalized the
Alternatives Report based on cooperating agencies’ input.
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2.4

Alternative Development Process

Pinto Valley Mining Corp. Input on Feasibility of
Alternatives

In December, 2018, the Forest Service requested Pinto Valley Mining Corp. review and provide feedback
and documentation on the various descriptions in the Draft Alternatives Report. The Forest Service
specifically requested Pinto Valley Mining Corp.’s input on the accuracy of the No Action Alternative and
Proposed Action descriptions, as well as the technical and economic feasibility of the alternatives and
preliminary mitigation measures. The Forest Service reviewed and incorporated Pinto Valley Mining
Corp.’s input in the Final Alternatives Report, as appropriate.
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Alternatives Selected for Detailed Analysis

3.0

After considering a wide range of potential alternatives to the Proposed Action, we determined that the
No Action Alternative and Proposed Action were the only alternatives warranting detailed analysis in the
Pinto Valley Mine EIS. The key features of these alternatives are summarized below. Section 4.0
(Alternatives Considered but Eliminated from Detailed Analysis) explains our rationale for eliminating
other potential alternatives.

3.1

Activities Common to the No Action Alternative and
Proposed Action

Pinto Valley Mining Corp. would continue existing authorized activities at Pinto Valley Mine under either
the No Action Alternative or Proposed Action. To reduce repetition, this section summarizes activities
common to both the No Action Alternative and Proposed Action. Section 3.2 (No Action Alternative) and
section 3.3 (Proposed Action) then identify additional actions unique to each. Refer to appendix C
(Description of the No Action Alternative and Proposed Action) for detailed descriptions of the No Action
Alternative and Proposed Action. Map a-1 in appendix A shows the layout of existing facilities at Pinto
Valley Mine; maps a-2 and a-3 depict facility footprints under the No Action Alternative and Proposed
Action, respectively.

3.1.1

Mining Facilities



Continued extraction of copper-bearing sulfide ore from the existing Open Pit to support mining
operations



Formation of a pit lake in the Open Pit at the end of mine life due to excavation below the
potentiometric surface of groundwater, inflow from Leaching Piles draindown, and cessation of
pit dewatering



Continued use and expansion of the existing Inert Limestone Stockpile on private land for use in
erosion control and reclamation



Use of waste rock dumps to store overburden removed from the Open Pit during mining
(processed at a rate of 82,000 tons of waste rock per day)



o

Continued use and expansion of the existing Main Dump and Castle Dome Marginal Dump
on private land

o

Construction of the West Dump on private land in Gold Gulch beginning in 2021 and
becoming operational in 2023

o

Construction of the planned North Barn Marginal Dump on private land along the westsouthwest side of the Open Pit (no scheduled construction date)

o

The following existing waste rock dumps are located on private land and would remain
inactive: Northside Dumps 9.1, 9.11, 9.12, and 9.3; Southside Dumps 13 and 14; and 19.1
Dump

o

The existing 19 Dump is located on National Forest System lands and would remain inactive

Continued use of the existing borrow and riprap source area and development of new sources
on private land for use as cover material during reclamation
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Milling and Processing Facilities



Continued use of the existing Mill, Concentrator, and ancillary facilities on private land at a
processing throughput rate of approximately 58,000 tons of ore per day



The existing Cottonwood Tailings Impoundment is located almost entirely on National Forest
System lands and would remain inactive; however, uses of National Forest System lands for
infrastructure related to the Cottonwood Tailings Impoundment would continue (e.g.,
stormwater infrastructure, Forest Roads, vehicle staging area)



The existing Tailings Storage Facility No. 1/2 is located on private land and would remain inactive



Continued intermittent use of Tailings Storage Facility No. 3 as a backup to Tailings Storage
Facility No. 4 for disposing of tailings from the mill



Continued use of the existing Tailings Storage Facility No. 4 as the primary location for the
disposal of tailings from the mill



Potential decommissioning of existing Leach Piles on private land based on market conditions



Potential decommissioning of the Pregnant Leach Solution Ponds (Gold Gulch No. 1 and Gold
Gulch No. 1A), Raffinate Pond, and ancillary facilities on private land if leaching operations are
curtailed due to market conditions



Potential decommissioning of the Solvent Extraction and Electrowinning Plant on private land if
leaching operations are curtailed due to market conditions

3.1.3

Transportation and Utilities



Continued use of approximately 32.9 miles of existing Forest Roads on National Forest System,
Bureau of Land Management, and private lands



Potential periodic realignment of Forest Road 287 within private Pinto Valley Mining Corp.
property to accommodate mine development



Negotiation of a road use and maintenance agreement between Pinto Valley Mining Corp., the
Forest Service, and Carlota Copper Company for the 3.2-mile segment of Forest Road 287 from
U.S. 60 to the Pinto Valley Mine entrance



Use of approximately 14.5 miles of access roads on National Forest System lands to project
facilities



Continued supply of electrical power from the existing Salt River Project transmission lines and
distribution by Pinto Valley Mining Corp.-owned distribution lines crossing private Pinto Valley
Mining Corp. property and National Forest System lands



Continued electrical power requirement of approximately 47 megawatts and minimum
transmission voltage of 115 kilovolts for ongoing operations at Pinto Valley Mine



Potential realignment of existing electrical power lines on private land to accommodate local
earthwork

3.1.4

Water Supply, Distribution, Use, and Treatment



Average of 9,722 gallons per minute (plus or minus 20 percent) of water production and use



Average annual use of 2,535.6 acre-feet of fresh water and 13,146.0 acre-feet of reclaim water
for a total of 15,681.7 acre-feet of water per year from all sources
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Continued supply of water from the West Water Supply System, consisting of fresh water from
the Peak Well System on private lands, reclaimed water from wells on private land recharged by
seepage from Tailings Storage Facility No. 4, and pumping from the Open Pit



Installation and re-installation of water pipeline segments totaling 1.9 miles in length in the
Peak Well system



Removal of two unused water pipeline segments totaling 1.5 miles in length from the Peak Well
system



Continued supply of water from the East Water Supply System, consisting of water from the
Burch Pipeline from BHP’s Diamond H Pit, private wells located near the City of Globe, and
underground mine workings from the Old Dominion Mine



Replacement of water pipeline segments in Peak Well System and Burch Pipeline as needed



Continued use of existing water supply reservoirs, stormwater management ponds, and seepage
collection ponds on private and National Forest System lands



Continued stormwater management in accordance with Pinto Valley Mining Corp.’s Stormwater
Pollution Prevention Plan and Stormwater Multi-Sector General Permit



Continued use of the existing wastewater treatment plant on private land treating wastewater
piped from most buildings in the main plant area



Continued water sampling and monitoring in accordance with Pinto Valley Mining Corp.’s
Aquifer Protection Permit, Arizona Pollution Discharge Elimination System for surface water,
Stormwater Multi-Sector General Permit for stormwater, and Safe Drinking Water Act
requirements for potable water

3.1.5

Workforce and Vehicle Trips



Continuous operation of Pinto Valley Mine by a work crew of approximately 600 employees
during mine operation



Use of approximately 100 personnel to support closure operations for approximately 12 to 36
months



Estimated 525 average daily mine-related vehicle roundtrips (approximately 8 percent trucks) to
Pinto Valley Mine during mine operation

3.1.6

Reclamation, Closure, and Post-Closure



Interim reclamation of disturbed areas not needed for active operations during the active life of
the mine



Concurrent reclamation of facilities that reach capacity or have no further operational purpose
during the active life of the mine



Closure construction and final reclamation of all remaining Pinto Valley Mining Corp. facilities,
except Tailings Storage Facilities No. 3 and No. 4, over an estimated 3-year period at the end of
the active life of the mine



A 10-year rest period for draindown of Tailings Storage Facilities No. 3 and No. 4 after the active
life of the mine, following by a 3-year reclamation period



Post-closure maintenance and monitoring over an estimated 30-year period after the
completion of closure activities to ensure that the closed facilities meet reclamation
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requirements in the closure and post-closure strategy prepared pursuant to the Aquifer
Protection Permit and Mined Land Reclamation Plan (SRK 2016)

3.2

No Action Alternative

Council on Environmental Quality regulations require the Forest Service to include and analyze a “No
Action Alternative” in the National Environmental Policy Act evaluation process, which represents the
alternative of taking no action on the proponent’s proposal (40 CFR 1502.14). The No Action Alternative
provides a baseline for comparison of impacts of the Proposed Action and other action alternatives.
The bulk of the mine’s operations occur and have occurred on privately held land permitted by the state
of Arizona. Without approval of the Proposed Action, Pinto Valley Mining Corp. could continue existing
authorized activities at Pinto Valley Mine, but its operational life would be limited by the capacity of
existing tailings disposal facilities. Raising the top elevation of the Tailings Storage Facility No. 4
boundary dams without expansion onto adjacent National Forest System lands could extend the life of
the mine until 2027—the estimated maximum technically feasible life of the mine when operating at a
continuous mill throughput rate of 58,000 tons per day (Amec Foster Wheeler, Inc. 2017a). Therefore,
we assume that Pinto Valley Mining Corp. would continue mining operations on private lands until 2027
under the No Action Alternative.
The No Action Alternative is comprised of activities listed in section 3.1 (Activities Common to the No
Action Alternative and Proposed Action) and unique activities listed in each section below. Refer to
appendix C (Description of the No Action Alternative and Proposed Action) for a complete description of
the No Action Alternative.
In general, the No Action Alternative encompasses the following broad categories of actions:


Continuation of existing authorized activities and permitted disturbances at the Pinto Valley
Mine (including all State and federal authorizations on public or private lands), but no new
surface disturbance on National Forest System lands



All actions that would continue on private lands if the Proposed Action were not approved by
the Forest Service



Any unique actions that would only occur if the Proposed Action were not approved by the
Forest Service (e.g., modifying facilities to maximize the operational life of the mine without
permission to expand onto National Forest System lands)



Continued operation of the mine until 2027

Table 2 summarizes existing and final surface disturbance by facility types for the No Action Alternative.
See appendix C (Description of the No Action Alternative and Proposed Action) for a more detailed
breakdown of surface disturbance.
Table 2. Estimated surface disturbance for the No Action Alternative by facility type
Approximate Existing Footprint (acres)

Approximate Final Footprint (acres)

National
Forest
System

National
Forest
System

Facility Type
Private

Mining
Facilities

1,033.4

84.2
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1,117.6

Private

2,498.9

84.2

Total

2,583.1
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Table 2. Estimated surface disturbance for the No Action Alternative by facility type
Approximate Existing Footprint (acres)

Approximate Final Footprint (acres)

National
Forest
System

National
Forest
System

Facility Type
Private

Milling and
Processing
Facilities
Transportation
Facilities
Electrical
Power Lines
Water Use and
Treatment
Facilities
TOTAL

Total

Private

Total

2,233.0

292.6

2,525.6

2,440.5

292.6

2,733.1

20.9

124.3

145.3

20.2

124.3

144.5

36.8

20.2

57.0

30.0

19.1

49.1

86.0

71.7

157.7

72.9

71.4

144.3

3,349.2

566.0

3,915.2

4,258.1

565.0

4,823.1

Note: The Forest Service estimated surface disturbance using geographic information system data representing the outer
footprint of each project component listed in the Facility column of this table. Where project components overlap, the
overlapping acres were allocated to the larger or active project component to avoid double counting. See appendix C
(Description of the No Action Alternative and Proposed Action) for additional assumptions used to calculate surface
disturbance.

3.2.1

Mining Facilities



Expansion of the Open Pit onto 218.9 additional acres of private land by 2027. The entirety of
the Open Pit expansion area has been disturbed by prior mining activities



The final bottom elevation of the Open Pit would be approximately 2,465 feet above mean sea
level



Continued use of existing roads, equipment laydown yard, stormwater ponds, and a water
pipeline and stand dispenser associated with the Open Pit on legacy encroachments onto
National Forest System lands



Raised top elevations for active existing and planned waste rock dumps (Main Dump, Castle
Dome Marginal Dump, North Barn Marginal Dump, West Dump)



Total estimated production of 148,190,000 tons of ore and 209,510,000 tons of waste rock from
2020 to 2027

3.2.2

Milling and Processing Facilities



Total estimated production of 895,300,000 pounds of copper and 8,750,000 pounds of
molybdenum from 2020 to 2027



Potential construction of boundary dams along Pinto Valley Mining Corp.’s property boundary
to retain tailings from Tailings Storage Facility No. 3 on private land



Expansion of the Tailings Storage Facility No. 3 footprint onto an additional 30.3 acres of private
land



Raising of existing boundary dams along Pinto Valley Mining Corp.’s property boundary to retain
tailings on private land and allow expansion of Tailings Storage Facility No. 4 to an elevation of
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4,090 feet above mean sea level, less than the maximum elevation permitted by the approved
Aquifer Protection Permit (4,250 feet above mean sea level)


Expansion of Tailings Storage Facility No. 4 onto 268.9 additional acres of private land

3.2.3

Transportation and Utilities



Continued use of Forest Roads, access roads, and electric utilities as described in section 3.1
(Activities Common to the No Action Alternative and Proposed Action).



Realignment of an existing electrical power line to accommodate expansion of Tailings Storage
Facility No. 4 and eventual abandonment of an existing power line on National Forest System
lands

3.2.4


Water Supply, Distribution, Use, and Treatment
Estimated total water use of 109,900 acre-feet (including 58,800 acre-feet of fresh water) for
mine operations from 2020 to 2027

3.2.5

Workforce and Vehicle Trips



Estimated 525 average daily mine-related vehicle roundtrips (approximately 8 percent trucks) to
Pinto Valley Mine from 2020 to 2027



Estimated annual mine-related vehicle roundtrips during mine closure/reclamation and postclosure:



3.2.6

o

2028 – 2030: 1,943 (10 percent trucks)

o

2031 – 2037: 0

o

2038 – 2040: 1,806 (5 percent trucks)

o

2041 – 2070: 161 (7 percent trucks)

Use of approximately 600 employees during mine operation through 2027 and 100 personnel to
support closure operations

Reclamation, Closure, and Post-Closure



2028 – 2030: Closure construction and final reclamation of all remaining Pinto Valley Mining
Corp. facilities, except Tailings Storage Facilities No. 3 and No. 4



2028 – 2037: A 10-year rest period for draindown of Tailings Storage Facilities No. 3 and No. 4



2038 – 2040: Closure construction and final reclamation of Tailings Storage Facilities No. 3
and No. 4



2041 – 2070: Post-closure maintenance and monitoring to ensure that the closed facilities meet
reclamation requirements

3.3

Proposed Action

The Proposed Action includes ongoing operations at the Pinto Valley Mine and the proposed additional
use of National Forest System lands as requested in Pinto Valley Mining Corp.’s Mining Plan of
Operations submitted in May 2016 (Pinto Valley Mining Corp. 2016). The Proposed Action is comprised
of activities listed in section 3.1 (Activities Common to the No Action Alternative and Proposed Action)
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and unique activities listed in each section below. Refer to appendix C (Description of the No Action
Alternative and Proposed Action) for a complete description of the Proposed Action. In general, the
Proposed Action encompasses the following broad categories of actions:


Continuation of existing authorized activities and permitted disturbances at the Pinto Valley
Mine (including all State and federal authorizations on public or private lands, unless
superseded by new authorizations)



All actions on private lands



Expansion of the Open Pit and Tailings Storage Facility No. 3 and No. 4 onto National Forest
System lands



Construction of linear features (access roads, electrical power transmission lines) to support the
expansion of the Open Pit and Tailings Storage Facility No. 3 and No. 4



Extension of the mine life to 2039

Table 3 summarizes existing and final surface disturbance by facility types for the Proposed Action
Alternative. See appendix C (Description of the No Action Alternative and Proposed Action) for a more
detailed breakdown of surface disturbance.
Table 3. Estimated surface disturbance for the Proposed Action Alternative by facility type
Approximate Existing Footprint (acres)

Approximate Final Footprint (acres)

National
Forest
System

National
Forest
System

Facility Type
Private

Mining
Facilities
Milling and
Processing
Facilities
Transportation
Facilities
Electrical
Power Lines
Water Use and
Treatment
Facilities
TOTAL

Total

Private

Total

1,033.4

84.2

1,117.6

2,636.6

198.3

2,834.9

2,233.0

292.6

2,525.6

2,594.7

416.0

3,010.7

20.9

124.3

145.3

23.5

131.6

155.1

36.9

20.2

57.0

29.8

19.4

49.2

86.0

71.7

157.7

72.9

69.8

142.7

3,349.2

566.0

3,915.2

4,436.3

795.4

5,231.7

Note: The Forest Service estimated surface disturbance using geographic information system data representing the outer
footprint of each project component listed in the Facility column of this table. Where project components overlap, the
overlapping acres were allocated to the larger or active project component to avoid double counting. See appendix C
(Description of the No Action Alternative and Proposed Action) for additional assumptions used to calculate surface
disturbance.

3.3.1

Mining Facilities



Expansion of the Open Pit onto 218.9 additional acres of private land and 18.9 additional acres
of National Forest System lands



The final bottom elevation of the Open Pit would be approximately 2,240 feet above mean sea
level
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Changes to existing facilities to accommodate expansion of the Open Pit
o

Repositioning of the buried pipeline between the Mine Reservoir and the two water stands
to accommodate the new Open Pit footprint (partially on National Forest System lands) and
Castle Dome Marginal Dump (entirely on private Pinto Valley Mining Corp. property)

o

Removal of the existing electrical power line and poles on the periphery of the Open Pit

o

Demolition of the powder magazine buildings

o

Removal of existing stormwater ponds in encroachment areas on National Forest System
lands (Pinto Valley Mining Corp. would continue to manage the area as a zero-discharge
basin as indicated in the Aquifer Protection Permit)



Raised top elevations for active existing and planned waste rock dumps (Main Dump, Castle
Dome Marginal Dump, North Barn Marginal Dump, West Dump) (generally higher than for the
No Action Alternative due to the larger volume of material mined from the Open Pit)



Creation of three new borrow source stockpiles from material excavated during the Tailings
Storage Facility No. 4 perimeter road construction on National Forest System lands



Total estimated production of 402,230,000 tons of ore and 568,670,000 tons of waste rock from
2020 to 2039

3.3.2

Milling and Processing Facilities



Total estimated production of 2,430,100,000 pounds of copper and 23,750,000 pounds of
molybdenum from 2020 to 2039



Expansion of Tailings Storage Facility No. 3 onto 21.1 additional acres of private land and 21.5
additional acres of National Forest System lands



Potential expansion of the existing Tailings Storage Facility No. 3 supernatant pool onto National
Forest System lands and modification of the reclaimed water system from its current trailermounted pump configuration



Expansion of Tailings Storage Facility No. 4 onto 406.2 additional acres of private land and 102.0
additional acres of National Forest System lands (this is the primary requirement to extend
mining operations to 2039)



Raising of Tailings Storage Facility No. 4 to its maximum elevation permitted by the Aquifer
Protection Permit (4,250 feet above mean sea level) at an average rate of approximately 18 feet
per year



Construction of existing boundary dams along the east side of Tailings Storage Facility No. 4
would cease; the dams would be subsumed by additional tailings deposition upstream into
Eastwater Canyon



Tailings deposition on the east side of Tailings Storage Facility No. 4 would subsume an existing
access road and require relocation of existing power lines outside of the expanded tailings
footprint

3.3.3


Transportation and Utilities
Construction of a new access road around the perimeter of the proposed final footprint of the
Open Pit
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Construction of a new access road approximately 2.7 miles long around the proposed final
footprint of Tailings Storage Facility No. 4



Removal of approximately 2.5 miles of existing access roads due to expansion of the Open Pit
and Tailings Storage Facility No. 3 and No. 4 for a net total of 16.9 miles of access roads on
National Forest System lands



Realignment of an existing electrical power line to accommodate expansion of Tailings Storage
Facility No. 4



Construction of a new power line on National Forest System lands (alignment undetermined) for
continued operation of the Tailings Storage Facility No. 4 reclaim barge as the supernatant pond
extends up Eastwater Canyon

3.3.4

Water Supply, Distribution, Use, and Treatment



Estimated total water use of approximately 297,951.5 acre-feet (including 48,177.3 acre-feet of
fresh water) for mine operations from 2020 to 2039



Expansion of the Open Pit onto National Forest System lands would subsume existing
stormwater ponds in encroachment areas



Reconfiguration of stormwater management structures to accommodate expansions of the
Open Pit and Tailings Storage Facility No. 3 and No. 4

3.3.5




3.3.6

Workforce and Vehicle Trips
Estimated annual mine-related vehicle roundtrips during mine closure/reclamation and postclosure:
o

2040 – 2042: 1,943 (10 percent trucks)

o

2043 – 2049: 0

o

2050 – 2052: 1,806 (5 percent trucks)

o

2053 – 2082: 161 (7 percent trucks)

Use of approximately 600 employees during mine operation through 2039 and 100 personnel to
support closure operations

Reclamation, Closure, and Post-Closure



2040 – 2042: Closure construction and final reclamation of all remaining Pinto Valley Mining
Corp. facilities, except Tailings Storage Facilities No. 3 and No. 4



2040 – 2049: A 10-year rest period for draindown of Tailings Storage Facilities No. 3 and No. 4



2050 – 2052: Closure construction and final reclamation of Tailings Storage Facilities No. 3
and No. 4



2053 – 2082: Post-closure maintenance and monitoring to ensure that the closed facilities meet
reclamation requirements



Additional area would not be subject to reclamation due to expansion of the Open Pit
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4.0
4.1

Alternatives Considered but Eliminated from Detailed Analysis

Alternatives Considered but Eliminated from
Detailed Analysis
Evaluation Criteria for Alternatives Considered

We used the following criteria from the Forest Service Handbook (Forest Service Handbook 1909.15),
Council on Environmental Quality guidance, and other sources to evaluate a range of reasonable
alternatives to the Proposed Action. The Forest Service used these criteria as the basis for excluding
potential alternatives from further detailed analysis, as indicated for each alternative described in
section 4.2 (Alternatives Considered and Rationale for Elimination).
1. Does the alternative meet the purpose and need for the action?
2. Does the alternative avoid, minimize, or mitigate environmental or resource conflicts?
3. Is the alternative technically feasible?
4. Is the alternative economically feasible?
5. Is the alternative illegal?
6. Does the alternative cause unreasonable environmental harm?
7. Is the alternative available?

4.2

Alternatives Considered and Rationale for Elimination

Based on the process described above in section 3.0 (Alternatives Selected for Detailed Analysis), the
Forest Service identified a variety of alternatives for consideration in the Pinto Valley Mine EIS, as well as
a range of potential design features, best management practices, and mitigation to address the key
resource issues. Below are descriptions of these alternatives along with reasons for their elimination
from further detailed analysis based on the numbered exclusion criteria identified in section 4.1
(Evaluation Criteria for Alternatives Considered).

4.2.1

Alternative Locations or Configurations for Tailings Storage
Facilities

From 2014 through 2016, prior to the start of the National Environmental Policy Act process, Pinto
Valley Mining Corp. conducted an extensive analysis of potential tailings storage facility locations as part
of long-term planning for mine development. Initial work consisted of screening studies of potential
sites near Pinto Valley Mine within the area that tailings could be cost-effectively transported from the
mill, using U.S. Highway 60 as the southern boundary and Pinto Creek as the western boundary of the
study area. Pinto Valley Mining Corp. initially identified 12 potential tailings storage facility sites: Barnes
Peak; Granite Basin North; Granite Basin South; Myberg Basin; Bohme Ranch; Upper Ripper Spring;
Lower Ripper Spring; Baseline; Upper Cottonwood; Upstream Tailings Storage Facility No. 4; Setback
Tailings Storage Facility No. 4; and Incidental. Subsequently, Pinto Valley Mining Corp. contemplated
expanding Tailings Storage Facility No. 3 in the lower segment of Gold Gulch (Tailings Storage Facility No.
3 Extension), and use of Miller Gulch.
Pinto Valley Mining Corp. evaluated the 14 sites to determine if they met the project objective: storage
of 400–435 million metric tons of tailings in a single impoundment, or if necessary, split between two
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impoundments. Five sites moved forward for a concept-level study: Barnes Peak, Granite Basin South,
Upper Cottonwood, Tailings Storage Facility No. 3 Extension, and Setback Tailings Storage Facility No. 4
(map a-4).
This subgroup underwent additional screening criteria, including land availability, geology, biological
resources and habitat, extent of known cultural resources, known or suspected historic mine workings,
surface management constraints, liability implications, permitting complexity, conceptual engineering,
and operational logistics. The following sections summarize the results of this screening process for the
five sites. Detailed results of the screening process are documented in memos and reports prepared by
AMEC Foster Wheeler, Inc. (2015a, 2015b, 2017b) on behalf of Pinto Valley Mining Corp.
Pinto Valley Mining Corp. also evaluated whether Tailings Storage Facility No. 3 and No. 4 could
accommodate tailings generated by continued mine operation through 2039 without expansion onto
National Forest System lands (AMEC Foster Wheeler, Inc. 2014a).

4.2.1.1

Barnes Peak

Pinto Valley Mining Corp. evaluated the potential to develop a new tailings storage facility north of the
existing Tailings Storage Facility No. 4, east of Pinto Creek. The Barnes Peak site is situated within
portions of Sections 25, 35, and 36 of Township 2 North, Range 13 East. The site would be accessed via
Forest Road 287 and on existing roads to the Peak Well system. This alternative could reduce the risk of
dam failures and slope stability issues associated with the proposed expansion and raising of Tailings
Storage Facility No. 4 (Issue 8 in appendix B), but was eliminated because it would not meet the
following criteria:
Criterion 2.

Does the alternative avoid, minimize, or mitigate environmental or resource conflicts?

This alternative would result in several environmental and resource conflicts that, alone or in
combination with other factors, resulted in elimination of this alternative. The site is located entirely on
National Forest System lands and would likely require relocation of twin 500-kilovolt transmission lines,
resulting in a larger area of disturbance on National Forest System lands than the Proposed Action. In
addition, development of a tailings storage facility in this location would impact several Pinto Valley
Mine water supply wells, would require seepage control for five drainages, and could increase the
potential for adverse impacts on water quality in nearby Pinto Creek.
Criterion 3.

Is the alternative technically feasible?

Using this site as a stand-alone tailings repository is technically infeasible due to its limited capacity and
high embankment ratio.

4.2.1.2

Granite Basin South

Pinto Valley Mining Corp. evaluated the potential to develop a new tailings storage facility in Granite
Basin, east of the Webster Mountain ridgeline and within the Pinal Creek watershed. The Granite Basin
South site is within portions of Sections 3, 4, and 5 of Township 1 North, Range 14 East, and Sections 32,
33, and 34 of Township 2 North, Range 14 East. The site would be accessed via Forest Road 225 from
Arizona State Route 88, but additional access would be required to reach the site. This alternative could
reduce the risk of dam failures and slope stability issues associated with the proposed expansion and
raising of Tailings Storage Facility No. 4 (Issue 8 in appendix B) and avoid further impacts to
groundwater and surface water in the Pinto Creek watershed (Issue 9 in appendix B). This alternative
was eliminated because it would not meet the following criteria:
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Does the alternative avoid, minimize, or mitigate environmental or resource conflicts?

This alternative would result in several environmental and resource conflicts that, alone or in
combination with other factors, resulted in elimination of this alternative. The site is located entirely on
National Forest System lands, resulting in a larger area of disturbance on National Forest System lands
than the Proposed Action. Historic mine workings may present unique geologic hazards, the area
contains several natural springs that could be impacted by development, and there is no existing access
to the site.
Criterion 4.

Is the alternative economically feasible?

Pinto Valley Mining Corp. determined that this alternative would not be economically feasible due to
high start-up and operational costs due to distance, geologic hazards, and the need for extensive data
collection.

4.2.1.3

Upper Cottonwood

Pinto Valley Mining Corp. evaluated the potential to develop a new tailings storage facility south of the
Pinto Valley mill and immediately east (upgradient) and south of the existing inactive Cottonwood
Tailings Storage Facility. The embankment would be located approximately 2 miles north of US Highway
60 and would be visible from the highway. The site is within portions of Sections 32 and 33 of Township
1 North, Range 14 East. The site would be accessed from Forest Roads 287 and 287B. This alternative
could reduce the risk of dam failures and slope stability issues associated with the proposed expansion
and raising of Tailings Storage Facility No. 4 (Issue 8 in appendix B), but was eliminated because it would
not meet the following criteria:
Criterion 3.

Is the alternative technically feasible?

Pinto Valley Mining Corp. determined that using this site as a stand-alone tailings repository is
technically infeasible because the steep terrain would result in unacceptable embankment raise rates.
Criterion 4.

Is the alternative economically feasible?

Pinto Valley Mining Corp. determined that this alternative would not be economically feasible because it
would require significant infrastructure relocation to develop this site, including relocation of 115
kilovolt power lines, the Carlota Substation, Forest Road 287, and Forest Road 287B.

4.2.1.4

Tailings Storage Facility No. 3 Extension

Pinto Valley Mining Corp. evaluated the potential to extend the existing Tailings Storage Facility No. 3 to
the north and to the east, almost entirely on private Pinto Valley Mining Corp. property. The
embankment would extend from the northwest corner of the existing Tailings Storage Facility No. 3
across Gold Gulch. The Tailings Storage Facility No. 3 extension site is located within Sections 13, 14, and
23–25 in Township 1 North, Range 13 East. This site would likely be accessed through Pinto Valley Mine
and Forest Service Road 287, but would require a major realignment of Forest Road 287. Designs for this
facility could accommodate gravity placement of all tailings over much of the planned mine life. This
alternative would result in less disturbance of National Forest System lands than the Proposed Action
that could have long-term impacts on landscape productivity and function (Issue 3 in appendix B) and
could reduce the risk of dam failures and slope stability issues associated with the proposed expansion
and raising of Tailings Storage Facility No. 4 (Issue 8 in appendix B), but was eliminated because it would
not meet the following criteria:
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Does the alternative cause unreasonable environmental harm?

Due to its proximity to Pinto Creek, this alternative may not provide adequate environmental safeguards
for tailings seepage and surface water management. An Army Corps of Engineers-issued Approved
Jurisdictional Determination recognized waters within this site as draining to Waters of the U.S., which
would necessitate Clean Water Act Section 404 permitting. This alternative was eliminated because, in
accordance with 40 CFR 230.10(a), no discharge of dredged or fill material should be permitted if there
is a practicable alternative (in this case the Proposed Action) that would have less adverse impact on the
aquatic ecosystem.
Criterion 7.

Is the alternative available?

After the selection of the extended Tailings Storage Facility No. 4 as the preferred site for tailings
management, a large portion of the Tailings Storage Facility No. 3 Extension site was evaluated and
selected as the site for waste rock deposition (the West Dump) and is no longer available for tailings
management.

4.2.1.5

Setback Tailings Storage Facility No. 4 and Higher Mill Throughput Rate

Pinto Valley Mining Corp. evaluated the potential to extend the existing Tailings Storage Facility No. 4 to
accommodate tailings generated with a higher mill throughput rate than achieved under current and
proposed operations (as much as 99,000 tons per day versus the current rate of approximately 57,000
tons per day). Under this alternative, Tailings Storage Facility No. 4 would be expanded to the east onto
National Forest System lands within the Eastwater Canyon drainage and raised to its maximum elevation
of approximately 4,200 feet. The site is located within Sections 1, 12, and 13 in Township 1 North, Range
13 East; and Sections 6, 7, 8, 17 and 18 of Township 1 North, Range 14 East. Access to the site would be
through Pinto Valley Mine. This alternative was considered by Pinto Valley Mining Corp. for economic
reasons. This alternative would result in a shorter mine life, which would decrease the duration of
impacts on recreation and traffic and transportation (Issue 6 in appendix B), but was eliminated
because it would not meet the following criteria:
Criterion 3.

Is the alternative technically feasible?

Pinto Valley Mining Corp. determined that use of the expanded Tailings Storage Facility No. 4 as a standalone tailings storage facility would be technically infeasible at a mill throughput rate of 99,000 tons per
day because it would result in unacceptably high embankment raise rates.

4.2.1.6

Do not Extend Tailings Storage Facilities onto National Forest System
Lands

Pinto Valley Mining Corp. evaluated whether Tailings Storage Facility No. 3 and Tailings Storage Facility
No. 4 could accommodate tailings from continued mining through 2039 without expansion onto
National Forest System lands. This alternative would result in less disturbance of National Forest System
lands than the Proposed Action that could have long-term impacts on landscape productivity and
function (Issue 3 in appendix B), but was eliminated because it would not meet the following criteria:
Criterion 3.

Is the alternative technically feasible?

A prefeasibility report prepared by AMEC Foster Wheeler, Inc. (2014a) determined that it is not
technically feasible to expand the Open Pit onto National Forest System lands without also expanding
Tailings Storage Facility No. 3 and Tailings Storage Facility No. 4 onto National Forest System lands
because the existing tailings storage capacity cannot accommodate tailings from an expanded Open Pit.
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Expansion of Tailings Storage Facility No. 3 and Tailings Storage Facility No. 4 onto private land instead of
National Forest System lands is limited due to topography, existing facilities, and other factors.

4.2.2

Water Supply Alternatives

The Forest Service evaluated potential alternatives to address water resource issues listed in appendix B
(Key Issues for Detailed Analysis), including alternative water supply and delivery options, as described
below.

4.2.2.1

Developing a New Well Field further Downstream of Pinto Valley Mine
and Transporting Water to Pinto Valley Mine by Pipeline

An alternative was considered in which Pinto Valley Mining Corp. would develop a new well field further
downstream of Pinto Valley Mine than the existing Peak Well Field. For example, a new well field could
be developed closer to Roosevelt Lake and then water could be pumped to Pinto Valley Mine by
pipeline. This alternative was considered on the basis that it may reduce potential impacts to Pinto
Creek and associated water rights from ongoing groundwater withdrawals from the existing Peak Well
Field (Issues 9A, 9C, and 9E in appendix B). This alternative was eliminated because it would not meet
the following criteria:
Criterion 2.

Does the alternative avoid, minimize, or mitigate environmental or resource conflicts?

Fresh water withdrawals from the new well field would likely generate a cone of depression that could
infringe on senior surface and groundwater rights, creating a resource conflict. This cone of depression
could also result in adverse environmental effects by reducing water availability for vegetation, wildlife,
and stream flow. Development of the new well field would also necessitate surface disturbance on
National Forest System lands and other lands for construction of drill pads, maintenance roads, booster
stations, powerlines, and pipelines that could have a variety of adverse environmental effects.
Criterion 4.

Is the alternative economically feasible?

Pinto Valley Mining Corp. has made substantial economic investments in ongoing operation,
maintenance, and modifications to the Peak Well Field. The additional costs that would be necessary to
construct a new well field further downstream combined with forgone investments in the existing Peak
Well Field would be economically infeasible for Pinto Valley Mining Corp.
Criterion 7.

Is the alternative available?

Pinto Valley Mining Corp. does not own any land downstream of the mine closer to Roosevelt Lake.
Therefore, Pinto Valley Mining Corp. would have to lease or acquire lands in the location of the new well
field in order to implement the alternative.

4.2.2.2

Developing a New Deep Water Well without Hydraulic Connectivity to
the Pinto Creek Watershed

An alternative was considered in which Pinto Valley Mining Corp. would develop a new deep water well
that has no or negligible hydraulic connectivity to surface water resources in the Pinto Creek Watershed.
Development of such a well could resolve potential conflicts with the administration of water rights in
the Pinto Creek watershed and decrease environmental impacts associated with reduced flow in Pinto
Creek from continued groundwater pumping in the Peak Well Field (Issues 9A, 9C, and 9E in appendix
B), but was eliminated because it would not meet the following criteria:
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Is the alternative technically feasible?

This alternative may be technically infeasible because competent, low permeability bedrock
encountered at deeper levels below the ground surface is not likely to produce needed quantities of
water. Additionally, the shallow alluvial groundwater system is assumed to be hydraulically connected to
the deeper bedrock groundwater flow system, though the effects of drawdown may not be evident at
the surface for a longer period of time than for shallower alluvial wells.

4.2.2.3

Increasing Water Supply from the East Water System thereby reducing
new Water Withdrawals from the Peak Well Field

Pinto Valley Mine currently receives an average of 1,700 gallons per minute of water from the East
Water system. This water comes from multiple sources transmitted to Pinto Valley Mine site by the
Burch pipeline (map A-1) including the Old Dominion mine, the Diamond H open pit dewatering, the
Myberg Basin, treated water from the Pinal Creek Project (a groundwater remediation project funded
dominantly by Freeport-McMoRan), and three groundwater wells on private land. To address potential
impacts to Pinto Creek from water withdrawals at the Pinto Valley Mine Peak Well Field in the Pinto
Creek watershed, an alternative was considered that would increase the water supply from the East
Water System, which could reduce the amount of water needed from the Peak Well Field and thus,
reduce potential impacts to the Pinto Creek watershed (Issues 9A, 9C, and 9E in appendix B). This
alternative was eliminated because it would not meet the following criteria:
Criterion 7.

Is the alternative available?

Water withdrawals from existing sources feeding the Burch Pipeline are at or near maximum capacity
and rights are held by BHP. The additional water rights that Pinto Valley Mining Corp. would need to
acquire to increase supply from the East Water System are not available.

4.2.2.4

Water Supply from Freeport-McMoRan

Pinto Valley Mining Corp. has and continues to pursue water-sourcing arrangements with FreeportMcMoRan. This alternative was considered on the basis that it may reduce potential impacts to Pinto
Creek and associated water rights from ongoing groundwater withdrawals from the existing Peak Well
Field (Issues 9A, 9C, and 9E in appendix B). This alternative was eliminated because it would not meet
the following criteria:
Criterion 2.

Does the alternative avoid, minimize, or mitigate environmental or resource conflicts?

Sourcing water from Freeport-McMoRan would present a variety of environmental and resource
conflicts due to the lack of existing pumping and piping infrastructure, power supply, and the additional
land use authorizations that would be required for a new pipeline system connecting the Miami Mine to
the Pinto Valley Mine. Additional pipelines, pumps, and other infrastructure would result in surface
disturbance and other environmental impacts.
Criterion 7.

Is the alternative available?

Freeport-McMoRan has stated that they will not entertain the transfer or sale of fresh water. Pinto
Valley Mining Corp. has also expressed interest in obtaining water from Freeport-McMoRan from the
various onsite pits and catchments at the Miami Mine. Freeport-McMoRan is considering this possibility,
but a variety of technical and economic challenges would accompany the transfer of any water from
Freeport-McMoRan.
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Alternatives Considered but Eliminated from Detailed Analysis

Water Supply from the Town of Miami

Pinto Valley Mining Corp. met with the Miami Town Manager in late 2014 to explore the use of public
water supply and/or wastewater treatment effluent from the town to supply water to the Pinto Valley
Mine. This alternative was considered on the basis that it may reduce potential impacts to Pinto Creek
and associated water rights from ongoing groundwater withdrawals from the existing Peak Well Field
(Issues 9A, 9C, and 9E in appendix B), but was eliminated because it would not meet the following
criteria:
Criterion 2.

Does the alternative avoid, minimize, or mitigate environmental or resource conflicts?

As for the “Water Supply from Freeport-McMoRan” alternative considered above, sourcing water from
the Town of Miami would present a variety of environmental and resource conflicts due to the lack of
existing pumping and piping infrastructure, power supply, and the additional land use authorizations
that would be required for a new pipeline system connecting the Miami Mine to the Pinto Valley Mine.
Additional pipelines, pumps, and other infrastructure would result in surface disturbance and other
environmental impacts.
Criterion 7.

Is the alternative available?

The Town Manager reported that Miami has no water supply system of its own. The Arizona Water
Company, a private water purveyor in the area, provides Miami with its water supply. FreeportMcMoRan already contracted with the Town of Miami to acquire all wastewater treatment effluent and
there is no further source of water or wastewater to acquire from the Town (see “Water Supply from
Freeport-McMoRan” above).

4.2.2.6

Water Supply from the City of Globe

Pinto Valley Mining Corp. has been exploring the potential for water supply from the City of Globe since
early 2015. Globe maintains a well field in the Cutter Basin, east of the Pinal Creek watershed and
extending onto the adjacent San Carlos Apache Reservation. This alternative was considered on the
basis that it may reduce potential impacts to Pinto Creek and associated water rights from ongoing
groundwater withdrawals from the existing Peak Well Field (Issues 9A, 9C, and 9E in appendix B), but
was eliminated because it would not meet the following criteria:
Criterion 7.

Is the alternative available?

The City of Globe has indicated that there is no excess water to transfer and was considering installation
of additional wells near their existing well field just to meet water demands for the city. In addition,
Globe’s wastewater treatment effluent is currently managed under an undisclosed agreement with
Freeport-McMoRan.

4.2.2.7

Resolution Copper Mine Dewatering Supply to the Pinto Valley Mine

As part of the Resolution Copper project, Resolution Copper is “dewatering” or removing large amounts
of water deep within the bedrock. An alternative was considered that would use some of the water from
Resolution Copper Mine dewatering to offset new fresh water withdrawals from the Peak Well Field.
This alternative was considered on the basis that it may reduce potential impacts to Pinto Creek and
associated water rights from ongoing groundwater withdrawals from the existing Peak Well Field (Issues
9A, 9C, and 9E in appendix B), but was eliminated because it would not meet the following criteria:
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Does the alternative avoid, minimize, or mitigate environmental or resource conflicts?

The Resolution Copper project is located approximately 8.4 miles from Pinto Valley Mine. Creating a
water delivery system to the Pinto Valley Mine would present a variety of environmental and resource
conflicts due to the lack of existing pumping and piping infrastructure, power supply, and the additional
land use authorizations that would be required for a new pipeline system connecting the Resolution
Mine to Pinto Valley Mine. Additional pipelines, pumps, and other infrastructure would result in surface
disturbance and other environmental impacts.
Criterion 7.

Is the alternative available?

Water resulting from Resolution Copper dewatering operations is already treated and used for irrigation
purposes. Resolution Copper is also storing the water from dewatering options for future use at the
Resolution Copper mine site. Securing this water would require agreements with Resolution Copper that
are unavailable to Pinto Valley Mining Corp.

4.2.2.8

Diverting Carlota Mine Water use to the Pinto Valley Mine following
Closure of the Carlota Mine

The Carlota Mine, located adjacent to the Pinto Valley Mine site, is estimated to close in 2021. The
Forest Service estimates that transfer of the Carlota Mine authorized use to Pinto Valley Mining Corp.
could result in an additional flow of 500 to 600 gallons per minute to the Pinto Creek watershed. An
alternative was considered that would divert this water for use at Pinto Valley Mine instead of the water
returning directly to Pinto Creek. This alternative was considered on the basis that it may reduce
potential impacts to Pinto Creek and associated water rights from ongoing groundwater withdrawals
from the existing Peak Well Field (Issues 9A, 9C, and 9E in appendix B), but was eliminated because it
would not meet the following criteria:
Criterion 2.

Does the alternative avoid, minimize, or mitigate environmental or resource conflicts?

The Forest Service determined that this option for water supply might not provide overall net benefits
to water resources because continued withdrawals could result in a net loss of water from the Haunted
Canyon watershed.

4.2.2.9

Develop and Implement a Peak Well Field Pumping Plan

Pumping from some Peak Wells may have a greater effect than others based on well depth and
proximity to Pinto Creek. The Forest Service considered the potential for developing and implementing a
Peak Well Field pumping plan that reduces water withdrawal from Peak Wells that draw a greater
volume of alluvial water versus water from deeper bedrock aquifers. This alternative was considered on
the basis that it may reduce potential impacts to Pinto Creek and associated water rights from ongoing
groundwater withdrawals from the existing Peak Well Field (Issues 9A, 9C, and 9E in appendix B), but
was eliminated because it would not meet the following criteria:
Criterion 3.

Is the alternative technically feasible?

This alternative would be technically infeasible because Pinto Valley Mining Corp. does not have excess
pumping capacity that would allow for idling of Peak Wells closest to Pinto Creek.
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4.2.2.10 Using Water from the Carlota Mine Pit Lake
An alternative was considered that would divert water from the Carlota Mine Pit Lake to reduce or
replace new fresh water withdrawals from the Peak Well Field. This alternative was considered on the
basis that it may reduce potential impacts to Pinto Creek and associated water rights from ongoing
groundwater withdrawals from the existing Peak Well Field (Issues 9A, 9C, and 9E in appendix B), but
was eliminated because it would not meet the following criteria:
Criterion 2. Does the alternative avoid, minimize, or mitigate environmental or resource conflicts?
The Forest Service determined that withdrawals from the Carlota Pit Lake would prevent natural
equilibration of the pit lake water as monitored and approved in the Carlota EIS. This would be an
additional impact to the hydrologic system and localized microclimate affecting threatened and
endangered species that is already in the reclamation and recovery phase.
Criterion 7.

Is the alternative available?

Water from the Carlota Mine Pit Lake will be unavailable to Pinto Valley Mining Corp. while being
utilized by Carlota Copper Company for their Eder South Project, which began in 2018 and will continue
for approximately 3 years. Pinto Valley Mining Corp. will continue to coordinate with Carlota on
potential use of Pit Lake and Carlota water wells following closure of Carlota mine.

4.2.3
4.2.3.1

Other Alternatives
Partial Backfilling of the Open Pit and Pumping and Treating Pit Lake
Water

The Forest Service considered the potential for partial backfilling the Open Pit to prevent the formation
of a post-closure pit lake. This alternative could reduce evaporative water loss from the Pit Lake and
address potential ecological risk associated with the projected post-closure pit lake water chemistry
(e.g., ingestion and exposure by wildlife) (Issue 9F in appendix B), but was eliminated because it would
not meet the following criteria:
Criterion 2. Does the alternative avoid, minimize, or mitigate environmental or resource conflicts?
Pit lake geochemical modeling results indicate that the Pit Lake water quality is anticipated to be acidic
and exceed reference water quality standards for several metals, metalloids, and other constituents
(SRK 2019a). The Pinto Valley Mine Groundwater Modeling for Mine Extension report (SRK 2019b)
concludes that the engineering system (i.e., PLS ponds, caissons) captures the majority of Leach Pile
seepage. Less than 5 percent of the total pregnant leach solution draindown is predicted to infiltrate
directly into the groundwater directly beneath the footprint of the Leach Pile. Of this, approximately 36
percent will not be captured by engineering controls and will slowly flow downgradient towards Pinto
Creek without backfilling the pit. With a partial backfilling, the Open Pit would no longer be a hydraulic
sink, causing a loss of containment in the Pit Lake. In this scenario, the flow-through Pit Lake water
would migrate downgradient towards Pinto Creek along with the Leach Pile seepage. The flow-through
pit water is likely to have low pH and elevated metals and other constituents that could eventually
migrate towards and negatively impact Pinto Creek water quality.
Criterion 4.

Is the alternative economically feasible?

The Forest Service noted that if the Open Pit is backfilled, potential impacts could be mitigated with a
downgradient pump and treat system whereby water is pumped to the surface, treated, and then
appropriately disposed. While technically feasible, Pinto Valley Mining Corp. determined that this
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alternative would not be economically feasible because of significant capital expenditure and
continuous operations and maintenance costs that would be needed for the pump and treat system.
Pinto Valley Mining Corp. estimates that partial backfilling operations could cost between $126,800,000
and $62,000,000 and could take 3.4 to 4.3 years to complete. Treatment of contaminated water that
may move downgradient of the Open Pit, if hydraulic containment is lost, would also generate
treatment sludges that would require storage in the Open Pit, which is the only viable containment
system large enough to handle the expected volume. Treatment sludges are jelly-like substances that
should be stored sub-aqueously, not on top of a backfilled pit where they may dry out and become a
potential source of environmental contamination.
Criterion 5.

Is the alternative illegal?

The Pit Lake would be located entirely on private land. The Mined Land Reclamation Plan approved by
the Arizona State Mine Inspector’s Office governs reclamation of the Open Pit on private land under
Arizona law and does not require backfill. The Forest Service does not have authority to require
backfilling of the Open Pit.

4.2.3.2

Use of a Dry-Stack Tailing System instead of the Current Wet Tailings
Slurry System

An alternative was considered in which Pinto Valley Mining Corp. would modify their operations to use a
dry-stack process (i.e., dry-stack tailings) instead of the current wet tailings slurry process. This
alternative was considered on the basis that it may reduce potential impacts to Pinto Creek and
associated water rights from ongoing groundwater withdrawals from the existing Peak Well Field (Issues
9A, 9C, and 9E in appendix B), but was eliminated because it would not meet the following criteria:
Criterion 3.

Is the alternative technically feasible?

A dry-stack system was evaluated and dismissed at the ASARCO Ray Mine Complex (AMEC Foster
Wheeler, Inc. 2014b) because the technology is unproven at the mines throughput rate, which is lower
than that of Pinto Valley Mine. Currently, there are no dry stack facilities in the world with throughput
rates as high as Pinto Valley Mine. Additionally, the current wet tailings slurry process was recently
upgraded and has already been permitted by the State of Arizona.
Criterion 4.

Is the alternative economically feasible?

Pinto Valley Mining Corp. determined that this alternative would not be economically feasible because
of the capital expenditures required to retrofit the existing wet tailings system and the higher cost per
ton for tailings storage using a dry-stack system. Although a dry-stack tailing process would conserve
water, it carries a high financial cost due to additional infrastructure needed to accommodate dry stack
tailings production, which would include a filter plant, conveyor system, heavy equipment, and water
storage facility.

4.2.3.3

Lower Mining Rate to Avoid Exceedances of Air Quality Standards

An alternative was considered in which Pinto Valley Mining Corp. would operate at a lower mining rate
to avoid possible exceedances of air quality standards. Air quality dispersion modeling results indicate
the potential for exceedances of the National Ambient Air Quality Standards for several criteria
pollutants, predominately due to exhaust emissions and fugitive dust generated by haul trucks. This
alternative was considered because a lower mine rate could decrease the rate of pollutant emissions,
avoiding exceedances of air quality standards (Issue 1 in appendix B). This alternative was eliminated
because it would not meet the following criteria:
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Is the alternative economically feasible?

A lower mining rate would decrease revenue from mine outputs relative to fixed operational costs.
Crushers, mills, and other equipment are sized to run optimally at a set capacity. A significantly lower
mine rate may require mill or mine stoppages or equipment purchases that would threaten the
economic viability of Pinto Valley Mine.
Criterion 5.

Is the alternative illegal?

The Forest Service does not have authority to limit the rate of mining operations on private lands or for
activities that are compliant with standards and permitting requirements administered by the Arizona
Department of Environmental Quality, Air Quality Division.

4.2.3.4

Higher Design Standards for Tailings Storage Facilities No. 3 and No. 4

Tailings Storage Facility No. 4 was originally designed, and the starter dams constructed, in 1977. The
embankment of the facility is raised using upstream construction methods. The engineering design
criteria used for the facility included consideration of a design seismic event with a 1,000-year
recurrence interval in pseudo-static limit equilibrium analyses of embankment stability. Dynamic
modeling of seismic events on tailings dams was not standard engineering practice when the facility was
designed. With the proposed expansion of Tailings Storage Facilities No. 3 and No. 4 onto National
Forest System lands under the Proposed Action, the Forest Service considered the need for an
alternative that would require the expanded tailings storage facilities to meet higher design standards
than the existing or planned facilities. Specifically, the Forest Service considered an alternative tailings
storage facility configuration that would meet the maximum credible earthquake seismic event and
probable maximum precipitation/probable maximum flood storm event considering downstream hazard
potential in terms of potential life loss, environmental and cultural losses, and infrastructure and
economic losses in the event of a flow slide failure of the tailings facilities. Potential failure modes under
earthquake loading may be critical risk drivers, considering previous episodes of tailings dam instability
and potentially liquefiable nature of the tailings materials and use of upstream construction methods for
the tailings storage facilities at the mine. There is precedent established for use of the maximum
credible earthquake seismic event and probable maximum precipitation/probable maximum flood
storm event design criteria for tailings impoundments in recently permitted tailings impoundments on
National Forest System lands and other federal lands. Applying more stringent design criteria for Tailings
Storage Facilities No. 3 and No. 4 would reduce the risk of tailings dam failure (Issue 8 in appendix B).
This alternative was eliminated because it would not meet the following criteria:
Criterion 5.

Is the alternative illegal?

The Forest Service does not have authority to require higher design standards for Tailings Storage
Facilities No. 3 and No. 4 because they are existing facilities that would be located predominately on
private lands. Additionally, the current design for Tailings Storage Facility No. 4, approved by the Arizona
Department of Environmental Quality under the Aquifer Protection Permit program, included design
criteria to meet the Probable Maximum Flood inflow during the operational life of the facility. Current
recommendations for the operation of Tailings Storage Facility No. 3 include maintaining freeboard to
contain half of the Probable Maximum Flood. The conceptual closure designs for both facilities include
channel designs capable of conveying flow resulting from a 500-year, 24-hour storm event. High
recurrence events would overtop the channels and water would be temporarily impounded on the
surface of the facilities.
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Design Features, Best Management Practices,
Mitigation, and other Measures

Federal agencies can apply mitigation to actions authorized through the National Environmental Policy
Act review process to minimize the potential adverse environmental impacts associated with their
actions. Council on Environmental Quality regulations for implementing the National Environmental
Policy Act (40 CFR 1508.20) define mitigation as:


Avoiding an impact by not taking a certain action or parts of an action;



Minimizing an impact by limiting the degree or magnitude of the action and its implementation;



Rectifying an impact by repairing, rehabilitating, or restoring the affected environment;



Reducing or eliminating an impact over time, through preservation and maintenance operations
during the life of the action; and



Compensating for an impact by replacing or providing substitute resources or environments.

As part of the alternatives development process, we compiled a variety of additional design features,
best management practices, mitigation, and other measures for consideration in the Pinto Valley Mine
EIS to minimize potential adverse environmental impacts through application of the mitigation hierarchy
above. Appendix D (Design Features, Best Management Practices, and Mitigation to be Considered in the
Pinto Valley Mine EIS) includes a preliminary list of these measures.
We considered and discussed the potential for constructing a separate alternative that would include
the Proposed Action project components and application of a variety of these measures to address the
key resource issues at the alternatives development meeting held on January 30, 2018. The Forest
Service noted at this meeting that applying design features, best management practices, and other
measures to the Proposed Action might not constitute a separate and distinct alternative. The Forest
Service also determined that there might not be sufficient understanding of potential impacts to identify
appropriate protection measures until after completing the impact analysis. Refer to appendix D (Design
Features, Best Management Practices, Mitigation, and other Measures to be considered in the Pinto
Valley Mine EIS) for a description of preliminary measures that may be considered as mitigation to
reduce potential impacts and address the key issues. We will make further refinements and determine
which measures warrant further consideration based on the results of the impact analysis prepared for
the EIS. Our decision on the proposed Mining Plan of Operations will specify any mitigation measures
needed to avoid unnecessary surface resource damage, provided that they would not unduly interfere
with the proposed operations.

5.1

Resolution of Legacy Encroachments and
Consolidation of Existing Authorizations

The majority of Pinto Valley Mine is located on private property owned by Pinto Valley Mining Corp.
However, some of their facilities and operations are located on National Forest System lands as
authorized by the Forest Service or the Bureau of Land Management through rights-of-way, plans of
operations, special use permits, and a letter of agreement. The authorizations date from as early as the
1940s, and have been amended, updated, and re-authorized over the years. Additionally, Pinto Valley
Mining Corp.’s predecessors inadvertently placed or expanded some facilities onto National Forest
System lands without authorization, which are hereafter referred to as legacy encroachments. In order
to simplify administration of existing and new authorizations and resolve continuing administrative and
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legal issues associated with legacy encroachments at Pinto Valley Mine, the Forest Service seeks to apply
the following measures to the proposed Mining Plan of Operations:


Consolidation under the Locatable Minerals Forest Service regulations (at 36 CFR 228, Subpart
A) of previous construction and disturbances permitted under various authorities and agencies
dating back to the 1940’s



Resolution of legacy encroachments from miscellaneous activities appurtenant to mining, such
as roads, an equipment laydown yard, stormwater ponds, powder magazines, and a water
pipeline and stand dispenser, that previous mine owners inadvertently expanded onto National
Forest System lands without authorization (for additional information on legacy encroachments,
see appendix C sections for the Open Pit, Cottonwood Tailings Impoundment, Tailings Storage
Facility No. 3, Ponds and Reservoirs, and Stormwater Management)

5.2

Water Conservation Practices

This section highlights past and ongoing efforts that Pinto Valley Mining Corp. has applied to minimize
impacts on surface water in the Pinto Creek watershed and conserve water at Pinto Valley Mine. Pinto
Valley Mining Corp. has and continues to explore sources of water beyond the Peak Well Field and has
taken measures to ensure efficient use of water available through this well field and other on-site
systems. Over the past few years, Pinto Valley Mining Corp. completely replaced the pit dewatering
system, brushed and bailed several Peak Wells to improve their performance, installed dozens of
horizontal pit wall drains, conducted two geophysical surveys to locate on-site water supply targets, and
drilled and developed three on-site water supply wells on private lands and permitted by the State of
Arizona. In April 2018, Pinto Valley Mining Corp. completed a deep dewatering well within the Open Pit
to an elevation of 1,450 feet above mean sea level compared with the proposed final bottom elevation
of the pit at 2,240 feet above mean sea level for the Proposed Action. In addition, Pinto Valley Mining
Corp. is evaluating a project to drill three pilot holes with the prospect of adding at least one new well at
the toe of Tailings Storage Facility No. 3 or Tailings Storage Facility No. 4. Results of geophysical surveys,
geological mapping, and historical reports guide these locations. Pinto Valley Mining Corp. will continue
to develop the water supply system to serve the needs of the mine with the goal of further reducing
reliance on precipitation runoff that would otherwise contribute to surface flows in the Pinto Creek
watershed.
In addition to fully developing on-site water sources, Pinto Valley Mining Corp. has implemented several
water conservation strategies including:


Reinvestment in a new tailings pump station and pipeline to Tailings Storage Facility No. 4,
which improved tailings handling and enabled Pinto Valley Mining Corp. to raise the pumped
tailings slurry from less than 50 percent to more than 55 percent solids. This has saved in excess
of 300 gallons per minute of water which otherwise would have been lost to evaporation and
seepage.



Investment in four boom cranes which allows Pinto Valley Mining Corp. to precisely deliver
tailings sand to build dam top and further reduce evaporative losses across the beach.



Replacement of weak sections of water supply pipelines to prevent pipeline leaks and
enhancement of leak detection programs.



Where practicable, Pinto Valley Mining Corp. conducts dust suppression by application of
palliatives, binding agents, and street sweeping rather than use of water trucks, saving
approximately 50 gallons per minute, resulting in an estimated reduction of 80 acre-feet per
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year in water used for dust suppression (11 percent of the estimated total volume of water used
for dust suppression).


Restricting vehicle washing based on need.



Lining certain ditches and ponds to reduce infiltration.



Operating the leach circuit at an all-time low fluid level. Make up water has not been added to
the circuit in more than 2 years.



Investigation of agents that could reduce evaporation from Cottonwood Reservoir. Due to
environmental and copper floatation concerns, these products have not been deployed.
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Conclusion and Next Steps

Based on the alternatives development process described in this report, the Tonto National Forest
recommends that the No Action Alternative and Proposed Action be analyzed in detail in the Pinto
Valley Mine EIS. The Forest Supervisor will review this Final Alternatives Report to confirm the
alternatives to be analyzed in detail. Over the course of the next year, we will further refine the
alternatives to be analyzed in detail, develop a description of the existing conditions and affected
environment, conduct the impacts analysis, and prepare a variety of internal review versions of products
for the Pinto Valley Mine Draft EIS. Alternatives not carried forward for detailed analysis will be
identified as alternatives considered, but eliminated from detailed analysis in the Draft EIS. Publication
of the notice of availability for the Draft EIS in the Federal Register will initiate a 45-day public comment
period during which the Forest Service will invite the public and other interested parties to provide
comments on the Draft EIS. We will hold public meetings during the Draft EIS public comment period
and will advertise meetings through mailings to contacts on the project mailing list and through other
notification methods. After review and consideration of all comments received on the Draft EIS during
the public comment period, we will revise the Draft EIS as appropriate. The Final EIS will incorporate all
substantive comments and responses.
Publication of the notice of availability for the Final EIS and Draft Record of Decision in the Federal
Register will announce the availability of the Final EIS and Draft Record of Decision and initiation of the
administrative objection period. The Forest Service anticipates release of the Final EIS and Draft Record
of Decision to the public in 2020. The Forest Service will review and address objections received during
the administrative objection process and will prepare a Final Record of Decision to document the
selected alternative and identify any accompanying mitigation measures.
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This glossary defines select terms used within this report and appendices that may be unfamiliar to some
readers or have a unique meaning in the context of this report.
Acid Rock Drainage: Drainage that occurs as a result of natural oxidation of sulfide minerals contained in
rock that is exposed to air and water. It is not confined to mining activities, but can occur wherever
sulfide-bearing rock is exposed to air and water.
Acre: A unit of land measure equal to 43,560 square feet.
Affecting: Will or may have an effect on.
Aquifer: A zone, stratum, or group of strata acting as a hydraulic unit that stores or transmits water in
sufficient quantities for beneficial use.
Bedrock: Solid rock exposed at the surface of the earth or overlain by unconsolidated material,
weathered rock, or soil.
Cooperating Agency: Any federal agency other than a lead agency which has jurisdiction by law or
special expertise with respect to any environmental impact involved in a proposal (or a reasonable
alternative) for legislation or other major federal action significantly affecting the quality of the human
environment. The selection and responsibilities of a cooperating agency are described in 40 CFR 1501.6.
A State or local agency of similar qualifications or, when the effects are on a reservation, an Indian Tribe,
may by agreement with the lead agency become a Cooperating agency.
Cultural Resources: Archaeological sites, architectural structures or features, traditional use areas, and
Native American sacred sites or special use areas.
Cumulative Impact: The impact on the environment which results from the incremental impact of the
action when added to other past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future actions regardless of what
agency (federal or non-federal) or person undertakes such other actions. Cumulative impacts can result
from individually minor but collectively significant actions taking place over a period of time.
Deposit: A natural accumulation, such as precious metals, minerals, coal, gas, oil, etc., that may be
pursued for its intrinsic value; gold deposit.
Dewatering: The lowering of the water level in a well as a result of withdrawal; the reduction in
groundwater level at a point caused by the withdrawal of water from an aquifer.
Downgradient: In relation to any fixed point with regard to the direction of drainage or flow,
downgradient is at a lower point of elevation than the chosen observation point and thus downward in
relation to the direction of flow.
Drawdown: Vertical distance that a water elevation is lowered or the pressure head is reduced due to
the removal of water from the same system.
Effects include:
(a) Direct effects, which are caused by the action and occur at the same time and place.
(b) Indirect effects, which are caused by the action and are later in time or farther removed in
distance, but are still reasonably foreseeable. Indirect effects may include growth inducing effects
and other effects related to induced changes in the pattern of land use, population density or
growth rate, and related effects on air and water and other natural systems, including ecosystems.
Effects and impacts as used in these regulations are synonymous. Effects includes ecological (such as
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the effects on natural resources and on the components, structures, and functioning of affected
ecosystems), aesthetic, historic, cultural, economic, social, or health, whether direct, indirect, or
cumulative. Effects also may include those resulting from actions which may have both beneficial
and detrimental effects, even if on balance the agency believes that the effect will be beneficial.
Electrowinning: A process of whereby metals are recovered from a solution by means of electrolytic
chemical reaction.
Erosion: The wearing away of the land surface by running water, wind, ice or other geologic agents,
including such processes as gravitation creep.
Exploration: The search for economic deposits of minerals, ore, gas, oil, or coal through the practices of
geology, geochemistry, geophysics, drilling, shaft sinking and/or mapping.
Extraction: The process of mining and removal of coal or ore from a mine. Also used in relation to all
process of obtaining metals from ores.
Feasible: Capable of being accomplished in a successful manner within a reasonable period of time,
taking into account economic, environmental, legal, social, and technological factors.
Federal Agency: All agencies of the Federal Government. It does not mean the Congress, the Judiciary,
or the President, including the performance of staff functions for the President in his Executive Office.
For the purposes of regulation it includes States and units of general local government and Indian tribes
assuming National Environmental Policy Act responsibilities under Section 104(h) of the Housing and
Community Development Act of 1974.
Forage: All browse and non-woody plants that are available to livestock or game animals for grazing or
harvestable for feed.
Fugitive Dust: Dust particles suspended randomly in the air from road travel, excavation and rock
loading operations.
Geochemistry: The study of the distribution and amounts of the chemical elements in minerals, ores,
rocks, soils, water, and the atmosphere, and their circulation in nature, on the basis of the properties of
their atoms and ions. The geology in chemistry concerned with the chemical composition of, a chemical
reactions taking place within, the earth’s crust.
Geotechnical: A branch of engineering that is essentially concerns with the engineering design aspects
of slope stability, settlement, earth pressures, bearing capacity, seepage control, and erosion.
Gravity Placement: The process by which tailings slurry separate with coarser and higher specific gravity
particles being deposited on the upper beach, and finer and lower specific gravity particles settle to the
decant pond.
Groundwater: Water found beneath the land surface in the zone of saturation below the water table.
Growth Media: All materials, including topsoil, specified soil horizons, vegetative debris, and organic
matter, which are classified as suitable for stockpiling and/or reclamation.
Haul Road: A road used by large (less than 50-ton capacity) trucks to haul ore and waste rock from an
open pit mine to other locations.
Heavy Metals: A group of elements, usually acquired by organisms in trace amounts, that are often toxic
in higher concentrations; includes lead, mercury, molybdenum, nickel, copper, cobalt, chromium, iron,
silver, etc.
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High Density Polyethylene: A plastic impermeable material used for liners. This material deforms with a
low probability of puncturing or splitting. Seams are heat welded instead of glued, thus preventing
rupture.
Human Environment: Shall be interpreted comprehensively to include the natural and physical
environment and the relationship of people with that environment. (See the definition of “effects” [40
CFR 1508.8]). This means that economic or social effects are not intended by themselves to require
preparation of an EIS. When an EIS is prepared and economic or social and natural or physical
environmental effects are interrelated, then the EIS will discuss all of these effects on the human
environment.
Lead Agency: The agency or agencies preparing or having taken primary responsibility for preparing the
EIS.
Leaching: The process of applying a chemical agent that bonds preferentially and dissolves into solution
the target metal (s) in an ore. The metal complexes or binds to the solution, which is then called a
“pregnant” solution. The pregnant solution is collected for processing to recover the metals.
Legacy Encroachment: Defined in this document as placement or expansion of mining facilities onto
National Forest System lands without authorization by Pinto Valley Mining Corp.’s predecessors.
Locatable Minerals: Generally refers to hard rock minerals on Public Domain lands or National Forest
System lands reserved from the Public Domain that are mined and processed to recover metals, such as
gold and copper, chemical grade limestone, and asbestos.
Milling: The general process of treating, or to separate and concentrate, the valuable metal(s) or
mineral(s) from the rest of the ore material.
Mine Pit: Surface area from which ore and waste rock are removed.
Mitigation: Includes:
(a) Avoiding the impact altogether by not taking a certain action or parts of an action.
(b) Minimizing impacts by limiting the degree or magnitude of the action and its implementation.
(c) Rectifying the impact by repairing, rehabilitating, or restoring the affected environment.
(d) Reducing or eliminating the impact over time by preservation and maintenance operations
during the life of the action.
(e) Compensating for the impact by replacing or providing substitute resources or environments.
Monitor: To systematically and repeatedly watch, observe, or measure environmental conditions in
order to track changes.
National Environmental Policy Act Process: All measures necessary for compliance with the
requirements of Section 2 and Title I of the National Environmental Policy Act.
Notice of Intent: A notice that an EIS will be prepared and considered.
The notice shall briefly:
(a) Describe the proposed action and possible alternatives.
(b) Describe the agency's proposed scoping process including whether, when, and where any
scoping meeting will be held.
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(c) State the name and address of a person within the agency who can answer questions about the
proposed action and the EIS. “Proposal” exists at that stage in the development of an action when
an agency subject to the Act has a goal and is actively preparing to make a decision on one or more
alternative means of accomplishing that goal and the effects can be meaningfully evaluated.
Preparation of an EIS on a proposal should be timed (40 CFR 1502.5) so that the final statement may
be completed in time for the statement to be included in any recommendation or report on the
proposal. A proposal may exist in fact as well as by agency declaration that one exists.
Open Pit Mining: A type of mining that involves excavation of ore by digging downward from the ground
surface, removing the overburden and extracting the ore beneath. The result of the mining operation is
an “open pit.”
Ore: An earth material containing target metal(s) or mineral(s) in sufficient concentration and quantity
which may be mined and processed at an economic profit.
Patented Claims: Private land which has been secured from the U.S. Government by compliance with
the laws relating to such lands.
Plan of Operations: A detailed description presenting the methods, timing, and contingencies to be used
during the operation of the Project. A document required from any person proposing to conduct mineral
related activities which utilize earth moving equipment and which will cause disturbance to surface
resources.
Precious Metal: Any of the less common and highly valuable metals; gold, silver, platinum.
Reclamation: Returning disturbed land to a form and productivity in conformity with a predetermined
land management plan or a government approved plan or permit.
Record of Decision: A document separate from but associated with an EIS which states the decision;
identifies all alternatives, specifying which were environmentally preferable; and states whether all
practicable means to avoid environmental harm from the alternative have been adopted, and if not,
why not (40 CFR 1505.2).
Right-of-Way: Strip of land or corridor over which a power line, pipeline, access road, or maintenance
road would pass.
Riparian: Pertaining to or situated on the bank of a body of water, especially of a watercourse such as a
river.
Scope: Consists of the range of actions, alternatives, and impacts to be considered in an EIS. The scope
of an individual statement may depend on its relationships to other statements (as established in 40 CFR
1502.20 and 1508.28).
Stockpile: An accumulation of ore, stone, or other mined or quarried material.
Subsume: Remove facilities and equipment and build over an existing project component in order to
excavate or build a different project component in the same location.
Supernatant Pool: Clear liquid overlying tailings sands and silts deposited by settling.
Surface Water: Water found in ponds, lakes, inland seas, streams, and rivers or above the ground
surface.
Tailings Storage Facility: Impoundments created by embankments constructed from waste rock to
contain mixtures of crushed rock and processing fluids from the extraction of mine resources.
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Unpatented Claim: A particular parcel of federal land, valuable for a specific mineral deposit or deposits.
It is a parcel for which an individual has asserted a right of possession. The right is restricted to the
extraction and development of a mineral deposit. The rights granted by a mining claim are valid against
a challenge by the United States and other claimants only after the discovery of a valuable mineral
deposit.
Waste Rock: A non-ore rock that is removed to access the ore zone. It contains target metal(s) or
mineral(s) below the economic cutoff level, and must be removed to gain access to the ore zone.
Watershed: The entire land area that contributes water to a particular drainage system or stream.
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B.1

Introduction

Based on scoping input and the comments received, the Forest Service identified nine key issues and
sub-issues for detailed analysis in the Pinto Valley Mine EIS. The detailed analysis contained in the Pinto
Valley Mine EIS for each resource will focus on these specific factors or indicators and will allow for a
concise comparison of impacts. The development of alternatives for the Pinto Valley Mine EIS also
focused on alternative options and other measures to address these key issues identified during scoping.
The issue below is a summary of the Issues portion of the Scoping and Issues Report (Forest Service
2017) and includes a cause-and-effect statement that describes the expected effects or unintended
consequences that may occur from the Proposed Action and alternatives, thereby providing
opportunities during the analysis to identify means to reduce adverse effects. Each identified issue also
presents a summary of specific factors, such as readily quantifiable metrics or other indicators of
change, which may be used to compare potential effects under the alternatives to be analyzed in the
Pinto Valley Mine EIS.
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B.2

Issue Statements

Issue 1: Air Quality Impacts Resulting from Project-Related Emissions
and Dust Generated from Project Activity
Construction, operation, reclamation, and closure of the Pinto Valley Mine will require equipment,
vehicles, and other activities that generate dust, airborne chemicals, and transportation-related (mobile
source) emissions. These emissions could result in potential impacts to air quality, deposition, and
visibility in the region. Potential air quality impacts are relevant for the Pinto Valley Mine Project due to
its proximity to the Superstition Wilderness (Class I area) and location of the Pinto Valley Mine site
within the existing non-attainment areas for particulate matter less than or equal to 10 microns in
diameter and sulfur dioxide.
The Clean Air Act, National Ambient Air Quality Standards, the State Implementation Plan, and other
laws, regulations, policies and plans set thresholds for emissions and air quality. In April 2017, Pinto
Valley Mining Corp. received a Class II Synthetic Minor Air Quality Permit Renewal from the Arizona
Department of Environmental Quality, which is valid for five years. In accordance with the permit, Pinto
Valley Mining Corp. is accepting voluntary emission and operating limits and air pollution control
requirements to stay below major emissions source thresholds. Additional assessment of air quality
impacts is required to disclose potential direct, indirect, and cumulative air quality impacts to the public;
to determine if proposed activities would stay below regulatory thresholds; and to provide adequate
information to the Forest Service to make an informed decision on the Pinto Valley Mine Project.

Analysis approaches and factors for comparing alternatives:
1. Quantitative inventory of potential emissions associated with the Proposed Action and
alternatives, including criteria pollutants, Volatile Organic Compounds, and Hazardous Air
Pollutants.
2. Quantitative estimate of particulate emissions (particulate matter less than or equal to 2.5
microns in diameter and particulate matter less than or equal to 10 microns in diameter,
compared with background (tons per year [tons/year]) and expected seasonal dust patterns and
dispersion area.
3. Quantitative assessment of total mine emissions (tons/year), compared with the current total
regional emissions (tons/year), including criteria and other pollutants (carbon monoxide, lead,
sulfur dioxide, nitrogen dioxide, ozone, particulate matter, and carbon dioxide).
4. Quantitative assessment of the ability to meet air quality standards and thresholds, including
the de minimus thresholds in the particulate matter less than or equal to 10 microns in diameter
and sulfur dioxide nonattainment areas.
5. Quantitative assessment of the ability to meet National Ambient Air Quality Standards for
criteria pollutants (carbon monoxide, lead, sulfur dioxide, nitrogen dioxide, ozone, and
particulate matter), as modeled at the perimeter fence line of the mine facility, taking into
account all mobile and stationary emission sources.
6. Quantitative assessment of the potential for degradation to Class I airsheds, specifically, changes
to air quality–related values of visibility, ozone, and deposition of sulfur dioxide and nitrogen
oxides.
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7. Assessment of potential greenhouse gas emissions associated with the Pinto Valley Mine
Project.
8. Assessment using best available science of long-term trends in precipitation and temperature
that may affect resources.

Issue 2: Biological Resource Impacts Resulting from Surface
Disturbance, Human Activity, and other Project-Related Effects on
Ecosystems and Ecosystem Components
The Pinto Valley Mine Project would result in impacts to biological resources from expansion of the
open pit and tailings storage facilities and other construction activities and associated disturbance;
project-related vehicle traffic and noise, and other project-related activity that affects wildlife, wildlife
habitat, forage and prey base as well as project-related impacts to vegetation, soils, water resources,
and other ecosystem components. Potential impacts on biological resources could include direct
mortality of wildlife from vehicle collisions, degradation of habitat from toxins and pollutants (upland
and aquatic), and degradation in water and forage quantity and quality, habitat fragmentation,
degradation of water quality and quantity, reduction in soil and vegetative productivity, and other
impacts.

Issue 2A: Impacts to Special Status Species, including FederallyListed Species, Arizona Game and Fish Department Species of
Greatest Conservation Need, and Forest Service Sensitive Species
The Pinto Valley Mine Project could result in impacts to special status species including wildlife and plant
species that are federally-listed under the Endangered Species Act, Arizona Species of Greatest
Conservation Need (Arizona Game and Fish Department 2012), and Forest Service sensitive species.
Project-related impacts could affect overall management goals and objectives for these special status
species.

Analysis approaches and factors for comparing alternatives:
1. Conduct biological surveys for key special status species to confirm presence/absence in the
area and potential for occurrence. Key species for survey would include the Arizona hedgehog
cactus, yellow-billed cuckoo, and southwestern willow flycatcher.
2. Qualitative assessment of potential impacts to special status species based on proposed areas of
disturbance, habitat associations, and the results of species-specific surveys.
3. Assessment of other impacts to biological resources and ecosystem components that could
result in impacts to special status species as described under the other issues.
4. Coordination with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Arizona Game and Fish Department, and
other appropriate entities to effectively characterize special status species in the area and to
appropriately analyze potential impacts. Preparation of a Biological Assessment if potential
impacts to federally-listed species are anticipated.

Issue 2B: Impacts to Fish and Wildlife Species Resulting from ProjectRelated Activity and Project Components
The Pinto Valley Mine Project would result in vehicle traffic, noise and vibration, and other projectrelated activity that could result in direct, indirect, and cumulative impacts to general wildlife and fish
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species. In addition, certain project components (e.g., reservoirs, open pits) could pose hazards to fish
and wildlife including entrapment, ingestion of hazardous materials, exposure to process water and
stormwater, and other effects.

Analysis approaches and factors for comparing alternatives:
1. Qualitative assessment of the potential for wildlife mortality resulting from project-related
vehicle traffic and exposure to pollutants/toxins.
2. Qualitative assessment, with reference to appropriate literature, of potential impacts to wildlife
and wildlife behavior resulting from project-related noise, vibration, and lighting.
3. Qualitative assessment of potential hazards to wildlife from project-related components and
operation.
Issue 2C: Impacts to Habitat, Soils, Vegetation Communities, and Ecosystem Components that Result in
Adverse Impacts to Wildlife, Fish, and Plants
The Pinto Valley Mine Project would result in direct disturbance and removal of soils and vegetation,
reduction in the quality or quantity of habitat and forage, habitat fragmentation, disruption of wildlife
movement and connectivity corridors, impacts on the availability and quality of water resources, and
other effects to ecosystems and their services that could result in adverse impacts to wildlife, fish, and
plants in the area. These effects would occur in the short term during construction and could persist for
the long term during project operation, reclamation, and closure.

Analysis approaches and factors for comparing alternatives:
1. Quantitative and qualitative assessment of the types of wildlife habitat in the analysis area and
the condition of the habitat.
2. Quantitative assessment of acres of surface disturbance and the associated habitat that would
be lost, altered, or indirectly impacted.
3. Qualitative assessment of impacts to wildlife from habitat fragmentation.
4. Qualitative assessment of the change in movement corridors and connectivity between wildlife
habitats.
5. Qualitative assessment of impacts to aquatic habitats and surface water that support wildlife,
fish, and plants such as impacts to Pinto Creek and impacts to seeps and springs.
6. Qualitative assessment of change in habitat function including how changes in the function of
riparian areas along Pinto Creek could affect fish and wildlife and their habitat.
7. Qualitative assessment of the potential for the establishment and spread of noxious weeds and
invasive species that could further degrade habitat quality and quantity and result in adverse
impacts to wildlife, fish, and plants.
8. Qualitative assessment of potential impacts to habitat and ecosystem components if hazardous
material spills or releases were to occur.

Issue 3: Long-Term Impacts to Landscape Productivity and Function
Resulting from Surface Disturbance and other Project Activity
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Surface disturbance from clearing vegetation, grading, and stockpiling soils, tailings storage (e.g.,
landfills, tire disposal), tailings expansion, pit expansion, and other project activity has the potential to
compact soils, accelerate erosion, and reduce soil productivity, thereby affecting the long-term
productivity of soils and vegetation and the overall function of the landscape. The open pit, tailings
facilities, and waste rock facilities could be unstable over time, and reclamation may not adequately
stabilize and revegetate landscape to a productive condition. This could affect soil productivity,
vegetation communities, downstream water quality, and future uses of the area. In addition, the
geochemical composition of tailings facilities and other facilities may not support the re-establishment
of native vegetation during reclamation and post-closure. Damage, disturbance, contamination, and/or
removal of the nonrenewable soil resources may result in a loss of soil productivity, changes in soil
dynamics, impacts to soil/vegetation physical structure, and the overall ecological function of the
landscape in the long-term. This issue will recognize the interconnected nature of landscape function
and impacts to wildlife, vegetation, soil function, surface water, and groundwater as well as the
potential for successful reclamation based on soil, vegetation, and climatic conditions.

Analysis approaches and factors for comparing alternatives:
1. Quantitative description of soil types in areas of proposed disturbance, by alternative, and
assessment of soils and disturbance areas that could pose challenges to successful reclamation.
2. Qualitative evaluation of potential impacts to soil productivity and soil development.
3. Evaluation of sedimentation and erosion and associated impacts to soils, vegetation, water, and
other resources.
4. Assessment of long-term stability of tailings storage facilities, the open pit, and other project
facilities.
5. Assessment of Pinto Valley Mining Corp. proposed reclamation activities for each project
component and the potential for successful reclamation based on extent of disturbance, soil
types, vegetation, and other appropriate factors.
6. Assessment of how impacts to landscape productivity could affect wildlife and their habitat,
vegetation communities, groundwater and surface water, and other resources.
7. Geochemical assessment of existing conditions, impacts to the geochemical composition of soils
and subsurface resources resulting from the tailings facilities and other project components, and
how changes in geochemical conditions could affect long-term ecosystem productivity and
function.
8. Qualitative evaluation and assessment of reclamation success in creating stable landforms and
producing a productive and self-sustaining post mine landscape.
9. Qualitative evaluation and assessment of successful long-term post-mine land use (e.g., grazing,
wildlife habitat, recreation).
10. Qualitative assessment of Pinto Valley Mining Corp. proposed post-reclamation monitoring
activities and ability to detect downstream project-related impacts to fish, wildlife and their
aquatic ecosystems from degraded surface water quality, mine seepage or downstream
transport of mine related contaminants; using best available monitoring methods, appropriate
target receptors, and sufficient survey scope and duration.
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Issue 4: Cultural Resource Impacts Resulting from Project-Related
Activity, Facilities, and Surface Disturbance
Project-related activity (e.g., vehicle trips), long-term facilities, and surface disturbance associated with
the mine expansion have the potential to impact cultural resource sites, cultural settings, traditional
cultural properties, and other cultural resources. Sites identified as eligible for inclusion on the National
Register of Historic Places have been identified by surveys in and around the project area. National
Register of Historic Places sites could be adversely affected by expansion of the tailings storage facilities,
expansion of the open pit, and other project-related activity. Project-related surface disturbance also
has the potential to uncover and disturb previously unidentified cultural resource sites. Disturbance of
known or unknown cultural resources is an impact that is important to many tribes, regardless of
whether data recovery or additional mitigation measures are undertaken.

Analysis approaches and factors for comparing alternatives:
1. Quantitative and qualitative assessment of all National Register of Historic Places-eligible
historic properties in the Area of Potential Effect, including traditional cultural properties, sacred
sites, and other landscape-scale properties that could be impacted (i.e. buried, destroyed, or
damaged) by project activities. Assessment of potential impacts to these sites and the
development of a treatment plan and appropriate mitigation to address potential impacts.
2. Qualitative assessment of the efficacy of treatment plans and mitigation to address potential
impacts to cultural resources.
3. Qualitative assessment of impacts to historic properties.
4. Qualitative assessment of potential visual resource impacts from surface disturbance, project
facilities, and other project activity, and how these changes in the visual landscape could change
the historic integrity or cultural setting in the area.
5. Qualitative assessment of potential impacts to tribal concerns and issues, as identified through
government-to-government tribal consultation.

Issue 5: Impacts to Public Health and Safety from Construction,
Operation, and Reclamation of the Pinto Valley Mine Project
Construction, operation, and reclamation of the Pinto Valley Mine Project could present a variety of
risks to public health and safety. Potential impacts to public health and safety include the potential for
accidental spills or releases of hazardous materials, public or mine worker exposure to hazardous
materials or project components (e.g., ponds and the open pit), potential dam or stability failures, public
or mine worker exposure to blasting, hazards to recreationists and the public from project-related
vehicle traffic, and potential public health and safety effects associated with impacts to natural
resources such as air quality and water quality. Pinto Valley Mining Corp. employs a variety of standards
and practices to reduce these potential impacts to public health and safety.

Analysis approaches and factors for comparing alternatives:
1. For all alternatives, description of the systems in place to reduce potential impacts to public
health and safety (e.g., blasting warnings, accidental spill/leakage warnings, containment areas
around chemical storage, slope stability monitoring, stormwater management plan, etc.).
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2. For all alternatives, disclosure of the types and quantities of hazardous and non-hazardous
materials that would be used for the project.
3. Assessment of potential impacts to the public and mine workers from exposure to hazardous
and non-hazardous materials used at the Pinto Valley Mine site.
4. Qualitative assessment of potential impacts to the public and mine workers from project
operation and project-related activities (e.g., blasting).
5. Assessment of the transport of hazardous and non-hazardous materials, including the method
and frequency of transport, the transportation route, destination of materials, and potential
sensitive receptors/resources along the transportation routes.
6. Quantitative analysis of vehicle trips associated with the alternatives and an assessment of the
potential for public/project-related vehicle accidents.
7. Assessment of potential failure risk of the tailings storage facilities and potential impacts
downstream in the event of a failure.
8. Qualitative assessment of potential impacts to public health from project-related effects to
water quality.
9. Quantitative assessment of potential public health impacts from project-related effects to air
quality.
10. Qualitative assessment of potential impacts to public safety from post-mine landscape (e.g., pit).

Issue 6: Impacts to Recreation and Recreational Access from ProjectRelated Traffic, Surface Disturbance, and other Project Activities
Forest Road 287 traverses the Pinto Valley Mine site and is used by the public to access a variety of
recreation areas in the region including Haunted Canyon and Pinto Creek. Project-related traffic and
other project activities have the potential to affect recreational access along Forest Road 287 and other
routes used by the public to access these recreational areas. Project-related development and activity
also has the potential to alter recreation settings, experiences, and opportunities in the area, including
hiking (e.g., Haunted Canyon Trailhead), hunting, off-highway vehicle use, and opportunities for
solitude.

Analysis approaches and factors for comparing alternatives:
1. Assessment of potential impacts to public access and recreation access along Forest Road 287
and other National Forest System roads.
2. Qualitative analysis of potential impacts to recreational opportunities associated with flowing
surface waters.
3. Qualitative analysis of potential impacts to recreation and recreation access resulting from
project-related vehicle traffic and noise.
4. Assessment of alternatives in relation to the Recreational Opportunity Spectrum for the area
identified in the Tonto Forest Plan.
5. Visual resource assessment of how project development and activities would affect the visual
setting for recreationists.
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6. Qualitative assessment of how project-related activity and roads could affect off-highway
vehicle use.
7. Qualitative (and quantitative, if possible) assessment of how project development and operation
could affect tourism in the area.
8. Quantitative analysis of potential noise impacts at identified recreation areas.
9. Qualitative assessment of impacts on opportunities for solitude.
10. Assessment of potential impacts to hunting, including number of hunter days lost.

Issue 7: Impacts to Social and Economic Conditions, including
Environmental Justice Resulting from Expansion and Operation of the
Pinto Valley Mine Project
Expansion and operation of the Pinto Valley Mine would continue to influence local and regional social
and economic conditions through jobs, tax revenues, local and regional spending on project components
and services, demands on local and regional resources and services (e.g., housing, roads, schools), and
quality of life and non-market value impacts. Based on the proximity of the Pinto Valley Mine Project to
tribal lands and local communities, it will also be important to determine if the Pinto Valley Mine Project
would result in disproportionate adverse effects to minority or low-income populations. It is important
to note that because the Pinto Valley Mine is an existing and operating mine, many of the social and
economic impacts associated with the project would represent continuation of current conditions.

Issue 7A: Impacts to Social Conditions
Project-related development, operation, and employment would result in a variety of impacts to social
conditions in the region including potential impacts on job opportunities; population; housing; property
values; community services and infrastructure; and quality of life resources such as air quality, water
quality and quantity, and recreation.

Analysis approaches and factors for comparing alternatives:
1. Quantitative assessment of changes in employment over time, including direct, indirect, and
induced effects.
2. Assessment of change in tax base per year over time, including changes to payments in lieu of
taxes.
3. Qualitative assessment of road maintenance requirements and costs.
4. Qualitative assessment of change in demand and cost for community services over time (e.g.,
schools, hospitals, emergency services).
5. Assessment of potential impacts to property value in the analysis area.
6. Qualitative assessment of how other resource impacts (e.g., air quality, water, recreation) could
affect quality of life conditions in the analysis area.

Issue 7B: Impacts to Economic and Fiscal Conditions
Project-related development, operation, spending, and employment would result in a variety of impacts
to economic conditions in the region including potential impacts on labor, labor income, tax revenues,
recreation and tourism spending, and overall economic output.
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1. Quantitative assessment of impacts on jobs, labor income, and overall economic output in the
analysis area including direct, indirect, and induced effects.
2. Quantitative assessment of project expenditures and potential revenue and taxes for the State
of Arizona and local communities.

Issue 7C: Environmental Justice Impacts
Social and economic impacts may affect various socioeconomic groups in different ways. In general,
minority and low-income populations tend to benefit less from large-scale development and mining
projects, compared to the population as a whole, due to differences in education, employment
opportunities, and overall economic status. In accordance with Executive Order 12898 (Federal Actions
to Address Environmental Justice in Minority and Low-Income Populations), the Pinto Valley Mine EIS will
address the potential for disproportionate adverse impacts to minority or low-income communities in
the analysis area.

Analysis approaches and factors for comparing alternatives:
1. Identification of potential environmental justice communities in the analysis area.
2. Assessment of social and economic effects on environmental justice communities and
qualitative assessment of whether these effects are disproportionate.
3. Qualitative assessment of disproportionate adverse effects to environmental justice
communities.

Issue 8: Potential Risk to Resources from Geotechnical or Stability
Issues Associated with Expansion of the Tailings Storage Facilities
and Open Pit
Expanding and raising the top elevations of the tailings storage facilities and further excavating the open
pit can increase risk of dam failure, pit wall instability, and the geotechnical integrity of these project
facilities. In addition, there have been previous tailings dam breaches/failures at the Pinto Valley Mine
site. Dam failures and slope stability issues can present a range of potential impacts including risks to
health and safety, impacts to water resources, and impacts to other resources.

Analysis approaches and factors for comparing alternatives:
1. Assessment of the geotechnical stability of the proposed expansion of the tailings storage
facilities and the open pit.
2. Identification and assessment of design features, stability monitoring, best management
practices, and mitigation to prevent future failures.
3. Analyze potential failure modes and effects to inform alternatives, mitigation, and emergency
response strategies.
Assessment of potential impacts to health and safety and resource values if a failure were to occur (e.g.,
impacts to downstream waters).

Issue 9: Impacts to Groundwater and Surface Water in the Pinto Creek
Watershed during Construction, Operation, Reclamation, Closure, and
Post-Closure of the Pinto Valley Mine Project
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Construction, operation, reclamation, and closure of the Pinto Valley Mine Project could result in a
range of impacts to groundwater and surface water in the Pinto Creek watershed. The primary issues
related to water resources include impacts to surface and groundwater quantity in the Pinto Creek
watershed resulting from water use for the Pinto Valley Mine Project, impacts to surface and
groundwater quality from geochemically impacted seepage and surface water runoff, impacts to existing
water rights, and impacts to surface water and groundwater from the formation of a pit lake after the
Pinto Valley Mine closes. These impacts can result in a range of effects including reduction in the
quantity and quality of water available for consumption and other human uses; degradation of surface
water features such as seeps, springs, and creeks (e.g., Pinto Creek); and degradation of aquatic and
riparian habitats and associated impacts to fish and wildlife.

Issue 9A: Impacts to Groundwater Quantity
The Pinto Valley Mine Project requires, on average, an estimated 9,722 gallons of water per minute for
onsite milling, dust control, potable water, and other uses. These water requirements are met by two
pipeline supply systems originating from different basins and through the reuse of water within the
Pinto Valley Mine site. A portion of the water required for the Pinto Valley Mine Project would continue
to be withdrawn from groundwater wells in the Pinto Valley watershed, which, combined with
continued dewatering operations in the pit for mine water supply, would result in groundwater
drawdown. Groundwater pumping reduces the water level and changes the flow direction in the
aquifer, potentially affecting groundwater availability and water use. As a result, groundwater pumping
could potentially reduce groundwater available to recharge springs and streams such as Pinto Creek,
thereby reducing surface water flow and potentially impacting the survival and long-term persistence of
riparian vegetation.
Effects on groundwater availability would include potential long-term impacts for the life of the project
and beyond depending on length of time for recovery of groundwater levels after groundwater pumping
ceases.

Analysis approaches and factors for comparing alternatives:
1. Quantitative assessment of direction and magnitude of change in aquifer water level, compared
to background conditions.
2. Assessment of the geographic extent in which groundwater resources may be impacted and the
potential duration of effects.
3. Comparison of mine water requirements and water balance with overall basin water balance
and sustainable yield, both total volume (acre-feet) and annual rate (acre-feet/year).
4. Quantitative assessment of seeps and springs that could be affected and the potential impacts.
5. Quantitative assessment of the potential for a decrease in water availability for other uses and
whether or not reductions in groundwater quality would result in surface water impacts.
6. Assessment of impacts to groundwater quantity considering other past, present, and reasonably
foreseeable future projects in the region.

Issue 9B: Impacts to Groundwater Quality
The Pinto Valley Mine Project would result in potential impacts to groundwater quality from mine
facilities during construction, operations, reclamation, closure, and post-closure phases.
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Seepage would occur from the tailings storage facilities, and could occur from waste rock and heap
leach facilities, that could impact groundwater quality and the quality of downstream surface waters
that are fed by groundwater. Geochemical reactions within tailings, waste rock, and heap leach facilities
could result in acid rock drainage and leachate with elevated metals, sulfate, and total dissolved solids
that could degrade groundwater resources, depending on site conditions.
The storage and use of hazardous materials, the storage and handling of hazardous waste and process
water, and the transportation of hazardous materials carry a risk for inadvertent spills or release, which
could impact groundwater quality. The presence of ore stockpiles on the surface could also impact
groundwater quality.

Analysis approaches and factors for comparing alternatives:
1. Assessment of existing groundwater quality conditions and factors that may have led to existing
conditions.
2. Quantitative assessment of ability to meet Arizona Aquifer Water Quality Standards at points of
compliance designated in the aquifer protection permit.
3. Qualitative assessment of ability to demonstrate best available demonstrated control
technology.
4. Quantitative and qualitative assessment of the anticipated seepage conditions from mine
facilities (tailings, waste rock, heap leach, etc.), including the predicted quality of seepage and
potential to degrade groundwater. Particular attention will be given to assessing the potential
for acidity (pH), sulfate, and metals generated from tailings, waste rock, and heap leach
facilities, and material stockpiles. The results of static acid-base accounting testing, kinetic
humidity cell testing, and other procedures testing for representative materials and lithologies
will be summarized.
5. Qualitative assessment of potential for spills or inadvertent release of contaminants and
potential impacts to groundwater quality.

Issue 9C: Impacts to Surface Water Quantity in the Pinto Creek
Watershed
Reductions in groundwater quantity associated with Pinto Valley Mine water use could result in
decreased flow and supply to the surface waters which are fed by groundwater, including Pinto Creek
and other streams, seeps, and springs in the area (see Issue 9A above). In addition, stormwater
management at Pinto Valley Mine facilities could change the amount of surface water moving
downstream in the Pinto Creek drainage. Lost surface water would not be available for downstream
groundwater recharge, consumption and other beneficial uses, downstream users (e.g., reduced supply
to Roosevelt Lake), aquatic and riparian habitats, and for wildlife use (See Issue 2A, 2B, and 2C).
Effects on surface water quantity would include short-term impacts during construction and operation,
as well as long-term impacts during the reclamation and post-closure phases.

Analysis approaches and factors for comparing alternatives:
1. Quantitative assessment of the potential for a decrease in surface water availability for other
uses.
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2. Quantitative assessment of number of stream miles changed from perennial/intermittent, flow
status to intermittent/ephemeral flow status as a result of the project.
3. Assessment of the geographic extent in which surface resources may be impacted.
4. Quantitative assessment of potential lowering of the water table/reduced groundwater flow to
Pinto Creek that results in permanent (or long-term) changes in flow patterns and that may
affect current designated uses and habitats (Issue 2A, 2B, 2C).
5. Quantitative and qualitative assessment of the anticipated seepage conditions from mine
facilities (e.g. tailings facilities), including the predicted quantity of seepage and potential to
degrade surface waters (Issue 9D).
6. Quantitative assessment of change in volume, frequency, and magnitude of runoff from the
project area.

Issue 9D: Impacts to Surface Water Quality in the Pinto Creek
Watershed
Stormwater runoff could interact with hazardous materials, tailings, waste rock, spent heap leach
materials, and ore stockpiles, which could result in contaminants moving downstream. This includes
metals or other contaminants resulting from exposure to tailings, waste rock, spent heap leach
materials, stockpiled ore, process chemicals, as well as the potential for sulfate, geochemical reactions
(acid rock drainage), or surface salt accumulation to occur in the tailings facility and affect surface water
runoff. The presence of ore stockpiles on the surface also could impact surface water quality.
Surface disturbance could result in increased sediment transport to downstream waters and cause
aggradation or erosion in downstream channels leading to degradation of riparian habitat or impacts to
surface water uses. A tailings spill or failure of a tailings dam could result in impacts to downstream
surface water quality. Deposition of windblown dust from the tailings storage facility could also impact
surface water quality.
The storage and use of hazardous materials, the storage and handling of hazardous waste and process
water, and the transportation of hazardous materials carry a risk for inadvertent spills or release, which
could impact surface water quality.
Effects on surface water quality would include short-term impacts during construction and operation, as
well as long-term impacts during the reclamation and post-closure phases.
Analysis approaches and factors for comparing alternatives:
1. Assessment of existing surface water quality and potential factors that have influenced surface
water quality.
2. Quantitative assessment of ability to meet Arizona Surface Water Quality Standards for the
appropriate designated uses.
3. Qualitative assessment of change in geomorphology and characteristics of downstream
channels.
4. Quantitative assessment of acres and locations that may be affected by surface water quality
impacts and the duration of those impacts.
5. Quantitative assessment of acres of potentially jurisdictional waters of the U.S. impacted.
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6. Quantitative and qualitative assessment of the anticipated seepage conditions from mine
facilities (e.g. tailings), including the predicted quality of seepage and potential to degrade
surface waters.
7. Quantitative assessment of the potential for the release and transport of contaminants from the
proposed project and alternatives on surface water resources.
8. Quantitative assessment of the potential surface water degradation caused by increased acidity,
dissolved solids, and heavy metals from the proposed project and alternatives.
9. Qualitative assessment of Pinto Valley Mining Corp. proposed Mine Plan environmental
protection measures and ability to detect downstream project-related impacts to fish, wildlife
and their aquatic ecosystems from degraded surface water quality as a result of mine seepage
or downstream transport of other mine related contaminants and sediments; using best
available monitoring methods, appropriate target receptors, and sufficient survey scope and
duration.

Issue 9E: Impacts to Water Rights
The proposed project would continue to withdraw water from mine water supply wells in the Pinto
Creek watershed and would continue dewatering operations in the open pit. These activities could
reduce surface water flows in Pinto Creek and other streams, seeps, and springs and could reduce
groundwater quantity available for water rights held by both private and government entities. The
Forest Service has a surface water right with a total annual volume of 1,794.2 acre-feet per year on Pinto
Creek downstream of the mine that could be affected by the Pinto Valley Mine Project.

Analysis approaches and factors for comparing alternatives:
1. Summarize existing water rights in the study area and quantify the amounts and types of water
use (agricultural, industrial, domestic, drinking, recreational, etc.) permitted by the Arizona
Department of Water Resources.
2. Quantify potential impacts on surface water and groundwater rights and uses, to the extent
possible, resulting from groundwater withdrawal and pit dewatering, including the duration of
impact.
3. Identify the number of water rights within the geographic extent of the groundwater
drawdown, and assess the impact to these water rights.

Issue 9F: Impacts to Surface Water and Groundwater Quality and
Quantity as a result of Post-Mine Pit Lake
The Pinto Valley Mine Project would result in a pit lake at the end of mining when dewatering
operations cease. Preliminary results from hydrologic modeling of the pit lake indicate that the pit lake
would act as a hydraulic sink (i.e. hydrologic capture zone where there is groundwater inflow that is
permanently lost to evaporation but no outflow to the groundwater system), intercepting surface water
and groundwater towards the pit that otherwise would flow towards Pinto Creek, potentially reducing
the quantity of available surface water and groundwater. There also are potential impacts to
groundwater and surface water resources if the hydraulic sink does not fully capture and retain water in.
A pit lake creates water quality concerns due to geochemical reactions from the exposure of previously
undisturbed rock and the potential long-term concentration of contaminants from evaporation. The pit
lake could have elevated concentrations of metals, total dissolved solids, sulfate, and other constituents
which could migrate away from the pit and downgradient towards Pinto Creek if pit lake modeling
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results indicate there is no hydraulic sink or only a weak hydraulic sink. This scenario would result in
degradation of groundwater quality in the vicinity of the pit and potentially reach and affect surface
water quality in Pinto Creek. Additionally, there are potential pit lake water quality impacts on wildlife
(e.g. birds) that may come into contact and ingest the pit lake water.
Analysis approaches and factors for comparing alternatives:
1. Quantitative assessment of the volume and quality of the post-mining pit lake and the potential
for depletion and degradation of groundwater resources from pit lake groundwater modeling
results.
2. Quantitative assessment of the long-term, post-closure quality of water impounded in the pit
using the results of geochemistry studies and pit water quality modeling. The assessment will
include:
a. the results of column tests for materials exposed in the pit and the final pit wall
lithologies at the cessation of mining;
b. the estimated initial and final chemistry of the pit lake that is anticipated to develop
after mine closure;
c. map of the final pit showing geochemical rock types exposed at the cessation of mining,
and the final pit lake elevation; and
d. Illustration showing the pit-filling scenario and how the chemistry of the pit lake may
change with time as the pit fills with water.
3. Conduct a screening-level risk assessment of potential wildlife exposure to the pit lake water.
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C.1

Introduction

This chapter describes the No Action Alternative and Proposed Action in detail and identifies other
alternatives considered but eliminated from detailed consideration. The chapter concludes with a
comparison of environmental consequences of the No Action Alternative and Proposed Action, based on
the effects disclosed in Chapter 3 (Affected Environment and Environmental Consequences).

C.2
C.2.1

Alternatives Considered in Detail
No Action Alternative

A detailed description of the physical and operational aspects of each project component is listed below
for the No Action Alternative. In general, the No Action Alternative encompasses the following broad
categories of actions:


Continuation of existing authorized activities and permitted disturbances at the Pinto Valley
Mine (including all State and federal authorizations on public or private lands), but no new
surface disturbance on National Forest System lands



All actions that would continue on private lands if the Proposed Action were not approved by
the Forest Service



Any unique actions that would only occur if the Proposed Action were not approved by the
Forest Service (e.g., modifying facilities to maximize the operational life of the mine without
permission to expand onto National Forest System lands)



Continued operation of the mine until 2027

The majority of the Pinto Valley Mine is located on patented claims or fee land (i.e., private Pinto Valley
Mining Corp. property). However, some facilities and operations are located on unpatented lode and
mill site claims, or other land, on the Tonto National Forest as authorized by the Forest Service or the
U.S. Department of Interior, Bureau of Land Management through rights-of-way, plans of operations,
special use permits, or letter agreements. The Bureau of Land Management rights-of-way were
transferred to the Forest Service in 1989. The authorizations date from as early as the 1940s, and have
been amended, updated, and re-authorized over the years.
Additionally, as summarized in Table C-1, some facilities were inadvertently placed or expanded onto
unpatented claims (National Forest System lands) without modification to the existing authorizations by
Pinto Valley Mining Corp.’s predecessors. These encroachments include roads, an equipment laydown
yard, stormwater ponds, powder magazines, and a water pipeline and stand dispenser. The Forest
Service continues to manage encroachments onto National Forest System lands in accordance with
regulation.
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Table C-1.

Approximate Acreage of Disturbance Associated with Existing Encroachments onto
National Forest System Lands

Description
Powder magazine, roads,
electrical power lines, and
surface disturbance
Road and electrical power lines
Road, pipelines, Pennell Pond,
and surface disturbance
No. 3 Tailings Impoundment,
surface disturbance, cut slope
Arizona Pollutant Discharge
Elimination System Individual
Permit Outfall 005, access road
Total

Location

Acreage

Township 1 North, Range 14 East, Southeast ¼ Section 20
18.7
Township 1 North, Range 14 East, Northwest ¼ Section 29
Township 1 North, Range 14 East, Southeast ¼ Section 30
Township 1 North, Range 13 East, Northeast ¼ Section 23

1.9
7.7
0/7

Township 1 North, Range 14 East, Southwest ¼ Section 32
3.0
32.0

Source: WestLand Resources, Inc. 2009. Plan of Operations: Pinto Valley Mine Administrative Consolidation of Federal Land
Use Authorizations. Tucson, Arizona. September 24.

Map a-2 in appendix A, Maps, depicts the layout of existing and planned mining facilities and other
physical mine components under the No Action Alternative. Table C-2 summarizes existing, proposed,
and total surface disturbance for all project components under the No Action Alternative broken out by
total surface disturbance, Forest Service disturbance, and private land disturbance. Because Pinto
Valley Mine is an ongoing operation, footprints of some active facilities have continued to change during
the course of this National Environmental Policy Act process. Estimates of the area of existing surface
disturbance reported in this document typically represent the size of facility footprints between
submittal of the Mining Plan of Operations in May 2016 and the receipt of additional information
provided by Pinto Valley Mining Corp. through April 2018. Additionally, some areas proposed for facility
expansions would occur in previously disturbed areas and therefore would not constitute new surface
disturbance.
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Table C-2. Estimated surface disturbance for the No Action Alternative
Approximate Additional
Planned/Proposed Footprint (acres)

Approximate Existing Footprint (acres)
Facility
Private

Mining
Open Pit
Inert Limestone Stockpile
Main Dump
Northside Dumps Nos. 9.1, 9.3, 9.11
Southside Dump 13
North Barn Marginal Dump
Castle Dome Marginal Dump
West Dump
19.1 Dump
19 Dump
Borrow & Riprap Sources
Subtotal, Mining Facilities

Milling and Processing
Mill and Concentrator/Plant Site
Cottonwood Tailings Impoundment
Tailings Storage Facility Nos. 1&2 (includes Southside Dump 14 footprint, which lies atop
these Tailings Storage Facilities)
Tailings Storage Facility No. 3
Tailings Storage Facility No. 4
Leach Piles
Pregnant Leach Solution Pond/ancillary facilities
Solvent Extraction and Electrowinning Plant
Subtotal, Milling and Processing Facilities
1
Transportation
Forest Roads
Access Roads
Subtotal, Transportation Facilities
Utilities
Electrical Power Lines2
Water Supply, Distribution, Use, and Treatment3
Peak Wells4
Water Pipelines (Buried)5
Water Pipelines (Surface)5
Ponds and Reservoirs6
Water Storage Tanks7
Subtotal, Water Use and Treatment Facilities
TOTAL8
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Total

National Forest
System

Private

Approximate Final Footprint (acres)

Total

Private

National Forest System

Total

745.8
6.7
95.8
102.1
5.5
36.4

8.5
-

754.3
6.7
95.8
102.1
5.5
36.4

218.9
47.8
361.0
(0.1)
-

-

218.9
47.8
361.0
(0.1)
-

964.7
54.5
456.8
102.0
5.5
36.4

8.5
-

973.2
54.5
456.8
102.0
5.5
36.4

24.7
2.7
22.2
1,033.4

75.7
84.2

24.7
2.7
75.7
22.2
1,117.6

19.7
247.1
641.7
1,465.5

-

19.7
247.1
641.7
1,465.5

44.4
247.1
2.7
663.9
2,498.9

75.7
84.2

44.4
247.1
2.7
75.7
663.9
2,583.1

151.5
43.8
403.8

13.1
278.2
-

164.6
322.0
403.8

-

-

-

151.5
43.8
403.8

13.1
278.2
-

164.6
322.0
403.8

263.8
703.9
653.5
19.0
16.9
2,233.0

5.7
292.6

269.5
703.9
653.5
19.0
16.9
2,525.6

30.3
268.9
(40.6)
(19.0)
207.5

-

30.3
268.9
(40.6)
(19.0)
207.5

294.1
972.8
612.9
16.9
2,440.5

5.7
292.6

299.8
972.8
612.9
16.9
2,733.1

18.1
2.9
20.9

81.2
43.6
124.3

99.3
46.5
145.3

(0.8)
(0.7)

-

(0.8)
(0.7)

17.3
2.9
20.2

81.2
43.6
124.3

98.5
46.5
144.5

36.8

20.2

57.0

(6.8)

(1.1)

(7.9)

30.0

19.1

49.1

1.8
1.6
25.7
54.5
2.6
86.0
3,349.2

0.9
9.5
20.4
41.1
0.2
71.7
566.0

2.7
11.1
46.1
95.6
2.8
157.7
3,915.2

(0.5)
(0.8)
(11.7)
(13.1)
908.9

(0.4)
(0.1)
0.0
(0.3)
(1.0)

(0.9)
(1.0)
(11.7)
(13.4)
907.9

1.8
1.1
24.9
42.8
2.6
72.9
4,258.1

0.9
9.1
20.3
41.1
0.2
71.4
565.0

2.7
10.2
45.1
83.9
2.8
144.3
4,823.1
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Table C-2. Estimated surface disturbance for the No Action Alternative
Approximate Additional
Planned/Proposed Footprint (acres)

Approximate Existing Footprint (acres)
Facility
Private

National Forest System

Total

Private

National Forest
System

Total

Approximate Final Footprint (acres)
Private

National Forest System

Total

Note: The Forest Service estimated surface disturbance using GIS data representing the outer footprint of each project component listed in the Facility column of this table. Where project components overlap, the overlapping acres were allocated to the larger or active project component to avoid double counting. Acres of
existing disturbance that would be subsumed by other facilities or reclaimed are enclosed in parentheses.
1
Disturbance for Forest Roads and access roads was calculated based on an assumed width of 25 feet. Disturbance was not calculated for access roads located exclusively on privately owned lands.
2
In general, power lines are within alignments of Forest Roads, access roads, or other project components and overhead power lines are accessed by using the access roads. As a result, surface disturbance associated with power lines only includes those power lines that are not within the disturbance reported for the Forest
Roads and access roads. Power line disturbance was calculated based on assumed width of 18 feet.
All wastewater treatment facilities are within the footprint of the Cottonwood Tailings Impoundment and therefore were not counted as separate disturbance.

3

Assumed a disturbance area of 0.06-acre per well for all Peak Wells.
In general, water pipelines are within alignments of Forest Roads, access roads, or other project components and the pipelines are accessed by using the access roads. As a result, surface disturbance reported for pipelines only includes those pipelines that are not within the alignments of Forest Roads or access roads; surface
disturbance for these pipelines was calculated based on an assumed width of 18 feet.
6
Surface disturbance for stormwater facilities are included under ponds and reservoirs and other water use and treatment facilities
7
Only one water tank was located outside the footprints of other project components. Disturbance from this water tank was estimated to be 0.1 acre based on aerial imagery.
8
The sum of individual facility disturbance acreages do not equal subtotals or totals shown in the table due to overlapping disturbance among various features.
4
5
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C.2.1.1

Mining Facilities
Open Pit

The Open Pit is an existing, active facility encompassing approximately 754.3 acres of private land,
although several pertinent facilities were inadvertently expanded onto approximately 8.5 acres of
unpatented National Forest System lands. The No Action Alternative would increase the footprint of the
Open Pit on private property to approximately 964.7 acres, an expansion of 218.9 acres from its current
footprint, by 2027. The entirety of the Open Pit expansion area has been disturbed by prior mining
activities. This expansion would allow PVMC to access ore deposits north and west of the existing pit. No
additional expansion would occur on National Forest System lands.
Pinto Valley Mining Corp. utilizes conventional open-pit hard rock mining methods employing drilling,
blasting, loading and hauling to extract copper-bearing sulfide ore. Ores bearing copper and
molybdenum are extracted from the Open Pit; there is no underground mining at the Pinto Valley Mine
site. The Open Pit was developed in 1972 and became operational in 1974. The Pinto Valley Mine has
operated continuously since 1974 with the exception of periods of curtailed open pit mining operations
in 1983, from 1998 to 2007, and from 2008 to 2012. Since 1974, the footprint of the Open Pit has
expanded to its current size of approximately 747.0 acres and has an approximate base elevation of
2,645 feet above mean sea level. The total depth of the pit from its base elevation to its highest rim at
4,760 feet is 2,115 feet. The approximate east-west and north-south dimensions of the pit are 8,300 feet
and 5,300 feet, respectively. Pit slope angles between in-pit roads are controlled by rock strength and
geologic structure and range between 27 and 52 degrees. Ongoing safety and geotechnical evaluations
may change the range of slope angles depending on the changing slope conditions during operations.
For purposes of analysis, total mining tonnages are assumed to continue at a constant throughput rate
of approximately 58,000 tons of ore and 82,000 tons of waste rock per day from 20201 through the
projected end of the mine life in 2027 under the No Action Alternative. The Pinto Valley Mine could
process an estimated total of 148,190,000 tons of ore and 209,510,000 tons of waste rock during the No
Action Alternative mine life.
Constraining the footprint of the Open Pit to private Pinto Valley Mining Corp. property would also
result in the following:


The final bottom elevation of the Open Pit, on private Pinto Valley Mining Corp. property,
would be approximately 2,465 feet above mean sea level (ft above mean sea level) as
compared to 2,240 ft above mean sea level under the Proposed Action, reducing access to the
deeper portions of the ore body;



Reduction of the mine’s life by approximately 12 years as compared to the Proposed Action.

Pinto Valley Mining Corp. maintains a pit slope monitoring program, monitoring dozens of slope prisms
on a 24-hour scan sequence and a ground probe radar unit that scans the highwalls on a 24-hour basis.
A recent occurrence within the Open Pit on private Pinto Valley Mining Corp. property affected adjacent
National Forest System lands. In September 2015, tension cracks were observed in pit benches above
the 4,040 level of the Open Pit (referenced with respect to feet above mean sea level) on private Pinto
Valley Mining Corp. property; the slope instability at this location affects the existing haul road below
this level. The unstable ground condition affecting approximately 2 acres of National Forest System
1

For ease of comparison to the Proposed Action, which is anticipated to begin in 2020, mine production for the No
Action Alternative is also calculated as beginning in 2020.
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lands was communicated to the Forest Service and a remediation plan was put into effect. The
remediation plan consisted of removing approximately up to 415,000 tons of material from the
unpatented Pinto Valley Mining Corp. claims on National Forest System lands.
The pit is dewatered by several vertical wells with pumps and horizontal drains. Various catchments and
associated diversion ditches divert stormwater runoff from the surrounding hillsides from impacting the
south and northeast of the wall slopes of the open pit. The Aquifer Protection Permit allows Pinto Valley
Mining Corp. to use the Open Pit after closure as containment to store stormwater/process water up to
an elevation of 3,450 feet and store additional volumes under emergency conditions. A pit lake is
predicted to form in the Open Pit at the end of mining due to excavation below the potentiometric
surface of groundwater, inflow from Leaching Piles draindown, and cessation of pit dewatering.
Use of existing facilities on National Forest System lands related to the Open Pit that are within
encroachment areas, would continue through the life of mine when the disturbed areas would be
reclaimed in accordance with the Mined Land Reclamation Plan. These facilities include roads, an
equipment laydown yard, stormwater ponds, and a water pipeline and stand dispenser.

Inert Limestone Stockpile
The Inert Limestone Stockpile is an existing, active facility approximately 6.7 acres in size located entirely
on private lands and within the footprint of the Main Dump. The No Action Alternative would expand
the stockpile onto approximately 47.8 acres of private land outside the footprint of the Main Dump.
There would be no use of National Forest System lands for the Inert Limestone Stockpile and all
limestone would originate from the Pinto Valley Mine.
The Inert Limestone Stockpile currently contains an estimated 8,000,000 tons of limestone. An
estimated 16,000,000 tons of limestone would be generated for storage over the life of the mine. The
height of the Inert Limestone Stockpile would not likely exceed 4,940 feet above mean sea level and its
outer slope would not exceed 1.5 H:1 V (horizontal:vertical). The Inert Limestone Stockpile would be
constructed to maintain a 1.3 static factor of safety at end of mine life. The limestone would be available
for use as riprap, armor plating to minimize erosion, and for reclamation purposes at the end of mine
life.

Waste Rock Dumps
Overburden (waste rock) removed from the Open Pit during mining has been stored in various dumps at
the Pinto Valley Mine. Two dumps are currently active or planned at the Pinto Valley Mine: the Main
Dump and the Castle Dome Marginal Dump. All other dumps are inactive and some of the inactive
dumps have been reclaimed. Use of the active and planned waste rock dumps on private land would
continue under the No Action Alternative and none of these facilities would be located on National
Forest System lands. An estimated total of 292,000,000 tons of additional waste rock would be
generated for storage in active waste rock dumps at the Pinto Valley Mine under the No Action
Alternative. Existing inactive dump facilities are not currently expected to be reactivated. Table C-3
summarizes waste rock dump characteristics under the No Action Alternative.
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Table C-3. Summary of Pinto Valley Mine Waste Rock Dumps

Waste Rock
Dumps

Status

Permitted
Capacity
(million metric
tons)

Approximate
Height
(feet)

Final Top
Elevation
(feet above
mean sea
level)

Approximate
Final Footprint
(acres)

Main Dump

Active

419.9

820 [2018]

5,075
[2018]

Castle Dome
Marginal Dump
North Barn
Marginal Dump
West Dump1
Northside
Dumps Nos. 9.1,
9.11, 9.12, and
9.3
Southside Dump
13
Southside Dump
14

Active

10

Planned

11

360
[2018]
257

4,370
[2018]
4,175

Planned
Inactive

153
23.74

600
170 - 435

4,085
4050 - 4190

247.1
102.0

Inactive

1

100

4025

5.5

0

3905

19.1 Dump
19 Dump
19 Extension2

Inactive
Inactive
Inactive

80
395
0

4065
4425
N/A

213 acres
(included within
Tailings Storage
Facility No. 1
footprint and
material used to
reclaim Tailings
Storage Facility
No. 1)
2.7
75.7
01

Inactive

1
0.027
19

456.8 (principally
overlying
leaching piles)
44.4
36.4

1 The

West Dump elevation and approximate footprint are estimated based on current information and are subject to
change as the facility is further designed.
2 This waste rock dump is permitted, but there are no plans to construct the extension at this time.

Main Dump
The Main Dump is an existing, active dump on private land that would remain active throughout the life
of the mine; there is no use of National Forest System lands for this facility. The footprint of the Main
Dump on private land would be expanded from approximately 95.8 acres to 456.8 acres. This facility
overlies the existing Leach Piles.
A total of approximately 345,700,000 tons of waste rock would be generated for storage at the Main
Dump under the No Action Alternative. The maximum top elevation of the Main Dump would be 5,075
feet above mean sea level, with a maximum height above ground surface of approximately 820 feet. The
outer slope would not likely exceed 1.5H:1V (horizontal:vertical).
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Castle Dome Marginal Dump
The Castle Dome Marginal Dump is currently under construction on private land; there is no use of
National Forest System lands planned for this facility. The footprint of the Castle Dome Marginal Dump
on private land would be expanded from approximately 24.7 acres to 44.4 acres.
This dump is expected to remain operational through 2025 and would store an estimated 10,000,000
tons of waste rock. The dump will be composed primarily of quartz monzonite and granodiorite. The
height of the dump would not exceed 360 feet at a top elevation of 4,370 feet above mean sea level and
its outer slope would not exceed 1.5H:1V (horizontal:vertical).

North Barn Marginal Dump
The North Barn Marginal Dump is a planned facility located entirely on private lands along the westsouthwest side of the Open Pit. The footprint of the North Barn Marginal Dump will be approximately
36.4 acres, all of which would be located in areas of existing disturbance.
An estimated 11,000,000 tons of waste rock would be generated for storage at the North Barn Marginal
Dump. The dump will be composed primarily of quartz monzonite, diabase, granite porphyry, and
granodiorite. The height of the dump would not exceed 253 feet at a top elevation of 4,175 feet above
mean sea level and its outer slope would not exceed 1.5H:1V (horizontal:vertical). The facility will overlie
the North Barn maintenance area and a small part of the Southside Dump 13. The North Barn truck shop
and fuel-storage facilities in the maintenance area will be relocated.

West Dump
The West Dump is a planned facility that would extend west into Gold Gulch onto 247.1 acres of private
land; there is no use of National Forest System lands planned for this facility. Construction of West
Dump is anticipated to begin in 2021. This dump is expected to become operational in 2023 and would
be used to store waste rock under the No Action Alternative.
An estimated 125,000,000 tons of waste rock would be generated for storage over the life of the mine
at the West Dump. The height of the dump is not expected to exceed 4,085 feet above mean sea level
and its outer slope would not exceed 1.5H:1V (horizontal:vertical).

Northside Dumps 9.1, 9.11, 9.12, and 9.3
Northside Dumps 9.1, 9.11, 9.12, and 9.3 are existing, inactive waste rock dumps encompassing
approximately 100.6 acres of private land; there is no use of National Forest System lands for these
facilities. They are expected to remain inactive under the No Action Alternative.
The Northside Dumps contain the following approximate tonnages of waste rock: 9.1 (700,000 tons),
9.11 (13,500,000 tons), 9.12 (500,000 tons), and 9.3 (9,000,000 tons. The waste rock is composed of
mixtures of granodiorite, diabase, quartz monzonite, altered limestone, conglomerate, granite porphyry,
schist, quartzite, basalt and a small amount of Castle Dome era tailings. The dumps reach heights of up
to 4,190 feet above mean sea level and have outer slopes less than or equal to 1.5H:1V
(horizontal:vertical).

Southside Dumps 13 and 14
The inactive Southside Dump 13 and Southside Dump 14 are located on private land; there is no use of
National Forest System lands for these facilities. Both are expected to remain inactive under the No
Action Alternative. Southside Dump 13 encompasses approximately 5.5 acres of private land. Southside
Pinto Valley Mine Environmental Impact Statement
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Dump 14 lies within the footprint of and was completely consumed by the reclamation of Tailings
Storage Facility No. 1/2.
Southside Dump 13 contains an estimated 1,000,000 tons of waste rock composed primarily of diabase
and quartz monzonite, with smaller amounts of granodiorite, conglomerate, and basalt. This dump has a
maximum height of 70 feet above ground surface, an elevation of 4,045 feet above mean sea level, and
an outer slope less than or equal to 1.5H:1V (horizontal:vertical).

19.1 Dump
The 19.1 Dump is an existing, inactive dump encompassing approximately 2.7 acres of private land;
there is no use of National Forest System lands for this facility. The 19.1 Dump would remain inactive
under the No Action Alternative.
The 19.1 Dump currently contains approximately 1,000,000 tons of waste rock, primarily schist. The
dump has a height of approximately 80 feet above mean sea level and an outer slope less than or equal
to 1.5H:1V (horizontal:vertical).

19 Dump
The 19 Dump is an existing, inactive dump encompassing approximately 75.7 acres of National Forest
System lands. This facility would remain inactive under the No Action Alternative.
The 19 Dump is the only Pinto Valley Mining Corp. waste rock dump on unpatented claims. The 19 Dump
was authorized by the Forest Service under Right-of-Way PHX-080742 and Plan of Operation POO-0003.
The toe of the dump near the Cottonwood Reservoir was authorized to extend onto the right-of-way for
the Cottonwood Tailings Impoundment and Reservoir (PHX-080742; amended in 1984 to include the
dump toe). Design drawings are not available for the 19 Dump. The facility was constructed by enddumping overburden from access roads above the planned dump footprint. Site records indicate that
the facility holds approximately 27,000,000 tons of rock consisting almost entirely of Pinal Schist, a nonacid-forming material. The 19 Dump has been inactive since 1993.
The 19 Dump facility reaches an elevation of 4,425 feet above mean sea level. The outer slope of the
waste rock dump ranges from 1:3H:1V to 1.5H:1V (horizontal:vertical) and is considered seismically
stable. The overburden rests on bedrock exposures of granite, schist, and granodiorite. The 19 Dump
has partially revegetated through natural processes.
Pinto Valley Mining Corp. has no plans to add more material to the 19 Dump, but a portion of the stored
overburden would likely be removed for use as cover material to reclaim certain features at the end of
the mine life as described in detail in the Mined Land Reclamation Plan. The area of the dump where the
material would be removed would be regraded, with no net change to the facility’s footprint.

19 Extension Dump
The 19 Extension Dump is permitted, but there are no current plans to build it. If constructed, the dump
would be located south of the existing 19 Dump in Cottonwood Canyon and would be used to store
waste rock from the Open Pit. It would contain approximately 19,000,000 tons of waste rock and would
cover approximately 156 acres. It would be constructed partially on the existing 19 Dump and would
bridge the upper reaches of Cottonwood Canyon.
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Borrow and Riprap Sources
Pinto Valley Mining Corp. has identified borrow and riprap sources on private land for use as cover
material during reclamation. Areas used for borrow and riprap sources on private lands that are outside
the footprint of other mining facilities. There are approximately 22.2 acres of private land used as
borrow and riprap sources. Pinto Valley Mining Corp. has identified up to 641.7 additional acres that
could be used as future borrow and riprap sources under the No Action Alternative. There would be no
use of National Forest System lands for borrow and riprap for the No Action Alternative. Excavators,
loaders, and haul trucks would be used to transport borrow and riprap materials during reclamation
activities. Existing haul and access roads would be used to the extent possible; short access roads from
existing roads to the source locations may be necessary.

C.2.1.2

Milling and Processing
Mill and Concentrator

Use of the existing mill, concentrator, and ancillary facilities on approximately 151.5 acres of private
land and 13.1 acres of National Forest System lands would continue under the No Action Alternative.
Pinto Valley Mine could produce an estimated 895,300,000 pounds of copper, and 8,750,000 pounds of
molybdenum during the No Action Alternative mine life. Recoverable copper production would be
reduced by approximately 1,534,800,000 pounds as compared to the Proposed Action.
As currently configured, all copper-bearing ore is first run through a 60 x 89-inch gyratory primary
crusher, a set of three 7-foot secondary crushers, and a set of six 7-foot tertiary crushers. The finely
crushed ore is then fed into a set of six 18-by 21-foot ball mills charged with 3-inch grinding balls where
process water and floatation reagents are added. Ore from each ball mill then passes through 3- by
33-inch cyclones and the finer fraction enters the floatation circuit.
The flotation circuit operates as a staged process designed for the recovery of copper and molybdenum
to individual concentrates. The primary focus of the rougher flotation circuit is to optimize recovery of
the primary sulfide minerals from the gangue by upgrading for economic downstream processing.
Cleaner flotation delivers economic concentrate grades for marketing while maintaining high recoveries.
The rougher flotation section is operated in open circuit, with the rougher tailings reporting to the
tailings thickeners. The tails from the cleaner scavenger bank are also sent to Tailings Storage Facilities.
Tailings from the three rougher line banks sections and the cleaner scavenger bank are combined and
feed three 350-foot diameter tailings thickeners where water is reclaimed, and the tails are thickened
and sent on to the tailings thickeners. Tailings gradation test results indicate that approximately 10
percent of the particles are finer than 4.8 microns, approximately 50 percent of the particles are finer
than 112 microns, and approximately 80 percent of the particles are finer than 360 microns. The design
tailings pipeline flow rate is calculated to be 12,930 gallons per minute with 55 percent solids. Tailings
Storage Facility No. 4 is the primary location for the disposal of tailings from the mill. Tailings Storage
Facility No. 3 is generally used as a backup.
Copper-bearing rougher froth is combined and concentrated in four 8- by 40-foot column cells, then to
two 90-foot thickeners where water is reclaimed and the solids are separated. Residual water is
removed by filter press from the copper concentrate, which is stored in a weather-resistant tent before
transport to offsite smelters.
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Cottonwood Tailings Impoundment
The Cottonwood Tailings Impoundment consists of an unlined tailings impoundment, embankment, and
ancillary facilities. Approximately 43.8 acres of the Cottonwood Tailings Impoundment are located on
private lands and 278.2 acres are located on National Forest System lands. The impoundment is inactive
and would remain so for the duration of the No Action Alternative.
The Cottonwood Tailings Impoundment was authorized by the Bureau of Land Management in 1944
under right-of-way PHX-080742. As previously discussed, the right-of-way was amended in 1984 to allow
a portion of the area to be used for the 19 Dump and was administratively transferred to the Forest
Service in 1989. The Cottonwood Tailings Impoundment embankment was constructed across
Cottonwood Canyon near Manitou Hill to support the original Castle Dome Mine, which began operation
in 1943. The embankment was constructed by hydraulic deposition of tailings from the top gradually
increasing the embankment height as the facility was operated. The Cottonwood Tailings Impoundment
received tailings from ore processed at the Castle Dome mill from 1944 until 1954. The impoundment
was deactivated in 1954, reactivated in 1974, and received tailings from ore processed at a new mill
constructed for the Pinto Valley Mine until 1984. In 1988, the surface was capped with an approximately
6-inch thick layer of inert material and subsequently seeded with grasses (GSA 1998).
The embankment wall has a total height of 286 feet (top to downstream toe), with its top 4,026 feet
above mean sea level. The embankment outer slope is 2H:1V and is considered seismically stable based
on a stability analysis conducted by Wood in 2018.2 Tailings embankments are not subject to Arizona
Department of Water Resources dam safety regulations, but Pinto Valley Mining Corp. does inspect the
embankment regularly. The Forest Service does not receive any inspection reports from PVMC, the State
of Arizona, or other jurisdictional entity even though the Cottonwood Tailings Facility is on National
Forest System lands.
Some of the original infrastructure related to the impoundment is still active. The current infrastructure
related to the impoundment includes:


The seepage collection system at the embankment (including Arizona Pollutant Discharge
Elimination System Outfall No. 004), which provides collected water to the service water circuit;



The reclaim water system within the impoundment, which also provides collected water to the
service water circuit;



Arizona Pollutant Discharge Elimination System Outfall No. 005 near the southeastern corner of
the facility, which discharges to an un-named wash that eventually reports to Pinto Creek;



Evaporation and settling ponds, which manage stormwater that falls on the impoundment
surface; and



Base for Forest Road 287 along the west side of the impoundment.

National Forest System lands on and near the Cottonwood Tailings Impoundment are used by Pinto
Valley Mining Corp. for several purposes:


The impoundment surface is currently crossed by access roads used by Pinto Valley Mining Corp.
for monitoring the facility. A road onto the impoundment enters from the Pinto Valley Mine
plant area (on private Pinto Valley Mining Corp. land) and allows general access to the
Cottonwood Tailings Impoundment surface for monitoring purposes, where other roads extend

2

Wood. 2018. Technical Memorandum: Pinto Valley Mine Environmental Impact Statement Data Request
Regarding Stability Analysis Review, Cottonwood Tailings Storage Facility (Record #115). June 19.
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along the Cottonwood Reservoir embankment, along the top of the inset embankment, or
continue east toward the 19 Dump.


Numerous groundwater wells and piezometers are situated within and around the
impoundment.



A contractor parking lot near the northwestern corner of the facility is situated partially within
the impoundment footprint.



An equipment laydown yard east of the parking lot is partially within the impoundment
footprint.



An area adjacent to the southern edge of the impoundment footprint has been developed as a
commercial vehicle staging area. The 80,000-square foot area is on the north side of Forest Road
287, where a road cut through a low ridge isolated a small section of the ridge that was
flattened for this purpose. Under a letter agreement with the Forest Service in 2009, excess
granitic material from an Arizona Department of Transportation U.S. Highway 60 construction
project was placed on the flattened area. The agreement transferred ownership of the material
from Arizona Department of Transportation to the mine, and the Forest Service stated that the
permitted use of the Cottonwood Tailings Impoundment would not be affected by the material
placement. Pinto Valley Mining Corp. currently uses this area for commercial vehicle staging. It is
accessible from Forest Road 287 but not from the impoundment surface.

Pinto Valley Mining Corp. does not plan to add more tailings to this impoundment. The uses of National
Forest System lands for infrastructure related to the Cottonwood Tailings Impoundment and other
facilities described above would continue under the No Action Alternative through the conclusion of
active mining operations and post-closure care.

Tailings Storage Facility No. 1/2
Tailings Storage Facilities No. 1 and Tailings Storage Facility No. 2 are inactive and unlined tailings
storage facilities that merged over time into a single impoundment area occupying approximately 403.8
acres of private land. These facilities would remain inactive for the life of the mine. There would be no
use of National Forest System lands for Tailings Storage Facility No. 1/2 under the No Action Alternative.
Southside Dump 14, decommissioned with the majority of material used as a cover layer for Tailings
Storage Facility No. 1, is within the footprint of Tailings Storage Facility No. 1/2.
Tailings Storage Facility No. 1/2 was constructed concurrently and operated from 1973 to late 1987.
Starter dams were constructed using borrowed local materials and incorporated granular blanket drains
at the base of the embankment to facilitate drainage. The Tailings Storage Facilities were raised in an
upstream manner and eventually coalesced to form a single impoundment. Deposition of the tailings
included periods of using both cycloned sand and peripheral spigotting.
Tailings Storage Facility No. 1/2 currently contains an estimated 70,000,000 tons of mine tailings to an
elevation of 3,850 feet. Rockfill was placed above the tailings to elevations of between 3,900 and 3,920
feet. The maximum toe to top height of the Tailings Storage Facilities is 440 feet.

Tailings Storage Facility No. 3
Tailings Storage Facility No. 3 consists of an unlined tailings impoundment, sediment trap, and adjacent
disturbed areas for pertinent activities. Use of Tailings Storage Facility No. 3 would continue
intermittently under the No Action Alternative, primarily as a backup to Tailings Storage Facility No. 4 for
disposing of tailings from the mill. The existing footprint of the facility encompasses approximately 263.8
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acres of private land and 5.7 acres of National Forest System lands. Use of 5.7 acres of National Forest
System lands for Tailings Storage Facility No. 3 would continue for the No Action Alternative.
Tailings Storage Facility No. 3 was started on private Pinto Valley Mining Corp. property in 1974 and
operated intermittently until 2009. A portion of Tailings Storage Facility No. 3 on National Forest System
lands was authorized in 1994 under Plan of Operation POO-0001. Additionally, roads, water pipelines,
and electrical power lines associated with Tailings Storage Facility No. 3 were authorized under Mining
Plan of Operations POO-0002. All tailings in Tailings Storage Facility No. 3 are from ore processed at the
Pinto Valley Mine mill. If needed, boundary dams would be constructed along the property boundary to
retain tailings on private land.
The Tailings Storage Facility No. 3 embankment, on private Pinto Valley Mining Corp. property, was
constructed in an upstream manner, with a cycloned sand shell. The top elevation of Tailings Storage
Facility No. 3 would rise from 3,770 feet above mean sea level to not exceed 3,782 feet above mean sea
level as additional tailings are added over the life of the mine. At this elevation, Tailings Storage Facility
No. 3 would have an increased capacity of 2,900,000 tons of additional tailings at a settled density of 90
pounds per cubic foot. A total of 91,000,000 tons of tailings would be stored in Tailings Storage Facility
No. 3 at the end of mine life in 2027. The toe to top height of the tailings embankment would be 482
feet.
Southwest of the authorized tailings placement area, an encroachment of tailings occurred on other
unpatented claims in 2013. Later that year, a boundary dam was constructed on the private Pinto Valley
Mining Corp. property to isolate the encroachment area and the tailings were removed from National
Forest System lands in 2014. The area has since naturally revegetated. A separate encroachment onto
unpatented claims in National Forest System lands associated with Tailings Storage Facility No. 3
encompasses a 0.53-acre sediment trap (informally referred to as a “sand trap”) and adjoining cleared
area, for a total disturbance area of 2.2 acres. The sediment trap is adjacent to the Tailings Storage
Facility No. 3 embankment, which is on private Pinto Valley Mining Corp. property. It is not known when
the sediment trap was constructed.
The sediment trap collects runoff from a portion of the embankment, and acts as a small detention
basin. Solids settle to the bottom of the trap, and water flows back onto the private Pinto Valley Mining
Corp. property into the Slack Pond. This water is pumped back to the Pinto Valley Mining Corp. water
management system. The sediment trap is maintained as needed, using roads on the embankment face
to access the trap and remove accumulated sediments to maintain the trap’s capacity. The sediments
are disposed of on private Pinto Valley Mining Corp. property within the Tailings Storage Facility No. 3
impoundment. The sediment trap would not be subsumed by further development of Tailings Storage
Facility No. 3 on private land under the No Action Alternative.
The existing reclaim water system at Tailings Storage Facility No. 3 is entirely on private Pinto Valley
Mining Corp. property and currently consists of a single trailer-mounted self-priming centrifugal pump
with an engine drive. The pump conveys water from the southern end of the Tailings Storage Facility No.
3 supernatant pool to the mill water supply tank, which is also on private Pinto Valley Mining Corp.
property.

Tailings Storage Facility No. 4
Tailings Storage Facility No. 4 is an existing, active facility that encompasses approximately 703.9 acres
of private land. Under the No Action Alternative, continued use of Tailings Storage Facility No. 4 would
continue as the primary location for the disposal of tailings from the mill would increase the facility’s
footprint to approximately 972.8 acres.
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Tailings Storage Facility No. 4 itself does not extend onto National Forest System lands. Boundary dams
constructed since 2016 along the private property line prevent tailings from extending onto National
Forest System lands. However, Pinto Valley Mining Corp.’s predecessors constructed an access road and
installed electrical power lines and poles on National Forest System lands that service floating (barge
mounted) pumps in the supernatant pond of the impoundment, which currently lies on private Pinto
Valley Mining Corp. property. The access road and power lines were approved by the Forest Service in
1973 under a Special Use Permit (GLO-445302).
The existing boundary dams would be raised along the property boundary to retain tailings on private
land under the No Action Alternative. The top elevation of Tailings Storage Facility No. 4 would raise to
4,090 feet above mean sea level as additional tailings are added over the life of the mine, less than the
maximum elevation permitted by an approved Aquifer Protection Permit (4,250 feet above mean sea
level). At this elevation, Tailings Storage Facility No. 4 would have an increased capacity of 152 tons of
additional tailings at a settled density of 95 pounds per cubic foot. The toe to top height of Tailings
Storage Facility No. 4 tailings dam would be 755 feet.
The Tailings Storage Facility No. 4 embankment, currently on private Pinto Valley Mining Corp. property,
is raised by cyclone deposition of the tailings. A 30-inch diameter high density polyurethane pipeline is
situated on the west side of the Tailings Storage Facility No. 4 embankment to the top of the dam to
deliver tailings slurry. The pipeline continues across the top of the dam to the east abutment, still on
private Pinto Valley Mining Corp. property. The pipeline has multiple taps where tailings are routed to
crane hoisted cyclone clusters and cyclone racks where the coarse cyclone underflow material is used to
construct the dam embankment. The fine-grained fraction from the cyclone overflow is piped to the
Tailings Storage Facility No. 4 beach.
The existing reclaim water system, all currently on private Pinto Valley Mining Corp. property, consists of
barge-mounted pumps and two booster pump stations conveying water from the southern end of the
Tailings Storage Facility No. 4 supernatant pool to the mill water supply tank. The nominal design flow
rate of the reclaim water system is 6,500 gallons per minute.

Leach Piles
The leaching operation encompassing approximately 653.5 acres on private land would eventually be
terminated as planned under the No Action Alternative. There is not now and would not be in the future
any use of National Forest System lands for the Leach Piles. Much of the existing leaching operation
would be subsumed by expansion of the Main Dump and Open Pit.
Throughout the history of mining at Pinto Valley Mining Corp., the hydrometallurgical operations
including the Leach Piles has operated based on the economic viability of the process. Unit costs for
cathode (hydrometallurgical) copper at Pinto Valley Mining Corp. have been low enough to justify
continuous operation since June 1981 in spite of occasional production curtailments in the Open Pit
mine and concentrator.
As the residual copper recovery has decreased in recent years, the unit costs have increased. This has
led Pinto Valley Mining Corp. to evaluate the future economic viability of the process. This was
particularly true when copper prices dropped substantially throughout 2015. Pinto Valley Mining Corp.
continues to evaluate the business case of curtailing active leaching, but current copper prices support
the continued operation of Pinto Valley Mining Corp.’s leach facilities far better than in 2015 and 2016.
Pinto Valley Mining Corp. is also evaluating multiple potential projects for increasing copper production
as a means of reducing unit costs. This applies to the leaching facilities as well as the concentrator. Pinto
Valley Mining Corp. will pursue the most promising projects for the business.
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Potential business cases could include curtailing hydrometallurgical operations while continuing to
operate the mine and concentrator, or there could be an option to repeat past business decisions of
curtailing the mine and concentrator operations while continuing hydrometallurgical operations. These
decisions will be driven entirely by market conditions, and they are independent of both the No Action
Alternative and Proposed Action.
There is a plan to buttress the current leach facilities with rock that is below the cutoff grade for ore
being sent to the concentrator. This will be the West Dump. The Main Dump will also cover large
portions of the current leach facilities. Pinto Valley Mining Corp. is evaluating whether or not it will be
economical to leach fresh material placed in either the West Dump or Main Dump. These evaluations
are also independent of either alternative.

Pregnant Leach Solution Ponds/Ancillary Facilities
Use of the Pregnant Leach Solution Ponds (Gold Gulch No. 1 and Gold Gulch No. 1A), Raffinate Pond,
and ancillary facilities encompassing approximately 19.0 acres of private land would eventually be
terminated as planned under the No Action Alternative. There would be no use of National Forest
System lands for these facilities.
As part of the hydrometallurgical operations, the use of Pregnant Leach Solution and raffinate ponds as
well as the ancillary facilities are directly connected with the use of the Leach Piles. However, if leaching
operations are curtailed or terminated, these facilities, or something similar in function, will continue to
be used for some time as the Leach Piles drain down. A collection pond will be required downstream
from the leach facilities to collect and manage solutions draining from the toe.
Placement of material in the West Dump will require the leach solution collection pond to be relocated.
The Gold Gulch No. 1A dam will be breached and solutions will be diverted to a new lined facility in the
area of the current Gold Gulch No. 2 Reservoir, on private Pinto Valley Mining Corp. property.
Pinto Valley Mining Corp. has evaluated various options for managing leach solutions in the case that
hydrometallurgical operations are curtailed. These evaluations are independent of the Proposed Action.
While the Leach Piles and Open Pit are operational, pregnant leach solution from leaching operations
will continue to be pumped to the Solvent Extraction and Electrowinning Plant for copper removal, then
returned to the leach piles until further notice. Only under emergency conditions would pregnant leach
solution be pumped to the Open Pit. As Gold Gulch is repurposed for waste rock disposal in the West
Dump, the current Pregnant Leach Solution Pond Gold Gulch No. 1A will be replaced by a new doublelined impoundment (the Gold Gulch 2 Process Solution Pond). Before transitioning to the new Gold
Gulch 2 Process Solution Pond, requisite modifications to existing pipelines will be made to connect the
new pond to the leach circuit. When Pinto Valley Mine transitions from active mining operations to
closure and post-closure, minor modifications to the pumping and piping systems may again be
necessary to direct residual pregnant leach solution draindown from the future Gold Gulch 2 Process
Solution Pond to the Open Pit on a permanent basis. All pipeline corridors between the Pregnant Leach
Solution Ponds, the Solvent Extraction and Electrowinning Plant, the Leach Piles, the Open Pit, and the
mill are on property owned by Pinto Valley Mining Corp. that has been previously disturbed.

Solvent Extraction and Electrowinning Plant
Use of the Solvent Extraction and Electrowinning Plant encompassing approximately 16.9 acres of
private land would continue or be terminated as planned. There would be no use of National Forest
System lands for this facility.
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As part of the hydrometallurgical operations, the use of the Solvent Extraction and Electrowinning Plant
are directly connected with the use of the Leach Piles. However, if leaching operations are curtailed, the
Solvent Extraction and Electrowinning Plant will be the first to cease operation. Leach solutions will be
diverted away from the solvent extraction plant to the raffinate pond. Copper in the electrolyte solution
will be plated out to a safe level. Final cathode copper will be pulled from the electrolyte cells and sold.
Pinto Valley Mining Corp. will investigate potential customers for the sale of the electrolyte and organic
solutions.

C.2.1.3

Roads
Forest Roads

Pinto Valley Mining Corp. uses Forest Service roads (Forest Roads) to access the Pinto Valley Mine site
and various Pinto Valley Mining Corp. facilities on both patented and unpatented claims on National
Forest System lands. Pinto Valley Mining Corp. would continue to use approximately 32.9 miles of Forest
Roads to support mining activities under the No Action Alternative. The existing network of Forest Roads
used by Pinto Valley Mining Corp. encompasses approximately 18.1 acres of private land, 80.4 acres of
National Forest System lands, and 0.7 acres of Bureau of Land Management land based on assumptions
noted in table 2-1.
Pinto Valley Mining Corp. and predecessors have used the Forest Roads as thoroughfare to access
proximate mine or pertinent facilities and structures throughout the history of the Pinto Valley Mine. In
some cases, certain linear utilities infrastructure such as electrical power lines or water pipelines follow
Forest Road alignments and are immediately adjacent to the travel way.
Some of the Forest Roads pass through Pinto Valley Mining Corp.’s patented claims for Peak wells.
Public access to these Forest Roads through the private property has not been restricted. However,
Forest Road 287B, a north-south road leading to the southeast corner of the Open Pit, has been
blockaded at the intersection with Forest Road 608, within National Forest System lands. A predecessor
Pinto Valley Mine owner installed a berm and gate at this location to control public access to the Open
Pit for safety reasons.
Forest Road 287 extends north 3.2 miles from US Highway 60 to the Pinto Valley Mine entrance gate as
a paved two-lane road, then passes through the Pinto Valley Mine on private Pinto Valley Mining Corp.
property as an unimproved (dirt) road, and continues within the Tonto National Forest west and north
of the mine. The paved segment was constructed in the mid-1970s around the Cottonwood Tailings
Impoundment (and atop a portion of the embankment) and is also known as Pinto Valley Mine Road. All
Pinto Valley Mining Corp. employees and contractors use Forest Road 287 from US Highway 60 to access
the mine. Pinto Valley Mining Corp. is in the process of negotiating an agreement for use and
maintenance of this segment of Forest Road 287 with the Forest Service and Carlota Copper Company.
Within the mine property, Forest Road 287 is used by Pinto Valley Mining Corp. to access various mine
facilities, whereas the public uses Forest Road 287 to pass through Pinto Valley Mining Corp. property
and access Pinto Creek and Haunted Canyon. The total length of Forest Road 287 within the private
Pinto Valley Mining Corp. property is currently 3.7 miles. The route through the private Pinto Valley
Mining Corp. property is periodically altered to accommodate mine development, thus changing the
length of this segment. Alteration of Forest Road 287 would take place regardless of the selected
alternative. Pinto Valley Mining Corp. maintains this segment and therefore it is part of this Mining Plan
of Operations.
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Access Roads
Pinto Valley Mining Corp.’s predecessors constructed access roads3 on surrounding National Forest
System lands, typically from existing Forest Roads to access specific facilities on either private land or
National Forest System lands. Access roads are used to directly access mine facilities (earthwork
structures, infrastructure, and environmental controls) both on private Pinto Valley Mining Corp.
property and surrounding unpatented claims, principally for maintaining and monitoring the facilities.
Most of the access roads extend from Forest Roads to access nearby facilities. Pinto Valley Mining Corp.
would continue to use approximately 14.5 miles of access roads on National Forest System lands,
encompassing approximately 43.6 acres of National Forest System lands.
Access road alignments often include pipelines and power lines within the disturbance area. Pinto Valley
Mining Corp. may realign some existing haul and access roads on private land; there would be no change
in the use of existing access roads on National Forest System lands under the No Action Alternative.
Access roads have been authorized on National Forest System lands under Mining Plan of Operations
POO-0002 and Special Use Permits GLO-445302, GLO-445303, and Tonto 468. The access roads currently
used by Pinto Valley Mining Corp. are described in detail in the Road Use and Maintenance Plan
(Appendix I to the Mining Plan of Operations evaluated in this EIS).
Access roads associated with electrical power lines were typically constructed as short extensions from
Forest Roads to power poles, whereas access roads associated with water pipelines typically extend
from Forest Roads to follow the pipeline alignment and in some cases lead to well sites. Other access
roads were constructed to lead to or around earthwork structures on either National Forest System
lands or private property (such as the Open Pit, waste rock dumps, tailings storage facilities, reservoirs)
and to environmental monitoring sites (monitoring wells, surface water discharge points, stormwater
management and sampling sites, etc.). As appropriate (i.e., on steep slopes), erosion controls such as
water bars, diversion channels, and culverts have been integrated in the access roads.

C.2.1.4

Utilities
Electrical Power Lines

Electrical power to the Pinto Valley Mine is currently provided by Salt River Project transmission lines,
and delivered to usage sites by Pinto Valley Mining Corp.-owned distribution lines that cross both
private Pinto Valley Mining Corp. property (approximately 36.8 acres) and National Forest System lands
(approximately 20.2 acres) (map a-2). The total power requirement for the mine is approximately 47
megawatts and would require a minimum transmission voltage of 115 kilovolts. There is no anticipated
change in power requirements from current levels under the No Action Alternative. Pinto Valley Mining
Corp. may realign some existing electrical power lines on private land to accommodate local earthwork.
Pinto Valley Mining Corp. would realign an existing electrical power line to accommodate expansion of
Tailings Storage Facility No. 4. This realignment would result in the eventual abandonment of an existing
power line on National Forest System lands, the timing of which has not been determined.
Electrical power lines have been authorized on National Forest System lands under Mining Plan of
Operations POO-0002 and Special Use Permits GLO-445302, GLO-445303, and Tonto 468. Most of the
electrical power lines follow various Forest Road or access road alignments, and overland lines are
3

The Mining Plan of Operations refers to segments of access roads located on National Forest System lands as
“temporary access roads.” For simplicity, this EIS refers to all roads other than Forest Roads that provide access to
the mine or mine-related facilities, regardless of land jurisdiction, as “access roads.” Access roads located
exclusively on private lands were not mapped for this EIS.
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accessed by access roads; therefore, electrical power lines are not included in the disturbance
calculations. Similarly, one ground-mounted transformer on National Forest System lands, to support
the pump at Cottonwood Reservoir, is adjacent to an access road and included in the access road
footprint (map a-2). The minimal footprints of the power poles, or electrical cables and the transformer
on the ground surface, are incorporated in the land disturbance associated with the Forest Roads or
access roads and also not repeated here.
The Salt River Project feeds power to two substations at or near the Pinto Valley Mine: a substation on
private Pinto Valley Mining Corp. property near the mill building supplies power to the Pinto Valley
Mine, whereas a substation along Forest Road 287 near the southeast corner of the Cottonwood Tailings
Impoundment supplies power to the nearby Carlota Mine (map a-2). Although the substation for the
Carlota Mine is near a Pinto Valley Mining Corp. facility, it does not supply electrical power to the Pinto
Valley Mine and is therefore not part of the Mining Plan of Operations evaluated in this Environmental
Impact Statement.
Most of the power lines on National Forest System lands supply electricity to power pumps in various
“Peak” wells located northwest and west of the Pinto Valley Mine, or to support the conveyance of
water in the Burch pipeline between BHP’s Copper Cities Diamond H Pit facility east of the mine and the
Cottonwood Reservoir. Other lines (i.e., those southeast of the Open Pit and east of Tailings Storage
Facility No. 4) supply electricity to other pumps and equipment on the private Pinto Valley Mining Corp.
property. Most of the electrical power lines on National Forest System lands are 13.8-kiloVolts and
typically run from well site to well site, usually parallel to the roads. Two exceptions to the power line
voltage are a 120/240-volt line to Peak Well 9 and a 440-V line from the JH6 Ranch (formerly known as
the Layton Ranch at the northwestern extent of the Pinto Valley Mine) to a pump at Peak Well 15A. That
well supplies water to the ranch, independent from the mine. No matter the voltage, electrical power is
delivered via overhead lines supported by wooden poles and occasionally through cable lines that run
on the ground surface along roadways. However, the electrical cables that were placed along the edge
of the road west of Tailings Storage Facility No. 3 have been abandoned. Only one ground-surface cable,
650 feet long, remains in active use. This cable supplies electricity to Peak Well 37, a potable water
supply well southwest of the Pinto Valley Mine.
The electrical distribution system also includes transformers to reduce the transmitted voltage. All of the
Pinto Valley Mining Corp. transformers on National Forest System lands are pole mounted, except one
located near the Cottonwood Reservoir. The pole-mounted transformers do not have any footprint on
National Forest System lands; as noted above the poles’ minimal footprint is incorporated in the access
road disturbance area. The single transformer near Cottonwood Reservoir supplies electricity to the
pump on the floating barge that extracts water from the reservoir for delivery to the ore processing
system and a barge-mounted aerator. The disturbance area for this transformer is included in the area
of the associated access road. In 2017, Pinto Valley Mining Corp. also installed an electrical circuit
recloser along the power line that runs parallel to the Burch pipeline.

Lighting
The original site lighting was either high-intensity discharge mercury vapor lights or fluorescent lights.
All indoor lights are on 24 hours a day 7 days a week for the most part and most outdoor lights are on
dusk to dawn photo cells or timers. Because mercury vapor is no longer available and very inefficient,
many lights have been upgraded to light-emitting diode lighting.
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C.2.1.5

Water Supply, Distribution, Use, and Treatment

Water supply, distribution, use, and treatment facilities used to operate Pinto Valley Mine include wells,
buried and surface pipelines, ponds, reservoirs, and storage tanks. Together, existing water-related
facilities encompass an estimated 86.0 acres of private land and 71.7 acres of National Forest System
lands (as estimated based on assumptions in table c-2). Due to modification of these facilities as
described in the section below, the estimated area occupied by these facilities would decrease to 72.7
acres of private land and 68.6 acres of National Forest System lands under the No Action Alternative.
The Pinto Valley Mine has an average consumptive water use of 9,722 gallons per minute (+/- 20%) for
onsite milling (93.6% of water), dust control (4.6% of water), potable water (0.2% of water), and other
uses (1.5% of water). Pinto Valley Mine would use approximately 2,535.6 acre-feet of fresh water4 per
year and 13,146.0 acre-feet of reclaim water5 for a total of 15,681.7 acre-feet of water per year from all
sources. Table C-4 presents a summary of water supply and consumption for the Pinto Valley Mine and
the water system is further described below. Table C-2 presents the estimated surface disturbance
associated with the water supply system, and map a-2 depicts the location of water supply components.
Table C-4. Pinto Valley Mine Consumptive Water Use for the No Action Alternative

Water Supply
Source
East Water System1
West Water System
Peak Well System
Peak Well 372
Tailings Storage
Facility No. 4
Reclamation
Water
Open Pit
Pumping
Total

Average Water
Use
(gallons per
minute)

Estimated Water Use Rate (gallons per minute)
Mill Use
Dust Control
Potable
Other Uses
Water

1,700
3,500
22
4,200

1,350
3,250
4,200

350
100
-

22
-

150
-

300

300

-

-

-

9,722

9,100

450

22

150

1 - East water system comes from multiple sources transmitted to Pinto Valley Mine site by Burch pipeline including the Old
Dominion mine site, BHP’s Diamond H Pit, Myberg Basin and three ground water wells. These systems are further described in
the sections below.
2 Peak

Well 37 provides potable water to Pinto Valley Mine.

Peak Well System (West Water System)
Use of existing active Peak wells on private and National Forest System lands would continue to supply
water for the Pinto Valley Mine under the No Action Alternative. The Peak well system includes 226
industrial water supply well and one potable water supply well, Peak Well 37. Peak Well 37 was
4

Fresh water sources include the Hoops 2 and Miller No. 5 wells and Myberg Basin in the east water system and
Peak Well 37 and approximately 30 percent of the remaining Peak well System supply from the west water
system.
5
Reclaim water sources include the Old Dominion Mine and treated groundwater from the east water system and
70 percent of the Peak well system, Tailings Storage Facility No. 4 reclaim water, and water collected from the
Open Pit.
6
This number is subject to change based on project needs.
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authorized on National Forest System lands under Special Use Permit Tonto 468. Inactive wells on
private land may remain inactive or be abandoned per Arizona Department of Water Resources
requirements and the Mined Land Reclamation Plan. Table 2-3 presents the average water consumption
under the No Action Alternative. Table C-2 presents the estimated surface disturbance associated with
the Peak well system and map a-2 depicts the location.
The average annual water production rate for the Peak well field is 3,500 gallons per minute. Annual
production can range from 3,000 gallons per minute to 3,700 gallons per minute. The Peak well system
was developed in the mid-1970s to provide much of the water used at the site, which is transported to
the mine site via surface and buried pipelines. National Forest System lands were used for pipelines to
deliver some of the water from the Peak well system to the Pinto Valley Mine site. The pipelines on
National Forest System lands supporting the Peak well system were constructed following existing
Forest Roads; in some locations new access roads were built to access well sites and provide a corridor
for associated water pipelines.
Peak Well 37 is situated on an unpatented mill site claim, “Peak 94,” near the western boundary of the
private Pinto Valley Mining Corp. property. The well was drilled in 1999 on a 100- by 100-foot pad to
supply potable water for personnel at the mine. A high-density polyethylene water pipeline and an
electrical power line were installed from the well approximately 650 feet to the Pinto Valley Mine
boundary, and enter the on-site infrastructure network.
One water pipeline to Peak Well 11 would be installed. Pinto Valley Mining Corp. would re-install a 6- to
12-inch diameter high-density polyethylene pipeline to Peak Wells 11 and 13, adding 1.9 miles to the
current Peak well pipeline system.
Two water pipeline segments, extending southeast from Peak Well 21 along Forest Road 2500 and
Forest Road 2501, and south along Forest Road 312 near Peak Well 14 are no longer in use and would be
removed regardless of which alternative is selected. The first segment of abandoned pipeline proposed
for removal consists of a 4,850-foot long 12-inch diameter carbon steel pipe which extends from Peak
Well 21 to the southeast. The segment of abandoned pipeline proposed for removal near Peak Well 14
consists of a 3,000-foot long 12-inch diameter carbon steel pipe. All removal activities would occur
within a narrow path (less than 12 feet wide) along the pipeline. The pipe would be field-cut to lengths
that allow for safe extraction and minimal disturbance to surrounding ground and vegetation. Where
possible, the pipe lengths would be hoisted by boom truck or other means and loaded onto a flatbed
where they would be secured for transport. Where necessary, the pipe lengths would be winched or
dragged to the nearest access point where they can be hoisted and placed on a flatbed truck or trailer
for transport. The removed carbon steel pipelines would be recycled as scrap metal. high-density
polyethylene pipe would be recycled or disposed of in a local landfill. Following removal, any disturbed
areas would be reclaimed as described in the Reclamation Plan.
Pinto Valley Mining Corp. would replace other segments of the Peak pipelines as needed. The
replacement segments may vary in material (steel or high-density polyethylene) and diameter (i.e., 12-,
16-, 18-inch, etc.) from the current arrangement. During any pipeline replacement actions, adjacent
Forest Road or access road berms and drainage channels would be restored to minimize erosion.

Burch Pipeline System (East Water System)
The Burch pipeline transports water to the Pinto Valley Mine from the east water system. The Burch
pipeline was constructed to provide water for dust control, storage in the Cottonwood Reservoir or
directly to the Pinto Valley Mine mill for immediate use. Use of the Burch pipeline would continue under
the No Action Alternative. The Burch pipeline alignment has been altered over the years, and currently
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runs from the BHP Diamond H Pit across private property, entering National Forest System lands near
Webster Gulch where Little Pinto Creek joins Webster Gulch. The alignment extends up to Little Pinto
Creek Canyon to Pinto Valley Mining Corp.’s Mine Reservoir. From the Mine Reservoir, the Burch
pipeline follows an access road to Pinto Valley Mine. Table C-4 presents the average water consumption
under the No Action Alternative.
Various segments of the 16- to 18-inch diameter pipeline were constructed of carbon steel and high
density polyethylene (high-density polyethylene) pipe. Steel segments were typically elevated above
ground surface with wooden cribbing, whereas polyethylene segments were placed directly on the
ground surface. A booster station for the Burch pipeline was constructed along the alignment, but was
removed in the 1980s. Various segments of the original pipe have since been replaced when needed
(i.e., as a result of wear or weathering) with steel or high-density polyethylene pipe. The segment of the
Burch pipeline that leads to Cottonwood Reservoir does not extend the full distance, but rather it
terminates a short distance downstream of a pipe Tee and discharges to a channel above the reservoir,
then flows overland from there approximately 800 feet to the reservoir. The pipeline segment from the
Tee to the mill continues uninterrupted to the mill.
Flow in the Burch pipeline currently ranges from 1,500 to 1,800 gallons per minute, but the pipeline can
accommodate flows in excess of 3,300 gallons per minute, and flow is continuously monitored by a
series of flow meters along its length. Flow meters include one on BHP’s Copper Cities Mine property,
one between a Tee and the Mine Reservoir, and one on private Pinto Valley Mining Corp. property
before the pipe Tee and valves that allow the flow to be directed to Cottonwood Reservoir or the mill. A
discrepancy of greater than approximately 3 percent in the measured flow rate between water sent and
water received triggers an alarm on a continuously monitored control panel. Operators are trained to
then dispatch personnel to investigate or shut down the pipeline. The entire length of the Burch pipeline
on National Forest System lands is also visually inspected daily.
A second, inactive pipeline follows the Burch alignment, on private property and National Forest System
lands. This buried 4-inch diameter steel pipeline was used to transport copper concentrate slurry from
the Pinto Valley Mine concentrator to the Miami Unit for filter pressing between 1974 and 1997. The
pipeline was unused during a curtailment period until 2007, and then abandoned altogether after a filter
plant and concentrate storage facility were constructed at Pinto Valley Mine. The majority of the
pipeline remains buried alongside and beneath the Burch water pipeline, although small segments have
been removed.
Pinto Valley Mining Corp. would replace segments of the Burch pipeline as needed under the No Action
Alternative. The replacement segments may vary in material (steel or high-density polyethylene) and
diameter (i.e., 12-, 16-, 18-inch, etc.) from the current arrangement. During any pipeline replacement
actions, adjacent Forest Road or access road roadway berms and drainage channels would be restored
to minimize erosion. Portions of the abandoned concentrate line may be removed during the Burch
pipeline maintenance and replacement.

Other Water Pipelines
Use of existing active water pipelines on private and National Forest System lands would continue under
the No Action Alternative. Various pipelines on National Forest System lands were authorized under
rights-of-way PHX-080742 and PHX-080933, Plan of Operations POO-0002, and special use permits GLO445303 and Tonto 468. Inactive pipelines on private land may remain inactive or be abandoned per the
Mined Land Reclamation Plan. The pipelines generally follow various road alignments on National Forest
System lands.
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Ponds and Reservoirs
Use of existing water supply reservoirs, stormwater management ponds, and seepage collection ponds
on private and National Forest System lands would continue under the No Action Alternative.
Stormwater and seepage collection ponds include the following: No. 1 Upper Basin, No. 1 Lower Basin,
Upper Catchment Upper Pond, Upper Catchment Lower Pond, Upper Catchment Toe Drain, Upper Tule
Pond, Lower Tule Pond, Lower Tule Caisson, North Pond, Peeples Pond, Southside Ditch, Road Crossing
Pond, East Catchment and East Catchment Caisson, Slack/Conklin Pond, No. 3 Seepage Caisson, West
Catchment, Canyon Dam, Able Pond, Gold Gulch Final Catchment, Baker Pond, Rosa’s Pond System,
Cottonwood Reservoir, and Cottonwood Seepage Caisson System.
Cottonwood Reservoir and the Mine Reservoir were authorized on National Forest System lands under
rights-of-way PHX-080742 and PHX-080933. Any ponds in encroachment areas on National Forest
System lands would continue to be used through the end of mine life and then be closed in accordance
with the Reclamation Plan, and may be relocated to private land.
The Cottonwood Reservoir is the primary water storage facility for the Pinto Valley Mine and is situated
on unpatented claims on National Forest System lands. The reservoir was originally merely the
supernatant pond of the Cottonwood Tailings Impoundment and a decant tower was used to recover
water for use in the mill. The reservoir was isolated from the impoundment in the mid-1970s. An
embankment was constructed atop tailings at the upstream extent of the Cottonwood Tailings
Impoundment. The top of the berm when constructed was approximately 35 feet above the tailings
level at that time. In anticipation of tailings backfilling against the embankment, a drainage blanket
constructed of sand and gravel was placed on the downstream portion of the dam to control seepage
and to reduce piping. The upstream face of the dam was covered with a riprap layer of cobbles and
boulders.
Cottonwood Reservoir functions as originally designed in the 1970s, providing the primary water storage
for the Pinto Valley Mine. Excess water during winter months is typically sent over to Cottonwood
Reservoir from various sources for storage, and is then used in mining process during the summer
months when the water supply falls short of demand. Currently, Cottonwood Reservoir has a capacity of
approximately 1,000 acre-feet. The top elevation of the embankment is 4,023 feet above mean sea level
and the reservoir has a maximum depth of 60 feet. The actual footprint of Cottonwood Reservoir is
currently 32.8 acres (approximately 40 acres at top level). The reservoir continues to serve as a
collection and retention point for water from both on- and off-site sources, including surface drainage,
Peak wells, the Old Dominion Shaft, Diamond H Pit, mine pit dewatering operations, and various
collection ponds, basins, and ditches associated with mining operations. Most water to the Cottonwood
Reservoir is delivered via the Burch pipeline, with additional water delivered by a second pipeline from
the Open Pit. Both of these pipelines terminate approximately 800 feet away from the reservoir,
discharging to a channel adjacent to the 19 Dump. Water flows overland down the channel to enter the
reservoir near the toe of 19 Dump. Water is also supplied from Tailings Storage Facility No. 4 reclaim,
Peak wells, Upper Tule Pond (partially on National Forest System lands) and Upper Catchment Pond (on
private Pinto Valley Mining Corp. property). The portion of Upper Tule Pond on National Forest System
lands measures 1.54 acres. High-density polyethylene pipelines from these ponds deliver water directly
to the reservoir, following the northern edge of the Cottonwood Tailings Impoundment and discharging
into the northwestern corner of the reservoir. A pump barge is anchored near the northwestern corner
of the reservoir and supplies water to the mill for ore processing via high-density polyethylene pipelines
on the ground surface. An aerator barge is anchored near the center of the reservoir.
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The Mine Reservoir is a water storage facility that, along with its associated pipeline, is situated on
Forest Service lands. The Mine Reservoir provided water storage for the now-abandoned Castle Dome
Mine. It was constructed in 1944 as a concrete-lined 2.32-acre pond that was supplied by a 16- to 18inch diameter steel pipeline lying on the ground surface. The pipeline originated on private property at
an unspecified mine site east of the Pinto Valley Mine, followed Live Oak Gulch, crossed overland
through Barney Canyon, entered National Forest System lands and then followed the Little Pinto Creek
Canyon to the reservoir (U.S. Geological Survey 1945). This pipeline was abandoned and removed
sometime after the Burch pipeline (described above) was constructed in the mid-1970s. A second 16- to
18-inch pipeline was constructed to convey water from the reservoir to the Castle Dome Mine, following
the alignment of Forest Road 287B. This second pipeline is still in place and is buried for its entire length;
it is on National Forest System lands until it enters private Pinto Valley Mining Corp. property near the
Open Pit.
Water to the Mine Reservoir is now supplied by the Burch pipeline. A tee-junction in the Burch pipeline
allows a portion of the flow to be diverted to the Mine Reservoir. A 6-inch diameter high-density
polyethylene pipe taps the Burch pipeline and an inline valve is manually opened to fill the Mine
Reservoir as needed. This water is stored temporarily in the reservoir and eventually used for dust
control on haul roads in the Open Pit or waste rock dumps whose runoff reports to the Open Pit. The
water flows out of the reservoir by gravity in a steel and high-density polyethylene pipeline leading
north, along an abandoned section of Forest Road 287B to one of two water stand dispensers on the
southeastern side of the Open Pit. The Mine Reservoir occupies 2.32 acres of National Forest System
lands.
Three stormwater ponds not within the footprints of any other facilities described in this Environmental
Impact Statement are used for stormwater management. A portion of Pennell Pond, near the
southwestern corner of the Open Pit, occupies approximately 0.26 acres of National Forest System
lands; the balance of Pennell Pond is on private property. Two evaporation ponds outsides of the
southwestern corner of the Cottonwood Tailings Impoundment footprint lie entirely on National Forest
System lands, and measure approximately 1.70 acres. These ponds would continue to function as part of
the site-wide stormwater management program under the No Action Alternative.

Water Storage Tanks
Water storage tanks on private land are included in the footprint of the plant site and other facilities at
the Pinto Valley Mine. Use of existing potable and emergency (fire) water storage tanks on National
Forest System lands would continue under the No Action Alternative.
The two water storage tanks on National Forest System lands were constructed within the footprint of
the area authorized by the Mining Plan of Operations for 19 Dump (POO-003). They are situated on
unpatented claims near the 19 Dump: an 110,000-gallon steel-walled potable water tank and a 650,000gallon steel-walled fire/service water tank. Both tanks are above-ground installations resting on
concrete foundations. Maintenance activities include periodic cleaning, painting, and replacing valves,
piping, and lights.

Stormwater Management
Pinto Valley Mining Corp. has developed a Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan for all Pinto Valley
Mine facility operations, on private and public lands, in accordance with the requirements of the Arizona
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System Stormwater Multi-Sector General Permit (Stormwater MultiSector General Permit-2010). Stormwater would continue to be managed in accordance with the
Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan and Stormwater Multi-Sector General Permit-2010 (and any
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future revisions) under the No Action Alternative. In addition to coverage under the Arizona Pollutant
Discharge Elimination System Stormwater Multi-Sector General Permit-2010, Pinto Valley Mining Corp.
also maintains coverage under an individual Arizona Pollutant Discharge Elimination System permit
(#AZ0020401) for process water and stormwater discharges that do not qualify for coverage under the
Stormwater Multi-Sector General Permit-2010. Discharges from Arizona Pollutant Discharge Elimination
System Outfall Nos. 004 and 005, and Seep MG2-8b, are authorized under the individual Arizona
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System permit and occur on National Forest System lands; these
discharges would also continue under the No Action Alternative. This permit also requires ambient seep
monitoring.

Wastewater Treatment
Use of the existing wastewater treatment plant (wastewater treatment plant) on private land would
continue under the No Action Alternative. There would be no use of National Forest System lands for
wastewater treatment. This facility is located entirely within the existing footprint of the Cottonwood
Tailings Impoundment.
The wastewater treatment plant receives gravity fed sewage via a pipeline system from most buildings
in the main plant area. The wastewater treatment plant is a factory built, Smith & Loveless Model 20-B25Oxigest extended aeration-type sewage treatment plant that consists of primary and secondary
treatment with a design capacity of 25,000 gallons of wastewater per day. The effluent is treated by
injecting air into the receiving tank to increase the oxygen content of the incoming effluent and to
provide agitation of the tank. Effluent is chlorinated and the treated water is stored in an onsite tank,
and then returned to the process water circuit for reuse.

C.2.1.6

Water Monitoring

Pinto Valley Mining Corp. conducts water sampling and monitoring in accordance with Pinto Valley
Mining Corp.’s Aquifer Protection Permit, Arizona Pollution Discharge Elimination System for surface
water, Pinto Valley Mining Corp.’s Stormwater Multi-Sector General Permit for stormwater, and Safe
Drinking Water Act requirements for potable water.
Compliance monitoring and sampling at Pinto Valley Mine is performed by qualified personnel trained in
water quality sampling methods. The field technicians perform well, spring, and seep sampling on the
schedule required by applicable permits. Water levels are measured and water quality samples are
collected from wells on a quarterly basis for analysis of the constituents as specified in the Aquifer
Protection Permit. Site conditions and measurements of field parameters are noted on field forms for
record keeping. Analysis of the samples are conducted according to quarterly and biennial
requirements as specified in. The water quality samples are shipped for analysis to laboratories certified
by the Arizona Department of Health Services.

Groundwater Monitoring and Sampling
Pinto Valley Mining Corp. monitors fourteen groundwater sample points per the requirements of the
Aquifer Protection Permit. The sampling points include both Point of Compliance and Alert Level
monitoring points. The Points of Compliance consist of nine groundwater wells and two springs. At three
locations, the Point of Compliance monitoring wells are in pairs, generally consisting of one shallow well
and one deep well.
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Water Level Measurements
Pinto Valley Mining Corp. also periodically measures water levels and prepares associated water level
contour maps and hydrogeologic cross sections. The most recent measurements and maps were
conducted in June 2017 using water levels measured at 61 wells.

Discharge Monitoring
In accordance with the Aquifer Protection Permit, Pinto Valley Mining Corp. also conducts sampling of
the Pinto Valley Mine wastewater treatment plant and associated effluent with sampling 4 out of every
7 days. The discharge monitoring water quality samples are shipped for analysis to a laboratory licensed
by the Arizona Department of Health Services.

Best Available Demonstrated Control Technology Monitoring
Pinto Valley Mine relies on engineered controls and operational procedures to demonstrate Best
Available Demonstrated Control Technology. Best Available Demonstrated Control Technology was
demonstrated as a part of the application process for the issuance of the site-wide Aquifer Protection
Permit and all amendments. A monitoring program specifically designed to monitor facility operation
and Best Available Demonstrated Control Technology performance is included in table 4.1-4 of the
Aquifer Protection Permit. The monitoring program includes, but is not limited to, the Gold Gulch
drainage and Pregnant Leach Solution pond facilities; the monitoring ponds and catchment basins; the
raffinate pond; stormwater diversion and catchment systems; tailings impoundments; waste rock
dumps; stormwater run-on and run-off control features and berms; Point of Compliance and Alert Level
wells; and storage facility operational features such as freeboard, liner integrity, berm integrity, bank
storage, solid waste landfill, and wastewater treatment plant. The Best Available Demonstrated Control
Technology monitoring program consists of inspecting all permitted operational facilities at intervals
(daily, weekly, monthly, quarterly and annually), plus after significant storm events. Logbooks and
record keeping forms documenting the results of the routine Best Available Demonstrated Control
Technology inspections are maintained by Pinto Valley Mining Corp.
Four tailings impoundments at Pinto Valley Mine are listed in the Aquifer Protection Permit including
Tailings Storage Facility No. 1, Tailings Storage Facility No. 2, Tailings Storage Facility No. 3, and Tailings
Storage Facility No. 4. The historic Cottonwood Tailings Impoundment, which was closed prior to the
initiation of the Aquifer Protection Permit program, is not included in the Aquifer Protection Permit.
Pinto Valley Mining Corp. personnel routinely inspect all tailings impoundments on site, and the inactive
and active tailings impoundments are included in the monitoring and observation program conducted
by the Engineer of Record. All electric, open-well, vibrating wire and pneumatic piezometers are read by
Pinto Valley Mine or the Engineer of Record on a monthly or bi-monthly basis.
The monitoring program includes the following:
 Bimonthly readings of all electric, open-well and pneumatic piezometers located at Tailings
Storage Facility No. 1, Tailings Storage Facility No. 2, and the Cottonwood Tailings Impoundment
were conducted by Pinto Valley Mine personnel.
 The vibrating wire piezometers located at Tailings Storage Facility No. 1 and 2 were measured
bimonthly by the Engineer of Record.
 Monthly readings of all the piezometers located at Tailings Storage Facility No. 3 and Tailings
Storage Facility No. 4.
 Monthly readings (beginning in September) of new vibrating wire piezometers located on the
face and header road of Tailings Storage Facility No. 4
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Graphs of the piezometric surface elevation data as a function of time were reviewed monthly
and updated quarterly by the Engineer of Record.
Quarterly site visits by a Professional Engineer to the operating Tailings Storage Facilities and an
annual visit to all Tailings Storage Facilities.
Quarterly monitoring reports prepared by the Engineer of Record.
Additional Best Available Demonstrated Control Technology monitoring performed on routine
schedule by Pinto Valley Mine employees per Aquifer Protection Permit requirements.

Tailings Deposition Monitoring
Pinto Valley Mining Corp. conducts periodic tailings deposition modeling at Tailings Storage Facility No. 3
and Tailings Storage Facility No. 4. No tailings deposition is occurring at Tailings Storage Facility No. 1,
Tailings Storage Facility No. 2, or the Cottonwood Tailings Impoundment; these areas are not actively
monitored.

Waste Rock Monitoring and Characterization
The Aquifer Protection Permit requires regular quarterly inspections of the waste rock dumps for
evidence of substantial slippage at the toes and evidence of top failure. The primary purpose of the
inspections is to note whether substantial problems with stability exist. The following waste rock dumps
are included in quarterly inspection checklists; however, only waste rock dumps which are active are
actually inspected.














19 Dump
19 Extension Dump (Potential Future)
19.1 Dump
Castle Dome Marginal Dump
Main Dump
North Barn Marginal Dump (Future)
Northside 9.11
Northside Dump 9.1
Northside Dump 9.12
Northside Dump 9.3
Southside Dump 13
Southside Dump 14
West Dump (Future)

Stormwater Control Features and Berm Inspections
Periodic inspections are conducted of stormwater run-on and runoff control features and berms. Facility
inspectors typically look for signs to determine that no visible erosion or other damage had occurred
that may impact berm integrity or stability. These inspections are generally conducted monthly and after
a significant storm or natural disaster events.

C.2.1.7

Support Facilities
Plant Site

Use of the existing administration and maintenance building at the plant site, which is located in close
proximity to the mill and concentrator, would continue under the No Action Alternative. There would be
no use of National Forest System lands for the plant site.
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The plant site includes heavy equipment and light vehicle maintenance shops, warehouses, laydown
yards, storage and fueling facilities, a drilling core storage building, administrative offices, locker rooms
and parking lots.

Pinto Valley Mine Sign, Fencing, and Security
The existing Pinto Valley Mine sign on National Forest System lands at the corner of US Highway 60 and
Forest Road 287 would remain in place under the No Action Alternative. The sign was authorized on
National Forest System lands under Special Use Permit GLO-445301. The sign is a non-illuminated
company identification sign that is 16 feet long, 8 feet high, and 2 feet wide. Pinto Valley Mining Corp.
intends to continue to use the Pinto Valley Mine sign throughout active mining operations. Surface
disturbance from the Pinto Valley Mine sign is negligible relative to the size of other mine facilities.
A security fence and access road would be installed on Pinto Valley Mining Corp. private property
around the Open Pit during final reclamation. The perimeter security fence would be monitored
regularly during the post-closure period. Six-foot chain link fencing with 3-strands of barbed wire is in
place in areas such frequently used pedestrian corridors and employee and contractor parking lots.
Other barriers include extensive use of earthen berms and natural terrain, lockable gates at access
points along Forest Road 287 and restricted access signage. At end of mine life a minimum 6-foot chain
link fence with 3-strands of barbed wire would be installed around the Open Pit. Surface disturbance
from installation of the security fence is included within the Open Pit footprint shown on map a-2.
Security staff are on site 24 hours per day, 365 days per year. The main entrance is staffed at all times
and a second contractor gate is typically staffed weekdays from 6:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. Security
personnel receive extensive training, conduct roving inspections, and are in constant communication
with operations personnel. They are responsible for dispatching first responders, contacting local
ambulance, fire and law enforcement officials as needed.

C.2.1.8

Sanitary and Solid Waste Disposal

Sanitary and solid waste are managed on private Pinto Valley Mining Corp. property; no sanitary or solid
waste is disposed of on National Forest System lands by Pinto Valley Mining Corp., and would continue
under the No Action Alternative. Sewage from most buildings in the main plant area is delivered by
gravity feed to the onsite wastewater treatment plant via a subgrade pipeline system.
Non-hazardous solid wastes have been disposed in the existing Solid Waste Landfill located within the
footprint of the Northside Dump 9.3 in an unlined facility under Disposal General Permit: Non-Municipal
Solid Waste Landfills at Mining Operations (A.A.C. R18-13-802). A variety of spent products are
produced at Pinto Valley Mine through the standard course of mining. Many materials such as
floatation reagents are reclaimed. Crusher liners, mill liners, used oil, scrap metal, batteries, light bulbs,
and many other items are recycled. Wastes such as filter press media are managed as non-hazardous
special wastes. Office trash and general plant trash is disposed of in permitted municipal solid waste
landfills. Most recyclable and waste products are transported by medium duty vehicles (i.e., service
trucks) and large transports (i.e., semi-trucks or larger).

C.2.1.9

Hazardous Materials and Waste Management
Reagent Transportation and Storage

All industrial products used at Pinto Valley Mine are delivered using Forest Road 287 from US Highway
60 to the mine entrance, and then to the point of use such as at the plant site or the Solvent Extraction
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and Electrowinning Plant. Pinto Valley Mining Corp. maintains and annually updates an inventory of all
hazardous materials used at Pinto Valley Mine. Contractors deliver sulfuric acid to the site for use in the
leach process in 6,000-gallon tanker trucks. Contractors also deliver diesel fuel, gasoline, and numerous
other products used in the mining and the milling process. This use of Forest Road 287 would continue
through active mining operations and the reclamation period under the No Action Alternative.

Spill Prevention and Emergency Response
Pinto Valley Mining Corp. maintains a Spill Prevention, Control, and Countermeasures plan to address
spills of petroleum-based products. The Spill Prevention, Control, and Countermeasures plan is a “living
document” that is updated continually to reflect current Pinto Valley Mining Corp. management of
petroleum and non-petroleum products, and would be continued throughout active mining operations
under the No Action Alternative.
Equipment using fuels and lubricants is inspected and maintained on a regular basis to ensure that leaks
and spills are avoided. Spill containment kits are readily available to use in the event of an emergency.
Pinto Valley Mining Corp. personnel are trained to recognize, contain, clean-up and report spills of
hazardous materials, hazardous wastes, and petroleum products. Spills on National Forest System lands
that exceed National Forest System imposed reporting thresholds would be reported as directed.

Waste Management
Hazardous materials and hazardous wastes are managed on Pinto Valley Mining Corp. private property;
no hazardous materials or hazardous wastes are stored or disposed of on National Forest System lands
by Pinto Valley Mining Corp. Current hazardous waste management protocols would continue under the
No Action Alternative. Certain regulated materials, such as petroleum-based fuels and lubricants, are
used in Pinto Valley Mining Corp. mobile and fixed equipment.
Waste rock and tailings are exempted from waste management regulations. Solid waste generated by
any activities conducted by Pinto Valley Mining Corp. would continue to be disposed of in a manner
consistent with applicable local, state, and federal regulations. Pinto Valley Mining Corp. may manage
materials on-site in its permitted non-municipal solid waste landfill, or elect to have wastes transported
to offsite disposal sites. With the exception of petroleum products for powering, lubricating, or cooling
motor vehicles or transformers, no regulated, hazardous, or toxic substances are or would be used on
National Forest System lands in any of the activities described under the No Action Alternative.
Pinto Valley Mining Corp. would not generate or dispose of Resource Conservation and Recovery Act
wastes on National Forest System lands.

C.2.1.10 Safety and Fire Protection
Blasting would be required prior to excavation of the ore and waste rock under the No Action
Alternative. Blasting operations would generally continue to be conducted once daily during daylight
hours, typically between 9 a.m. and 4 p.m. Pinto Valley Mining Corp. uses explosives to break up rock in
the mining process in the Open Pit, but does not store any explosives on National Forest System lands. A
blasting contractor typically conducts this work. Blasting personnel are specifically trained on this task,
and closely comply with Mine Safety and Health Administration and the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and
Firearms standards. This use of explosives would continue throughout active mining operations.
A 650,000-gallon emergency water storage tank for fire suppression is located within the authorization
area for 19 Dump. The fire/service water tank is engineered so that service water is only extracted from
the upper half of the tank, always leaving the lower half in reserve for emergency fire suppression.
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Stability Monitoring for Mining Facilities
Pinto Valley Mining Corp. currently uses multiple methods to monitor stability of the Open Pit, including:


Daily visual inspections by operators and engineering staff



Extensometers



Piezometers



Lidar scanning



Robotic total station prism monitoring



Highwall mapping



Slope stability radar monitoring

C.2.1.11 Exploration Activities
Occasionally, Pinto Valley Mining Corp. may conduct exploration on private and Forest System land.
Non-intrusive geophysical techniques such as seismic reflection, seismic refraction, or magnetotelluric
surveys are commonly conducted in the first phase of exploration. Confirmatory drilling campaigns
which may follow involve significantly greater planning and cost. Any exploration activities on National
Forest System lands would be detailed in a Notice of Intent and/or project specific Mining Plan of
Operations.

C.2.1.12 Workforce, Vehicle Trips, Schedule
Workforce
Pinto Valley Mining Corp. maintains a work crew of approximately 6907 employees at the Pinto Valley
Mine. The mine normally operates 24 hours per day, 365 days per year. Security staff are also on-site 24
hours per day, 365 days per year. This work force and schedule would continue throughout active
mining operations under the No Action Alternative.
Leading up to closure, the Pinto Valley Mining Corp. workforce will inevitably by curtailed. If closure is
performed concurrent with mining operations or with Pinto Valley Mining Corp. personnel and
equipment, the number of contractors will be minimal. If, however, closure activities are performed
largely by contractors, the Pinto Valley Mining Corp. workforce will be minimal. It would be reasonable
to expect that approximately 100 personnel will be required to support closure operations for
approximately 12 to 36 months.

Vehicle Trips
Table C-5 identifies the estimated number of annual mine-related vehicle roundtrips by project phase
for the Pinto Valley Mine under the No Action Alternative.

7

The number of reported employees reflects estimated full-time equivalent jobs including Pinto Valley Mine salary
employees, hourly workers, and contractor staff.
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Table C-5. Pinto Valley Mine estimated average annual mine-related vehicle roundtrips for the no action
alternative

Phase
Mine Operation1
Closure/Reclamation 1

Closure/Reclamation 1

Period
20182027
20282030
20282030

Closure/Reclamation 2

Type 2
Vehicles

Type 3
Vehicles

Total per
Phase

175,260

11,315

14,965

191,540

728

77

7

812

1,014

83

33

1,131

0

0

0

0

Tailings Storage
Facility No. 3, Tailings
Storage Facility No. 4
drain down period

1,709

82

15

1,806

Tailings Storage Facility
No. 3, Tailings Storage
Facility No. 4
reclamation
Site-wide Maintenance

20312037
Closure/Reclamation 3

Areas
Closed/Reclaimed
During Period

Type 1
Vehicles

20382040
Post-Closure

None
West Dump, Leach Piles,
Inert Limestone
Stockpile, Main Dump
Mined Land Reclamation
Plan Items

149
10
2
161
20412070
Notes: 1 Mine-related vehicle roundtrips during operations assumes roundtrip travel by 557 salary employees 5-days a week
combined with 42,720 annual vehicle roundtrips by 133 contractors and part-time employees (estimated by Pinto Valley
Mining Corp.).
Type 1 Vehicle = light duty (e.g., pickup trucks, personal vehicles, small service trucks).
Type 2 Vehicle = medium duty (e.g., vac trucks, medium duty service trucks)
Type 3 vehicle = large transports (i.e., semi-trucks or larger)

Schedule
Recoverable copper production at Pinto Valley Mine is projected to continue at least through
approximately 2027 under the No Action Alternative, a 9-year life-of-mine from 2018. The actual mine
life may be shortened or lengthened depending on actual annual production rates achieved and other
factors such as unforeseen temporary curtailment of mining operations, discovery of new mining
technologies, commodity prices, etc.

C.2.1.13 Reclamation and Closure
Under the No Action Alternative, reclamation may be completed in three phases: interim, concurrent,
and final reclamation. Interim reclamation consists of activities intended to stabilize facilities, but does
not include final closure. Concurrent reclamation consists of closure activities that are undertaken while
other components of the mine are operational. Interim and concurrent reclamation, if conducted, would
precede final reclamation. Final reclamation consists of the activities to close the site and prepare it for
post-mining use. Post-closure maintenance and monitoring would continue after final reclamation. The
estimated closure schedule may be shortened or lengthened depending on numerous factors. The
following sections outline the interim, concurrent, and final reclamation concepts for Pinto Valley
Mining Corp. facilities on National Forest System lands.
The Mining Plan of Operations proposes to accomplish most reclamation by covering large facilities with
inert material such as the inert waste rock or rock armor. Locally, soil may be used for reclaiming access
roads: the Mine Land Reclamation Plan calls for regrading cut-and-fill road sections with soil from the
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adjacent ground surface. The Mine Reservoir would be similarly reclaimed by soil sourced from adjacent
areas.
Forest Service regulations at 36 CFR 228.13 require submittal of a bond for reclaiming disturbances on
National Forest System lands before approval of a Mining Plan of Operations. The agencies may conduct
additional comprehensive bond reviews if, after modification of a reclamation or operating plan, an
annual overview, or an inspection of the permit area, an agency determines that an increase in the bond
level may be necessary. Bond release is performance based and is granted or denied based on the
agencies’ evaluation. The Forest Service may not release a bond until the reclamation requirements of
36 CFR 228.8(g) are met.

Interim Reclamation/Closure
Interim closure, or interim curtailment, may occur if there is a temporary suspension of mining,
production, or other operations, or placement into standby status. Interim reclamation for specific Pinto
Valley Mining Corp. facilities may be implemented on disturbed areas that are not needed at the time
for active operations but may be used subsequently. The principal focus of interim reclamation will be to
reduce wind and water erosion of inactive facilities. These facilities may be re-activated during the life of
mine if warranted. Pinto Valley Mining Corp. has developed a plan for interim curtailment that details
the procedures to be implemented during those times. Personnel requirements, site-wide and facilityspecific procedures have been developed to provide for public safety and environmental protection
while facilitating resumption of operations when appropriate. The areas subject to interim reclamation
may include inactive tailings impoundments, waste rock dumps, and other disturbed areas that are not
used for specific purposes.

Concurrent Reclamation
Where practical, Pinto Valley Mining Corp. will implement concurrent reclamation of facilities that reach
capacity or have no further operational purpose, such as tailings impoundments or embankment faces,
prior to conclusion of the active mining operations. Concurrent reclamation activities will be consistent
with final closure requirements and meet the standards and goals listed below. The amount of
concurrent reclamation accomplished each year will be tracked and reported to the Forest Service, and
Arizona State Mine Inspectors Office.

Final Reclamation/Closure
Final reclamation for the Pinto Valley Mine is defined as closure of all remaining Pinto Valley Mining
Corp. facilities at the conclusion of active mining operations and is currently anticipated to begin in 2027
for the No Action Alternative. Closure construction is expected to last 3 years. However, Tailings Storage
Facility No. 4 and Tailings Storage Facility No. 3 may require as much as 10 years of consolidation
(draindown) prior to performing regrading activities on the impoundment surfaces. The actual initiation
of final reclamation may vary according to the tailings facility status as the end of active mining
operations approaches. For example, final reclamation could be staged, addressing other facilities in a
first phase and the Tailings Storage Facilities in a second phase after consolidation is complete. Final
reclamation will include any facilities that were subject to interim closure to meet final reclamation
goals.

C.2.1.14 Post Closure
Post-closure reclamation activities would include maintenance and monitoring to ensure that the closed
facilities meet reclamation goals. The maintenance period will require 3 years and is planned for 3
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weeks during the summer of each year. Pinto Valley Mining Corp. facilities and reclamation structures
on National Forest System lands that will be maintained and monitored during the post-closure period
include selected:


Access roads;



Constructed water diversion channels and berms;



Reclaimed areas;



Security fences and gates; and



Surface water monitoring locations.

During this period, Pinto Valley Mining Corp. will also meet Aquifer Protection Permit and Mined Land
Reclamation Plan maintenance and monitoring requirements. For Aquifer Protection Permit permitted
discharging facilities, the monitoring period will last for up to 30 years, also commencing at the start of
the post-closure care period.
One of the main objectives of the Forest Service reclamation policy is to ensure that disturbed lands are
returned to a use that is consistent with long-term land and resource management plans (Forest Service
2004). Current and historic land uses on National Forest System lands surrounding the Pinto Valley Mine
include low-density cattle grazing, public recreation, and mining activities. Pinto Valley Mining Corp. has
identified a range of post-closure land uses for the Pinto Valley Mine that are consistent with these
nearby uses including recreation (hunting, hiking, horseback riding, and camping), grazing, and wildlife
habitat.

C.2.2

Proposed Action

This section describes the Pinto Valley Mining Corp.’s Proposed Action for the Pinto Valley Mine based
on Pinto Valley Mining Corp.’s Mining Plan of Operations submitted to the Forest Service in May 2016.
The description of the Proposed Action identifies/describes those project components that differ from
the No Action Alternative. For project components that would be the same as the No Action Alternative,
the sections below refer to the corresponding section in the No Action Alternative.
In general, the Proposed Action encompasses the following broad categories of actions:


Continuation of existing authorized activities and permitted disturbances at the Pinto Valley
Mine (including all State and federal authorizations on public or private lands



Expansion of the Open Pit and Tailings Storage Facility Nos. 3 and 4 in Pinto Valley Mining
Corp.’s unpatented claims in National Forest System lands



Pinto Valley Mining Corp.’s actions on private lands to support ongoing and expanded
operations



Construction of linear features (access roads, electrical power transmission lines) to support the
expansion of the Open Pit and Tailings Storage Facility No. 3 and No. 4



Extension of the mine life to 2039

Map a-3 in appendix A, Maps, shows the layout of existing and planned mining facilities and other
physical mine components for the Proposed Action. Table C-6 summarizes existing, proposed, and total
surface disturbance for all project components under this alternative broken out by total, Forest Service,
and private land. As noted previously, Pinto Valley Mine is an ongoing operation and active facility
footprints have changed during the National Environmental Policy Act process. Existing surface
disturbance reported in this EIS generally corresponds to facility footprints between submittal of the
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Mining Plan of Operations in May 2016 and additional information provided by Pinto Valley Mining
Corp. through April 2018. Additionally. some surface disturbance resulting from expansion of existing
facility footprints would occur in previously disturbed areas and would not constitute new surface
disturbance.
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Table C-6. Estimated surface disturbance for the Proposed Action
Approximate Existing Footprint (acres)
Facility
Private

Mining
Open Pit
Inert Limestone Stockpile
Main Dump
Northside Dumps Nos. 9.1, 9.3, 9.11
Southside Dump 13
North Barn Marginal Dump
Castle Dome Marginal Dump
West Dump
19.1 Dump
19 Dump
Borrow & Riprap Sources
Subtotal, Mining Facilities

Milling and Processing
Mill and Concentrator/Plant Site
Cottonwood Tailings Impoundment
Tailings Storage Facility Nos. 1&2 (includes Southside Dump 14 footprint, which lies atop this
Tailings Storage Facility No.)
Tailings Storage Facility No. 3
Tailings Storage Facility No. 4
Leach Piles
Pregnant Leach Solution Pond/ancillary facilities
Solvent Extraction and Electrowinning Plant
Subtotal, Milling and Processing Facilities
1
Transportation
Forest Roads
Access Roads
Subtotal, Transportation Facilities
Utilities
Electrical Power Lines2
Water Supply, Distribution, Use, and Treatment3
Peak Wells4
Water Pipelines (Buried)5
Water Pipelines (Surface)5
Ponds and Reservoirs6
Water Storage Tanks7
Subtotal, Water Use and Treatment Facilities
TOTAL8
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National Forest
System

Total

Approximate Additional Planned/Proposed Footprint
(acres)
Private

National Forest System

Approximate Final Footprint (acres)

Total

Private

National Forest System

Total

745.8
6.7
95.8
102.1
5.5
36.4

8.5
-

754.3
6.7
95.8
102.1
5.5
36.4

218.9
47.8
361.0
(0.1)
-

18.9
-

237.8
47.8
361.0
(0.1)
-

964.7
54.5
456.8
102.0
5.5
36.4

27.4
-

992.1
54.5
456.8
102.0
5.5
36.4

24.7
2.7
22.2
1,033.4

75.7
84.2

24.7
2.7
75.7
22.2
1,117.6

19.7
247.1
708.9
1,603.2

170.9
114.1

19.7
247.1
879.8
1,717.3

44.4
247.1
2.7
731.1
2,636.6

75.7
170.9
198.3

44.4
247.1
2.7
75.7
902.0
2,834.9

151.5
43.8
403.8

13.1
278.2
-

164.6
322.0
403.8

-

-

-

151.5
43.8
403.8

13.1
278.2
-

164.6
322.0
403.8

263.8
703.9
653.5
19.0
16.9
2,233.0

5.7
292.6

269.5
703.9
653.5
19.0
16.9
2,525.6

21.1
406.2
(40.6)
(19.0)
361.7

21.5
102.0
123.4

42.6
508.2
(40.6)
(19.0)
485.1

284.9
1,110.1
612.9
16.9
2,594.7

27.2
102.0
416.0

312.1
1,212.1
612.9
16.9
3,010.7

18.1
2.9
20.9

81.2
43.6
124.3

99.3
46.5
145.3

(0.8)
3.3
2.6

7.2
7.3

(0.8)
10.5
9.9

17.3
6.2
23.5

81.2
50.8
131.6

98.5
57.0
155.1

36.8

20.2

57.0

(7.0)

(0.8)

(7.8)

29.8

19.4

49.2

1.8
1.6
25.7
54.5
2.6
86.0
3,349.2

0.9
9.5
20.4
41.1
0.2
71.7
566.0

2.7
11.1
46.1
95.6
2.8
157.7
3,915.2

(0.5)
(0.6)
(11.8)
(13.1)
1,087.1

(0.4)
0.2
(2.9)
(1.9)
229.4

(0.9)
(0.4)
(14.7)
(15.0)
1,316.5

1.8
1.1
25.1
42.7
2.6
72.9
4,436.3

0.9
9.1
20.6
38.2
0.2
69.8
795.4

2.7
10.2
45.7
80.9
2.8
142.7
5,231.7
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Table C-6. Estimated surface disturbance for the Proposed Action
Approximate Existing Footprint (acres)
Facility
Private

National Forest
System

Total

Approximate Additional Planned/Proposed Footprint
(acres)
Private

National Forest System

Total

Approximate Final Footprint (acres)
Private

National Forest System

Total

Note: The Forest Service estimated surface disturbance using GIS data representing the outer footprint of each project component listed in the Facility column of this table. Where project components overlap, the overlapping acres were allocated to the larger or active project component to avoid double counting. Acres of
existing disturbance that would be reclaimed or subsumed by other facilities or reclaimed are enclosed in parentheses.
1
Disturbance for Forest Roads and access roads was calculated based on an assumed width of 25 feet. Disturbance was not calculated for access roads located exclusively on privately owned lands.
2
In general, power lines are within alignments of Forest Roads, access roads, or other project components and overhead power lines are accessed by using the access roads. As a result, surface disturbance associated with power lines only includes those power lines that are not within the disturbance reported for the Forest
Roads and access roads. Power line disturbance was calculated based on assumed width of 18 feet.
All wastewater treatment facilities are within the footprint of the Cottonwood Tailings Impoundment and therefore were not counted as separate disturbance.

3

Assumed a disturbance area of 0.06-acre per well for all Peak Wells.
In general, water pipelines are within alignments of Forest Roads, access roads, or other project components and the pipelines are accessed by using the access roads. As a result, surface disturbance reported for pipelines only includes those pipelines that are not within the alignments of Forest Roads or access roads; surface
disturbance for these pipelines was calculated based on an assumed width of 18 feet.
6
Surface disturbance for stormwater facilities are included under ponds and reservoirs and other water use and treatment facilities
7
Only one water tank was located outside the footprints of other project components. Disturbance from this water tank was estimated to be 0.1 acre based on aerial imagery.
8
The sum of individual facility disturbance acreages do not equal subtotals or totals shown in the table due to overlapping disturbance among various features.
4
5
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C.2.2.1

Mining Facilities
Open Pit

The Open Pit would be used in the same manner as described under the No Action Alternative;
however, in addition to the planned extension of the Open Pit to the north and west onto 218.9
additional acres of private land, the pit would also be extended to the east onto 18.9 additional acres of
National Forest System lands by 2039 (map a-3). The extension onto National Forest System lands would
subsume existing infrastructure use within an encroachment area east of the current pit footprint, into
an authorized use area. Existing infrastructure southeast of the current pit footprint would be
incorporated into the new authorization. Continued excavation would increase total depth of the pit
would increase to a base elevation of approximately 2,240 feet above mean sea level, approximately
315 feet deeper than year 2027 of the No Action Alternative.
The proposed final Open Pit configuration would extend onto unpatented claims beginning in 2020. The
existing infrastructure in the southeastern quadrant would be subsumed by the Open Pit expansion;
other existing infrastructure along the southern boundary would not be affected. The area of unstable
ground mentioned under the No Action Alternative would be reconstructed as a temporary ramp to
allow haul trucks to access a waste rock dump on the private Pinto Valley Mining Corp. property; this
ramp would be subsumed by the pit after the waste rock dump reaches capacity.
Pond K, which lies largely on private Pinto Valley Mining Corp. property, would be almost completely
filled by the Castle Dome Marginal Dump. The small portion of Pond K that extends onto National Forest
System lands would not be filled by the dump.
Several of the existing facilities on National Forest System lands would be removed or subsumed by the
expanded Open Pit, including:


The buried pipeline between the Mine Reservoir and the two water stands would be
repositioned to accommodate the new Open Pit footprint (partially on National Forest System
lands) and the Castle Dome Marginal Dump (entirely on private Pinto Valley Mining Corp.
property);



The electrical power line and poles would be removed;



The powder magazine buildings would be demolished (the magazines would also be demolished
under the No Action Alternative);



The existing stormwater ponds would be subsumed by further pit expansion, but the area would
continue to be managed as a zero-discharge basin.

Total mining tonnages are forecast to remain at 58,000 tons of ore and 82,000 tons of waste rock per
day in 2020, and then gradually decrease between 2032 and the projected end of mine life in 2039.
Assuming a constant throughput rate, the mine could process an estimated total of 402,230,000 tons of
ore and 568,670,000 tons of waste rock from 2020 to 2039.

Inert Limestone Stockpile
The Inert Limestone Stockpile would be used in the same manner as described for the No Action
Alternative.
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Waste Rock Dumps
Main Dump
The Main Dump would be used in the same manner as described under the No Action Alternative.

Northside Dumps 9.1, 9.3, and 9.11
Northside Dumps 9.1, 9.3, and 9.11 would remain inactive as described under the No Action Alternative.

Southside Dump 13
Southside Dump 13 would remain inactive as described under the No Action Alternative.

Castle Dome Marginal Dump
The Castle Dome Marginal Dump would be constructed and used in the same manner as described
under the No Action Alternative.

West Dump
The West Dump would be constructed and used in the same manner as described under the No Action
Alternative, except the facility may have a higher final elevation because a larger quantity of waste rock
would be generated from the Open Pit. An additional 125,000,000 estimated tons of waste rock would
be generated for storage over the life of the mine at the West Dump.

19.1 Dump
The 19.1 Dump would remain inactive as described under the No Action Alternative.

19 Dump
As described under the No Action Alternative, the 19 Dump would remain inactive, but a portion of the
stored overburden would likely be removed for use as cover material to reclaim certain features at the
end of the mine life as described in detail in the Reclamation Plan. Also, under the Proposed Action, the
original National Forest System lands use for 19 Dump authorized under Right-of-Way PHX-080742 and
Plan of Operation POO-003 would be superseded by the new authorization.

Borrow and Riprap Sources
Borrow and riprap sources on private land would be used in the same manner as described under the
No Action Alternative. Under the Proposed Action, three small new borrow source stockpiles, situated
on National Forest System lands east of the final Tailings Storage Facility No. 4 footprint, would be
generated from material excavated during the Tailings Storage Facility No. 4 perimeter road
construction under the Proposed Action. These stockpiles would be authorized as a new use of National
Forest System lands.

C.2.2.2

Milling and Processing
Mill and Concentrator

The mill and concentrator site would be used in the same manner as described under the No Action
Alternative, except that approximately 57,000,000 tons more ore would be generated for milling, and
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the mill and concentrator operational period would be approximately 12 years longer than under the No
Action Alternative. Assuming a constant throughput rate, the mine could produce an estimated
2,430,100,000 pounds of copper and 23,750,000 pounds of molybdenum over the life of the mine.

Cottonwood Tailings Impoundment
Use of National Forest System lands for the inactive Cottonwood Tailings Impoundment would be the
same as described under the No Action Alternative, except that original Right-of-Way PHX-080742
would be superseded by the new authorization and the encroachment area used for the associated
Arizona Pollutant Discharge Elimination System outfall No. 005 would be incorporated as an authorized
use.

Tailings Storage Facility No. 1/2
Tailings Storage Facility No. 1/2 would remain inactive as described under the No Action Alternative.

Tailings Storage Facility No. 3
Tailings Storage Facility No. 3 would be used intermittently in the same manner as described under the
No Action Alternative, except that its footprint would extend onto approximately 21.5 additional acres
of unpatented claims on National Forest System lands to store a larger quantity of tailings. Tailings
Storage Facility No. 3 would extend onto an additional 21.1 acres of privately owned lands for a total
acreage of 312.1 acres
The tailings already deposited on these claims (as authorized by Mining Plan of Operations POO-001)
would be covered, as would the infrastructure described above (as authorized by Mining Plan of
Operations POO-002, except the sediment trap). The top elevation of Tailings Storage Facility No. 3
would be raised from 3,750 feet above mean sea level to 3,860 feet above mean sea level, consistent
with the elevation permitted in the Aquifer Protection Permit. At this elevation, Tailings Storage Facility
No. 3 would have an increased capacity of 21,000,000 tons of additional tailings at a settled density of
90 pounds per cubic foot. The maximum extent of tailings on unpatented claims at the end of the
Mining Plan of Operations would occupy approximately 27.2 acres of National Forest System lands. A
larger quantity of tailings would be generated for storage at Tailings Storage Facility No. 3 and the
operational period of Tailings Storage Facility No. 3 would be approximately 12 years longer than under
the No Action Alternative.
The Tailings Storage Facility No. 3 supernatant pool may extend onto National Forest System lands as
the impoundment expands and the reclaim water system may be modified from its current trailermounted pump configuration. A barge pump with electrical power lines and return water line may be
installed in the pool, and depending upon the size and depth of the pond, could be situated on National
Forest System lands.
The Tailings Storage Facility No. 3 authorization under Mining Plan of Operations POO-0001 would be
superseded by the new authorization, as would the encroachment area and the roads, water pipelines,
and electrical power lines associated with Tailings Storage Facility No. 3 authorized under Mining Plan of
Operations POO-0002.

Tailings Storage Facility No. 4
Tailings Storage Facility No. 4 would be used in the same manner as described under the No Action
Alternative, but the boundary dams would not be raised further and the facility would be extended onto
National Forest System lands, subsuming the existing roads and electrical power lines near Tailings
Storage Facility No. 4 authorized by Special Use Permit GLO-445302 under a new authorized use.
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Proposed expansions of 406.2 acres onto privately owned lands and 102.0 acres onto National Forest
System lands, would result in a total footprint of
After expansion, Tailings Storage Facility No. 4 would be capable of storing 507,000,000 tons dry weight
of tailings at a settled dry density of approximately 95 pounds per cubic foot. The area of National Forest
System lands that would ultimately be covered by the Tailings Storage Facility No. 4 embankment and
impoundment is approximately 102.0 acres. Tailings Storage Facility No. 4 would be developed to a
maximum elevation of 4,250 feet above mean sea level rising at an average rate of approximately 18
feet per year. Raising the embankment top and the impoundment surface top elevation would extend
the top as well as the tailings and supernatant pond onto adjacent unpatented claims on National Forest
System lands. One and possibly both of the barge-mounted pumps and related pipeline for the reclaim
water system would be moved to National Forest System lands to accommodate the supernatant pond
when it extends onto National Forest System lands.
The existing access road and electrical power line would be subsumed by the expanded impoundment
footprint.

Leach Piles
The use of the Leach Piles would be as described under the No Action Alternative.

Pregnant Leach Solution Pond/Ancillary Facilities
The use of the Pregnant Leach Solution pond and ancillary facilities would be as described under the No
Action Alternative.

Solvent Extraction and Electrowinning
Operation of the Solvent Extraction and Electrowinning Plant would be as described under the No Action
Alternative.

C.2.2.3

Roads
Forest Roads

Pinto Valley Mining Corp. would continue to use Forest Roads in the same manner as described under
the No Action Alternative, but their use to support active mining would continue for approximately 12
more years through 2039.

Access Roads
Use of access roads would be similar to the No Action Alternative, with the exceptions noted below.
A new perimeter road would be constructed around the proposed final footprint of the Open Pit. Pinto
Valley Mining Corp. plans to design and construct the perimeter road within a buffer zone around the
proposed final Open Pit footprint, on unpatented claims. The actual road alignment has not yet been
determined. The road would likely average 25 feet wide, with cut and fill areas of various widths to
accommodate vehicle and mobile equipment crossing the rugged terrain. Water from the dispenser
system (currently used only on private Pinto Valley Mining Corp. property) would be used for dust
control on the new perimeter road as needed.
A 2.7-mile long perimeter access road would be constructed around the proposed final footprint of
Tailings Storage Facility No. 4 to access the facility for monitoring purposes. Approximately 2,835,000
cubic yards of excess material from the cuts is expected to be generated by the road construction. The
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excess material would be stockpiled adjacent to the perimeter road in three locations, generally on the
downhill (west) side of the road where topography is suitable for material storage and future recovery.
The preliminary design of the stockpiles, based on the quantity of material that would be generated and
the local topography, suggest that the three stockpiles would occupy approximately 44.2 acres of
National Forest System lands adjacent to the perimeter road.
Some existing access roads authorized under Mining Plan of Operations POO-0002 and Special Use
Permit GLO-445303 would be subsumed by further expansion of the Open Pit, Tailings Storage Facility
No. 3, and Tailings Storage Facility No. 4. The total length of the access roads that would be subsumed is
2.5 miles. At the end of active mining operations there would be approximately 16.9 miles of access
roads on National Forest System lands. Based on an average width of 20 feet, the calculated disturbance
area for the access roads is 30.4 acres. The National Forest System lands use for access roads authorized
by Right-of-Way PHX-080933 and Special Use Permits GLO-445302, GLO-445303, and Tonto 468 would
be superseded by the new authorization.

C.2.2.4

Utilities
Electrical Power Lines

Use of electrical power lines would be similar to the No Action Alternative, except:


Electrical infrastructure use for active mining would be lengthened by 12 years to 2039.



Some electrical power lines authorized by Mining Plan of Operations GLO-445302 would be
subsumed by Tailings Storage Facility No. 4.



National Forest System lands use for electrical power lines authorized under Mining Plan of
Operations POO-0002 and Special Use Permits GLO-445302, GLO-445303, and Tonto 468 would
be superseded by the new authorization.

Approximately 0.8 acres of the electrical infrastructure would be subsumed by the proposed further
development of the Open Pit and Tailings Storage Facility No. 4. The only power line Pinto Valley Mining
Corp. intends to add on National Forest System lands is for continued operation of the Tailings Storage
Facility No. 4 reclaim barge as the supernatant pond extends up Eastwater Canyon in a southeasterly
direction. The alignment of this power line has not been determined; it is assumed that the alignment
would approximately follow the existing alignment of the power line from the private Pinto Valley
Mining Corp. property to the Tailings Storage Facility No. 4 footprint, but for an unknown length. It is
also assumed that the new power line length would be approximately the same as the removed power
line length. This change to the infrastructure may include relocation of existing backup generators (that
are currently on private Pinto Valley Mining Corp. property) onto National Forest System lands near the
reclaim barge.

C.2.2.5

Water Supply, Distribution, Use, and Treatment

Water supply, distribution, use, and treatment would generally be the same as the No Action
Alternative, except that water use would continue for approximately 12 more years compared to the No
Action Alternative. As a result, Pinto Valley Mine operations would use an estimated 297,951.5 acre-feet
of water (including 48,177.3 acre-feet of fresh water) from 2020 to 2039.
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Peak Well System
Use of the Peak Well System would be the same as described under the No Action Alternative, except its
use for active mining would be extended by approximately 12 years and the National Forest System
lands use for the well and pipelines authorized under Rights-of-Way PHX-080742 and PHX-080933,
Mining Plan of Operations POO-0002, and Special Use Permits GLO-445303 and Tonto 468 would be
superseded by the new authorization.

Burch Pipeline System
Use of the Burch Pipeline System would be the same as described under the No Action Alternative,
except its use for active mining would be extended by approximately 12 years and the northernmost
segment of the pipeline between the Mine Reservoir and the water fill stations would be relocated to
accommodate the extended Open Pit. Additionally, the National Forest System lands use for the
pipeline authorized under Special Use Permit GLO-445303 would be superseded by the new
authorization.

Water Pipelines
Use of water pipelines would be the same as described under the No Action Alternative, with the
exception of the changes noted above for the Peak and Burch pipelines. Additionally, the National
Forest System lands use for the well and pipelines authorized under Rights-of-Way PHX-080742 and
PHX-080933, Mining Plan of Operations POO-0002, and Special Use Permits GLO-445303 and Tonto 468
would be superseded by the new authorization.

Ponds and Reservoirs
Use of ponds and reservoirs would be the same as described under the No Action Alternative, except:


Use of ponds of reservoirs for active mining would be lengthened by approximately 12 years.



Some existing stormwater ponds in encroachment areas would be subsumed by the Open Pit.



Use for reservoirs authorized under Rights-of-Way PHX-080742 and PHX-080933 would be
superseded by the new authorization, and any ponds or tanks in encroachment areas would be
incorporated in the new authorization.

Water Storage Tanks
Use of water storage tanks would be the same as described under the No Action Alternative, but would
be extended for approximately 12 more years.

Stormwater Management
Stormwater management would be the same as described under the No Action Alternative, but would
be extended for approximately 12 more years. Additionally, some stormwater management structures
would be reconfigured to accommodate expansions of the Open Pit, Tailings Storage Facility No. 3, and
Tailings Storage Facility No. 4.

Wastewater Treatment
Use of the wastewater treatment plant would be the same as described under the No Action
Alternative, but would be extended by approximately 12 more years.
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C.2.2.6

Water Monitoring

Water monitoring would be the same as described under the No Action Alternative, but would be
extended by approximately 12 more years.

C.2.2.7

Support Facilities
Plant Site

Use of the plant site would be as described under the No Action Alternative, but its operational period
would extend for approximately 12 more years.

Pinto Valley Mine Sign, Fencing, and Security
Use of the Pinto Valley Mine Sign would be as described under the No Action Alternative, but the
National Forest System lands use for the sign authorized under Special Use Permit GLO-445301 would
be superseded by the new authorization.
Security personnel schedules and practices during mine operation would be the same as described
under the No Action Alternative. The installation of security fencing would occur as described under the
No Action Alternative, but would be extended by approximately 12 years.

C.2.2.8

Sanitary and Solid Waste Disposal

Sanitary and solid waste disposal would be performed as described under the No Action Alternative, but
disposals associated with active mining would be extended by approximately 12 more years.

C.2.2.9

Hazardous Materials Management
Reagent Transportation and Storage

Reagent transportation and storage would be performed as described under the No Action Alternative,
but activities associated with active mining but would be extended by approximately 12 more years.

Spill Prevention and Emergency Response
Spill prevention and emergency response would be performed as described under the No Action
Alternative, but activities associated with active mining but would be extended by approximately 12
more years.

Waste Management
Waste management would be performed as described under the No Action Alternative, but activities
associated with active mining would be extended by approximately 12 more years.

C.2.2.10 Safety and Fire Protection
Safety and fire protection would be performed as described under the No Action Alternative, but
activities associated with active mining would be extended for approximately 12 more years.

Stability Monitoring for Mining Facilities
Stability monitoring for the open pit and other facilities would be the same as described under the No
Action Alternative.
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C.2.2.11 Exploration Activities
Exploration activities would be performed as described under the No Action Alternative, but may occur
across a broader area, including National Forest System lands, due to expansion of the Open Pit.

C.2.2.12 Workforce, Vehicle Trips, Schedule
Workforce
The workforce would be the same as described under the No Action Alternative, except employment
associated with active mining would be extended for approximately 12 more years.

Vehicle Trips
Vehicle trips would be the same as described under the No Action Alternative, except vehicle trips
associated with mine operation would be extended for approximately 12 more years.

Schedule
The life of mine schedule under the Proposed Action would extend until 2039, 12 years longer than
under the No Action Alternative.

C.2.2.13 Reclamation and Closure
Reclamation activities would be performed as described under the No Action Alternative, but would
begin approximately 12 years later and an additional 4.9 acres would not be subject to reclamation due
to expansion of the Open Pit.

C.2.2.14 Post Closure
Post-closure activities would be performed as described under the No Action Alternative, but would
begin approximately 12 years later and would be modified to account for the expanded facilities on
National Forest System lands.
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Table D-1.

Design Features, Best Management Practices, and Mitigation Measures to be Considered in the Pinto Valley Mine EIS

Potential Design
Features, Best
Management
Practices, and
other Measures to
Address Issues
Issue
Issue 1: Air Quality
Impacts Resulting
from ProjectRelated Emissions
and Dust
Generated from
Project Activity

(description of
measure)
Develop a dust
control plan that
details dust control
tactics for the Pinto
Valley Mine Project.
Include the dust
control plan as an
appendix to the EIS.
Note: the dust
control plan would
include all or most
of the individual
fugitive dust
measures listed
below.

How Would this
Measure Address
the Issue?
(summarize how
this specific
measure would
address the issues)
Identifying specific
procedures to
control dust for the
Pinto Valley Mine
Project, and the
conditions under
which certain dust
control practices
would apply, would
effectively identify
specific measures
to reduce dust for
the Pinto Valley
Mine Project.
Incorporating the
dust control plan
into the Pinto
Valley Mine EIS
would provide for
an analysis of the
dust control tactics
and disclose the
dust control
procedures to the
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Has this Measure
Been Used to
Address Similar
Issues on other
Projects or is it
Supported in
Literature?
(identify other
projects and
literature to
support efficacy)
Yes, this measure
was described and
analyzed in the
Rosemont Copper
Mine EIS (Forest
Service 2011)

Is the Measure
Technically and
Economically
Feasible?
(include rationale)
Yes, the
development of a
dust control plan is
feasible. The
technical and
economic feasibility
of implementing
specific procedures
in the plan would
need to be further
assessed for
technical and
economic feasibility
and reconciled with
Pinto Valley Mining
Corp’s existing
Fugitive Dust
Control Plan
developed per
requirements found
within ADEQ Class II
Permit #65025 (as
Amended By No.
71713).

Does this Measure
help Meet the
Purpose and Need
for the Project1
(see Section 1.2 for
Purpose and Need)
Yes

Measure Carried
Forward for
Alternative(s)?
(include rationale)
TBD pending
impacts analysis in
Pinto Valley Mine
EIS.
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Potential Design
Features, Best
Management
Practices, and
other Measures to
Address Issues
Issue

(description of
measure)

Apply dust control
measures to ensure
at least a 90
percent control of
particulate matter
less than or equal
to 10 microns in
diameter. Options
could include:
Application of
chemical dust
suppressant, such
as petroleum resins
and acrylic cement,
with a reapplication
monthly.
Periodic watering
on days with
precipitation of less
than 0.01 inch. This
option assumes
hourly application
calculations with

How Would this
Measure Address
the Issue?
(summarize how
this specific
measure would
address the issues)
public and the
Forest Service
decision makers.
The identified
options for dust
control provides for
a range of
approaches to
reduce dust
associated with the
Project. Including
several options for
dust control could
also provide
flexibility for dust
control methods
based on
precipitation,
atmospheric
conditions, phase
of the project, and
other
considerations.
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Has this Measure
Been Used to
Address Similar
Issues on other
Projects or is it
Supported in
Literature?
(identify other
projects and
literature to
support efficacy)

Yes, this measure
was described and
analyzed in the
Rosemont Copper
Mine EIS (Forest
Service 2011)

Is the Measure
Technically and
Economically
Feasible?
(include rationale)

Yes, these
measures have
been considered
feasible for other
copper mines.
However, specific
requirements
would need to be
reviewed for
consistency with
water and dust
suppressant control
requirements in
Pinto Valley Mining
Corp’s existing
Fugitive Dust
Control Plan
developed per
requirements found
within ADEQ Class II
Permit #65025 (as
Amended By No.
71713).

Does this Measure
help Meet the
Purpose and Need
for the Project1
(see Section 1.2 for
Purpose and Need)

Yes

Measure Carried
Forward for
Alternative(s)?
(include rationale)

TBD pending
impacts analysis in
Pinto Valley Mine
EIS.
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Potential Design
Features, Best
Management
Practices, and
other Measures to
Address Issues
Issue

(description of
measure)
application amount
differences based
on daytime and
nighttime watering.
Application of
chemical dust
suppressant with a
monthly
reapplication, plus
watering to
increase the
efficiency of the
suppressants
Areas that are not
actively used would
be controlled with
the application of
sufficient chemical
dust suppressant
and/or water to
develop and
maintain a visible
crust.

How Would this
Measure Address
the Issue?

Has this Measure
Been Used to
Address Similar
Issues on other
Projects or is it
Supported in
Literature?

(summarize how
this specific
measure would
address the issues)

(identify other
projects and
literature to
support efficacy)

Consistent
application of dust
control for inactive
areas would control
dust in areas not
activity being used.

Yes, this measure
was described and
analyzed in the
Rosemont Copper
Mine EIS (Forest
Service 2011)
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Is the Measure
Technically and
Economically
Feasible?
(include rationale)
Additionally, the
measure should be
reviewed for effects
on water use.

Yes, this measures
have been
considered feasible
for other copper
mines. Pinto Valley
Mining Corp.
suggests
consideration of
other options for
ensuring coverage,
such as the use of
color pigments and
rock armoring.

Does this Measure
help Meet the
Purpose and Need
for the Project1
(see Section 1.2 for
Purpose and Need)

Yes, but must be
weighed against
potential adverse
impacts from
increased water
use.

Measure Carried
Forward for
Alternative(s)?
(include rationale)

TBD pending
impacts analysis in
Pinto Valley Mine
EIS.
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Potential Design
Features, Best
Management
Practices, and
other Measures to
Address Issues
Issue

(description of
measure)
Pave, gravel, or
otherwise stabilize
surfaces of roads
and parking areas.

Provide measures
to limit track-out of
soil onto offsite
roads.

How Would this
Measure Address
the Issue?

Has this Measure
Been Used to
Address Similar
Issues on other
Projects or is it
Supported in
Literature?

(summarize how
this specific
measure would
address the issues)
This measure would
provide an
additional
technique for dust
control.

(identify other
projects and
literature to
support efficacy)
Yes, this measure
was described and
analyzed in the
Rosemont Copper
Mine EIS (Forest
Service 2011)

This measure would
provide an
additional
technique for dust
control.

Yes, this measure
was described and
analyzed in the
Rosemont Copper
Mine EIS (Forest
Service 2011)
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Is the Measure
Technically and
Economically
Feasible?
(include rationale)
Yes, this measure
has been
considered feasible
for other copper
mines. However,
Pinto Valley Mining
Corp. indicated that
many roads and
parking surfaces
that receive regular
vehicle traffic are
already paved.
Yes, this measure
has been
considered feasible
for other copper
mines. However,
Pinto Valley Mining
Corp. requests
consideration of
whether track-out
is adequately
minimized by the
length of the
existing paved
roadway and

Does this Measure
help Meet the
Purpose and Need
for the Project1
(see Section 1.2 for
Purpose and Need)
Yes.

Yes.

Measure Carried
Forward for
Alternative(s)?
(include rationale)
TBD pending
impacts analysis in
Pinto Valley Mine
EIS.

TBD pending
impacts analysis in
Pinto Valley Mine
EIS.
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How Would this
Measure Address
the Issue?

Has this Measure
Been Used to
Address Similar
Issues on other
Projects or is it
Supported in
Literature?

(summarize how
this specific
measure would
address the issues)

(identify other
projects and
literature to
support efficacy)

Enforce a speed
limit (e.g., 15 mph)
on unsurfaced
roads.

This measure would
provide an
additional
technique for dust
control.

Yes, this measure
was described and
analyzed in the
Rosemont Copper
Mine EIS (Forest
Service 2011)

Inspect and clean
dirt from vehicles,

This measure would
provide an

Yes, this measure
was described and

Potential Design
Features, Best
Management
Practices, and
other Measures to
Address Issues
Issue

(description of
measure)
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Is the Measure
Technically and
Economically
Feasible?
(include rationale)
regular road
sweeping program.
Yes, this measure
has been
considered feasible
for other copper
mines. Pinto Valley
Mining Corp.
indicated that
speed limits
should be based
on equipment
capabilities and
safety
considerations, and
noted that a speed
limit of 15 miles per
hour could
decrease the
economic viability
of the mine and
increase the mine
life and fuel
consumption.
Yes, this measure
has been

Does this Measure
help Meet the
Purpose and Need
for the Project1
(see Section 1.2 for
Purpose and Need)

Measure Carried
Forward for
Alternative(s)?
(include rationale)

Yes.

TBD pending
impacts analysis in
Pinto Valley Mine
EIS.

Yes.

TBD pending
impacts analysis in
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Potential Design
Features, Best
Management
Practices, and
other Measures to
Address Issues
Issue

(description of
measure)
as necessary, at site
exits to public
roadways.

Stabilize soil
stockpiles by
watering, covering,
treating with dust
suppressants, or
vegetating,
particularly for
stockpiles that will
be inactive for long
periods.

How Would this
Measure Address
the Issue?

Has this Measure
Been Used to
Address Similar
Issues on other
Projects or is it
Supported in
Literature?

(summarize how
this specific
measure would
address the issues)
additional
technique for dust
control.

(identify other
projects and
literature to
support efficacy)
analyzed in the
Rosemont Copper
Mine EIS (Forest
Service 2011)

This measure would
provide an
additional
technique for dust
control.

Yes, this measure
was described and
analyzed in the
Rosemont Copper
Mine EIS (Forest
Service 2011)
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Is the Measure
Technically and
Economically
Feasible?
(include rationale)
considered feasible
for other copper
mines. However,
Pinto Valley Mining
Corp. requests
consideration of
whether track-out
is adequately
minimized by the
length of the
existing paved
roadway and
regular road
sweeping program.
Yes, this measure
has been
considered feasible
for other copper
mines. However,
Pinto Valley Mining
Corp. has indicated
that no soil
stockpiles are
present at Pinto
Valley Mine.

Does this Measure
help Meet the
Purpose and Need
for the Project1
(see Section 1.2 for
Purpose and Need)

Yes, but must be
weighed against
potential adverse
impacts from
increased water
use.

Measure Carried
Forward for
Alternative(s)?
(include rationale)
Pinto Valley Mine
EIS.

TBD pending
impacts analysis in
Pinto Valley Mine
EIS.
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Appendix D. Design Features, Best Management Practices, Mitigation, and other Measures to be Considered in the Pinto Valley Mine EIS

Potential Design
Features, Best
Management
Practices, and
other Measures to
Address Issues
Issue

(description of
measure)
Ensure that all
diesel engines are
properly fueled
(i.e., ultra-low
sulfur diesel with a
maximum 15 ppm
sulfur content).

Use only
equipment and
vehicles with
engines that meet
Environmental
Protection Agency
Tier 2 emission
standards or better
(Tier 4 where
feasible).

How Would this
Measure Address
the Issue?

Has this Measure
Been Used to
Address Similar
Issues on other
Projects or is it
Supported in
Literature?

(summarize how
this specific
measure would
address the issues)
This measure would
support
minimization of
sulfur dioxide
emissions and
maintaining the
performance of
engine emission
control devices.

(identify other
projects and
literature to
support efficacy)
Yes, this measure
was described and
analyzed in the
Rosemont Copper
Mine EIS (Forest
Service 2011)

This measure would
support
minimization of
combustion
emissions of all
pollutants.

Yes, this measure
was described and
analyzed in the
Rosemont Copper
Mine EIS (Forest
Service 2011)

Pinto Valley Mine Environmental Impact Statement
Alternatives Report

Is the Measure
Technically and
Economically
Feasible?
(include rationale)
Yes, this measure
has been
considered feasible
for other copper
mines. However,
Pinto Valley Mining
Corp. has indicated
that exclusive use
of low sulfur diesel
is already required
as an air quality
permit condition.
Yes, this measure
has been
considered feasible
for other copper
mines. Pinto Valley
Mining Corp.
indicated that the
majority of vehicles
at Pinto Valley
Mine are equipped
with engines that
meet Tier 2
emission standards.

Does this Measure
help Meet the
Purpose and Need
for the Project1
(see Section 1.2 for
Purpose and Need)
Yes.

Yes.

Measure Carried
Forward for
Alternative(s)?
(include rationale)
TBD pending
impacts analysis in
Pinto Valley Mine
EIS.

TBD pending
impacts analysis in
Pinto Valley Mine
EIS.
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Appendix D. Design Features, Best Management Practices, Mitigation, and other Measures to be Considered in the Pinto Valley Mine EIS

Potential Design
Features, Best
Management
Practices, and
other Measures to
Address Issues
Issue

How Would this
Measure Address
the Issue?

Has this Measure
Been Used to
Address Similar
Issues on other
Projects or is it
Supported in
Literature?

(summarize how
this specific
measure would
address the issues)
This measure would
reduce NO2 and
PM2.5 emissions
that could
contribute to
exceedances of the
National Ambient
Air Quality
Standards.

(identify other
projects and
literature to
support efficacy)
Yes, potential
reductions are
quantified in the Air
Quality Technical
Support Document
for the Pinto Valley
Mine EIS.

Require a delivery
schedule for truck
traffic to minimize
idling time and
traffic congestion
during peak traffic
hours.

This measure would
support
minimization of
combustion
emissions of all
pollutants.

Yes, this measure
was described and
analyzed in the
Rosemont Copper
Mine EIS (Forest
Service 2011)

Require that
employees park at
a designated
location and use

This measure would
support
minimization of
combustion

Yes, this measure
was described and
analyzed in the
Rosemont Copper

(description of
measure)
By 2024, replace
haul trucks and offroad equipment
(i.e., hydraulic
shovels and track
dozers), or engines,
with lower emitting
Tier 4 equipment.

Pinto Valley Mine Environmental Impact Statement
Alternatives Report

Is the Measure
Technically and
Economically
Feasible?
(include rationale)
Yes, this measure
has been
considered feasible
for other copper
mines. However,
Pinto Valley Mining
Corp. has indicated
that this measure is
not economically
feasible to achieve
by 2024.
Yes, this measure
has been
considered feasible
for other copper
mines. However,
input from Pinto
Valley Mining Corp.
may be needed to
assess feasibility
specific to the Pinto
Valley Mine.
Yes, this measure
has been
considered feasible
for other copper

Does this Measure
help Meet the
Purpose and Need
for the Project1
(see Section 1.2 for
Purpose and Need)
Yes.

Measure Carried
Forward for
Alternative(s)?
(include rationale)
TBD pending
impacts analysis in
Pinto Valley Mine
EIS and Air Quality
Technical Support
Document.

Yes.

TBD pending
impacts analysis in
Pinto Valley Mine
EIS.

Yes.

TBD pending
impacts analysis in
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Appendix D. Design Features, Best Management Practices, Mitigation, and other Measures to be Considered in the Pinto Valley Mine EIS

Potential Design
Features, Best
Management
Practices, and
other Measures to
Address Issues
Issue

(description of
measure)
shuttle buses to
travel to and from
the mine site; use
buses fueled by
natural gas.

Cover loads of dustgenerating material
(e.g., soil) on
vehicles, as
appropriate.

How Would this
Measure Address
the Issue?

Has this Measure
Been Used to
Address Similar
Issues on other
Projects or is it
Supported in
Literature?

(summarize how
this specific
measure would
address the issues)
emissions of all
pollutants.

(identify other
projects and
literature to
support efficacy)
Mine EIS (Forest
Service 2011)

This measure would
provide an
additional
technique for dust
control.

Yes, use of this
measure is
common for
projects that use
heavy construction
machinery and
similar equipment
and vehicles, and
was described in
the Coastal Bend
Header EA (Federal
Energy Regulatory
Commission 2016).

Pinto Valley Mine Environmental Impact Statement
Alternatives Report

Is the Measure
Technically and
Economically
Feasible?
(include rationale)
mines. However,
Pinto Valley Mining
Corp. indicated that
this measure may
be infeasible due to
employee or union
objections and the
wide distribution of
employees.
Yes, this measure
has been
considered feasible
for other projects
that use heavy
construction
machinery and
similar equipment
and vehicles.
However, Pinto
Valley Mining Corp.
has indicated that
off-road
earthmoving
equipment used at
Pinto Valley Mine is
not designed for

Does this Measure
help Meet the
Purpose and Need
for the Project1
(see Section 1.2 for
Purpose and Need)

Yes.

Measure Carried
Forward for
Alternative(s)?
(include rationale)
Pinto Valley Mine
EIS.

TBD pending
impacts analysis in
Pinto Valley Mine
EIS.
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Appendix D. Design Features, Best Management Practices, Mitigation, and other Measures to be Considered in the Pinto Valley Mine EIS

How Would this
Measure Address
the Issue?

Has this Measure
Been Used to
Address Similar
Issues on other
Projects or is it
Supported in
Literature?

(summarize how
this specific
measure would
address the issues)

(identify other
projects and
literature to
support efficacy)

Limit or discontinue
dust-producing
activities during
high winds

This measure would
provide an
additional
technique for dust
control.

Yes, use of this
measure is
common for
projects that use
heavy construction
machinery and
similar equipment
and vehicles, and
was described in
the Coastal Bend
Header EA (Federal
Energy Regulatory
Commission 2016).

Install wind fences
around disturbed

This measure would
provide an

Yes, use of this
measure is

Potential Design
Features, Best
Management
Practices, and
other Measures to
Address Issues
Issue

(description of
measure)

Pinto Valley Mine Environmental Impact Statement
Alternatives Report

Is the Measure
Technically and
Economically
Feasible?
(include rationale)
use with tarps or
load covers.
Additionally, most
over-the-road
transport vehicles
are typically sealed
or tarped.
Yes, this measure
has been
considered feasible
for other projects
that use heavy
construction
machinery and
similar equipment
and vehicles. Pinto
Valley Mining Corp.
has indicated that
daily schedules are
adjusted to
minimize dust
generation from
high wind events
when feasible.
Yes, this measure
has been

Does this Measure
help Meet the
Purpose and Need
for the Project1
(see Section 1.2 for
Purpose and Need)

Measure Carried
Forward for
Alternative(s)?
(include rationale)

Yes.

TBD pending
impacts analysis in
Pinto Valley Mine
EIS.

Yes.

TBD pending
impacts analysis in
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Potential Design
Features, Best
Management
Practices, and
other Measures to
Address Issues
Issue

(description of
measure)
areas if windborne
dust is likely to
affect sensitive
areas (if any)
beyond the site
boundaries.

Limit idling of
engines to no more
than 5 minutes
unless necessary
for proper
operation.

How Would this
Measure Address
the Issue?

Has this Measure
Been Used to
Address Similar
Issues on other
Projects or is it
Supported in
Literature?

(summarize how
this specific
measure would
address the issues)
additional
technique for dust
control.

(identify other
projects and
literature to
support efficacy)
common for
projects that use
heavy construction
machinery and
similar equipment
and vehicles, and
was described in
the Midwest Wind
Energy DEIS (Fish
and Wildlife Service
2016).

This measure would
support
minimization of
combustion
emissions of all
pollutants.

Yes, use of this
measure is
common for
projects that use
heavy construction
machinery and
similar equipment
and vehicles, and
was described in
the Midwest Wind

Pinto Valley Mine Environmental Impact Statement
Alternatives Report

Is the Measure
Technically and
Economically
Feasible?
(include rationale)
considered feasible
for other projects
that use heavy
construction
machinery and
similar equipment
and vehicles.
However, Pinto
Valley Mining Corp.
has indicated that
wind fences would
generally not be
effective on dust
and at the scale of
an open pit mining
operation
Yes, this measure
has been
considered feasible
for other projects
that use enginedriven equipment
and vehicles. Pinto
Valley Mining Corp.
has indicated that
Pinto Valley Mine

Does this Measure
help Meet the
Purpose and Need
for the Project1
(see Section 1.2 for
Purpose and Need)

Yes.

Measure Carried
Forward for
Alternative(s)?
(include rationale)
Pinto Valley Mine
EIS.

TBD pending
impacts analysis in
Pinto Valley Mine
EIS.
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Potential Design
Features, Best
Management
Practices, and
other Measures to
Address Issues
Issue

(description of
measure)

Where feasible, use
electric rather than
engine-powered
equipment.

How Would this
Measure Address
the Issue?

Has this Measure
Been Used to
Address Similar
Issues on other
Projects or is it
Supported in
Literature?

(summarize how
this specific
measure would
address the issues)

(identify other
projects and
literature to
support efficacy)
Energy DEIS (Fish
and Wildlife Service
2016).

This measure would
support
minimization of
combustion
emissions of all
pollutants.

Yes, use of this
measure is
common for
projects that use
heavy construction
machinery and
similar equipment
and vehicles, and
was described in
the Bay Delta
Conservation Plan
EIR/EIS (California
Department of
Water Resources
2013).

Pinto Valley Mine Environmental Impact Statement
Alternatives Report

Is the Measure
Technically and
Economically
Feasible?
(include rationale)
does not
experience traffic
congestion or
queuing problems
that result in long
idling times.
Yes, this measure
has been
considered feasible
for other projects
that use enginedriven equipment
and vehicles.
However, input
from Pinto Valley
Mining Corp. may
be needed to assess
feasibility specific
to the Pinto Valley
Mine.

Does this Measure
help Meet the
Purpose and Need
for the Project1
(see Section 1.2 for
Purpose and Need)

Yes.

Measure Carried
Forward for
Alternative(s)?
(include rationale)

TBD pending
impacts analysis in
Pinto Valley Mine
EIS.
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Potential Design
Features, Best
Management
Practices, and
other Measures to
Address Issues
Issue
Issue 2: Biological
Resource Impacts
Resulting from
Surface
Disturbance,
Human Activity,
and other ProjectRelated Effects on
Ecosystems and
Ecosystem
Components

(description of
measure)
Develop best
management
practices and
mitigation to
adequately address
impacts to
resources and other
related project
effects. Measures
may consider
timing (breeding
season), surveying
previous
implementation,
translocating,
flushing or
evacuating (AML’s),
clearly delineating
boundaries, and
informing those
conducting on
ground activities.

How Would this
Measure Address
the Issue?
(summarize how
this specific
measure would
address the issues)
Establishing
appropriate
mitigation to
minimize/reduce
impacts for each
species and
associated habitat.

Has this Measure
Been Used to
Address Similar
Issues on other
Projects or is it
Supported in
Literature?
(identify other
projects and
literature to
support efficacy)
Yes, similar
measures have
been addressed in
previous projects to
include, Carlota
Copper Mine and
Resolution Copper
Project (Forest
Service 1997 and
2010).

Is the Measure
Technically and
Economically
Feasible?
(include rationale)
Yes, proposed
measures have
been considered
feasible for other
copper mine
projects. Pinto
Valley Mining Corp.
has indicated their
intent to develop a
Wildlife
Management Plan
articulating specific
measures that
would be
implemented for
species affected by
mine-related
activities.

Does this Measure
help Meet the
Purpose and Need
for the Project1
(see Section 1.2 for
Purpose and Need)
Yes

Measure Carried
Forward for
Alternative(s)?
(include rationale)
TBD pending
impacts analysis in
Pinto Valley Mine
EIS.

And/or
Areas under this
proposal lie within
Pinto Valley Mine Environmental Impact Statement
Alternatives Report
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Potential Design
Features, Best
Management
Practices, and
other Measures to
Address Issues
Issue

(description of
measure)
and adjacent to
historic and ongoing levels of
disturbance.
Proposed
expansion of
Tailings Storage
Facility No. 4 would
eliminate habitat
for some local
terrestrial wildlife
and bat species. It
is possible, that
certain species
have adapted to
on-going levels of
disturbance
associated with this
mine overtime.
However, it is
difficult to fully
ascertain the level
of effects to various
resources over the
long term.
Monitoring and

How Would this
Measure Address
the Issue?

Has this Measure
Been Used to
Address Similar
Issues on other
Projects or is it
Supported in
Literature?

(summarize how
this specific
measure would
address the issues)

(identify other
projects and
literature to
support efficacy)

Pinto Valley Mine Environmental Impact Statement
Alternatives Report

Is the Measure
Technically and
Economically
Feasible?
(include rationale)

Does this Measure
help Meet the
Purpose and Need
for the Project1
(see Section 1.2 for
Purpose and Need)

Measure Carried
Forward for
Alternative(s)?
(include rationale)
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Potential Design
Features, Best
Management
Practices, and
other Measures to
Address Issues
Issue

Issue 2A: Impacts
to Special Status
Species, including
Federally-Listed
Species, Arizona
Game and Fish
Department
Species of Greatest
Conservation Need,
and Forest Service
Sensitive Species

(description of
measure)
establishing
conservation
measures over the
long term are
essential to aid in
understanding and
reducing impact
resulting from both
human and projectrelated impacts to
the resources.
Development of
species-specific
mitigation.
Impacts to special
status species will
likely occur, to
include bats and a
few special status
plant and terrestrial
species. Federally
listed species are
not known in the
proposed
expansion of

How Would this
Measure Address
the Issue?

Has this Measure
Been Used to
Address Similar
Issues on other
Projects or is it
Supported in
Literature?

(summarize how
this specific
measure would
address the issues)

(identify other
projects and
literature to
support efficacy)

Establishing
appropriate
mitigation to
minimize/reduce/a
void impacts for
each species and
associated habitat,
including proposed
critical habitat.
Ongoing monitoring
and adaptive
management are
important
considerations to
either avoid or

Yes, similar
measures have
been addressed in
previous projects to
include, Carlota
Copper Mine and
Resolution Copper
Project (Forest
Service 1997 and
2010).

Pinto Valley Mine Environmental Impact Statement
Alternatives Report

Is the Measure
Technically and
Economically
Feasible?
(include rationale)

Yes, proposed
measures have
been considered
feasible for other
copper mine
projects. If the EIS
determines that
special status
species may be
affected, speciesspecific mitigation
would be
developed through
coordination with

Does this Measure
help Meet the
Purpose and Need
for the Project1
(see Section 1.2 for
Purpose and Need)

Measure Carried
Forward for
Alternative(s)?
(include rationale)

TBD pending
impacts analysis in
Pinto Valley Mine
EIS.
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Potential Design
Features, Best
Management
Practices, and
other Measures to
Address Issues
Issue

(description of
measure)
Tailings Storage
Facility No. 4 or in
the immediate
vicinity where
ground disturbance
is proposed along
the boundary of
current mining
operations.
Important riparian
habitat, where
recent detections
have been made of
the yellow-billed
cuckoo and with
known occurrences
of native fish
(Forest Service
sensitive species),
could become
directly and
indirectly impacted
without
consideration to
adequate
mitigation,

How Would this
Measure Address
the Issue?
(summarize how
this specific
measure would
address the issues)
reduce negative
impacts to special
status species.

Pinto Valley Mine Environmental Impact Statement
Alternatives Report

Has this Measure
Been Used to
Address Similar
Issues on other
Projects or is it
Supported in
Literature?
(identify other
projects and
literature to
support efficacy)

Is the Measure
Technically and
Economically
Feasible?
(include rationale)
appropriate
agencies.

Does this Measure
help Meet the
Purpose and Need
for the Project1
(see Section 1.2 for
Purpose and Need)

Measure Carried
Forward for
Alternative(s)?
(include rationale)
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Potential Design
Features, Best
Management
Practices, and
other Measures to
Address Issues
Issue

(description of
measure)
monitoring, and
adaptive
management.
Pre- and post-initial
disturbance surveys
for plants and
wildlife in areas
directly or indirectly
disturbed by the
proposed action
including Pinto
Creek.
Continued surveys
for yellow-billed
cuckoo and willow
flycatcher along
Pinto Creek should
be considered.
In coordination
with the Forest
Service, additional
surveys for other
plant and wildlife
species of interest
should be
considered. If

How Would this
Measure Address
the Issue?

Has this Measure
Been Used to
Address Similar
Issues on other
Projects or is it
Supported in
Literature?

(summarize how
this specific
measure would
address the issues)

(identify other
projects and
literature to
support efficacy)

This measure would
reduce the
magnitude of initial
direct impacts to
plants and wildlife.
It would also
quantify the
indirect effects of
the proposed
action and would
facilitate the
identification of
unanticipated
impacts, if any were
to occur.

Yes, similar
measures were
described and
analyzed in the
Rosemont Copper
Mine EIS (Forest
Service 2013) and
the Carlota Copper
Project EIS (1997).

Pinto Valley Mine Environmental Impact Statement
Alternatives Report

Is the Measure
Technically and
Economically
Feasible?
(include rationale)

Yes. Similar
measures were
conducted by other
copper mines.
Species-specific
survey
requirements
would be
developed through
coordination with
appropriate
agencies based on
the results of the
EIS analysis.

Does this Measure
help Meet the
Purpose and Need
for the Project1
(see Section 1.2 for
Purpose and Need)

Yes.

Measure Carried
Forward for
Alternative(s)?
(include rationale)

TBD pending
impacts analysis in
Pinto Valley Mine
EIS.
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Potential Design
Features, Best
Management
Practices, and
other Measures to
Address Issues
Issue

(description of
measure)
found, a plan to
reduce impacts to
these species
should be
developed.
Construct or
maintain access
barriers to
hazardous
locations. Barriers
could consist of
fencing or
coverings, among
others. Locations to
be considered for
barriers include
places where
contaminated
water pools or
ponds, or where
chemicals or fuels
are stored.

How Would this
Measure Address
the Issue?

Has this Measure
Been Used to
Address Similar
Issues on other
Projects or is it
Supported in
Literature?

(summarize how
this specific
measure would
address the issues)

(identify other
projects and
literature to
support efficacy)

Barriers would
prevent wildlife
from accessing
toxic or hazardous
areas, thereby
reducing mortality
and other negative
health impacts.

Yes, this measure
was described and
analyzed in the
Rosemont Copper
Mine EIS (Forest
Service 2013).
Fencing is
commonly used to
prevent wildlife
access.

Pinto Valley Mine Environmental Impact Statement
Alternatives Report

Is the Measure
Technically and
Economically
Feasible?
(include rationale)

Input from Pinto
Valley Mining Corp.
would be needed to
identify appropriate
locations for barrier
placement. Pinto
Valley Mining Corp.
has indicated that
protective fencing
is already in place
around the
pregnant leach
solution and
raffinate ponds and
that all hazardous
materials are
stored in
accordance with a
Hazardous
Materials
Management Plan

Does this Measure
help Meet the
Purpose and Need
for the Project1
(see Section 1.2 for
Purpose and Need)

Yes.

Measure Carried
Forward for
Alternative(s)?
(include rationale)

TBD pending
impacts analysis in
Pinto Valley Mine
EIS.
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Potential Design
Features, Best
Management
Practices, and
other Measures to
Address Issues
Issue

(description of
measure)

Add 2-3-foot-high
wildlife exclusion
material (e.g.,
small-diameter
hardware cloth)
beginning at
ground level
around the entire
chain link fence
that would be
installed around
the Open Pit at the
end of mine life.

How Would this
Measure Address
the Issue?

Has this Measure
Been Used to
Address Similar
Issues on other
Projects or is it
Supported in
Literature?

(summarize how
this specific
measure would
address the issues)

(identify other
projects and
literature to
support efficacy)

Exclusion material
would prevent
small mammals ,
reptiles and
amphibians from
accessing toxic or
hazardous areas
associated with the
Open Pit, thereby
reducing mortality
and other negative
health impacts.

Yes, the Arizona
Game and Fish
Department often
recommends this
measure for similar
projects or areas
that require
exclusion of small
wildlife species.

Pinto Valley Mine Environmental Impact Statement
Alternatives Report

Is the Measure
Technically and
Economically
Feasible?
(include rationale)
and Spill
Prevention,
Control, and
Countermeasures
plan.
Yes. However, Pinto
Valley Mining Corp.
has indicated that
hardware cloth is
not suitable for this
application due to
rapid weathering
and the need for
frequent
replacement.

Does this Measure
help Meet the
Purpose and Need
for the Project1
(see Section 1.2 for
Purpose and Need)

Yes.

Measure Carried
Forward for
Alternative(s)?
(include rationale)

TBD pending
impacts analysis in
Pinto Valley Mine
EIS.
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Potential Design
Features, Best
Management
Practices, and
other Measures to
Address Issues
Issue

Issue 2B: Impacts
to Fish and Wildlife
Species Resulting
from ProjectRelated Activity and
Project
Components

(description of
measure)
Conduct initial
vegetation clearing
outside the
migratory bird
breeding season
(generally March –
August).

Development of
species specific
mitigation and
establishment of
appropriate best
management
practices.

How Would this
Measure Address
the Issue?
(summarize how
this specific
measure would
address the issues)
This measure would
reduce the
potential for
destruction of
active nests and
associated
egg/nestling
mortality of species
protected under
the federal
Migratory Bird
Treaty Act.
Establishing
appropriate
mitigation to
minimize/reduce/a
void impacts for
each species.

It is entirely
possible that
wildlife species and
impacts to aquatic
species
downstream in this

Pinto Valley Mine Environmental Impact Statement
Alternatives Report

Has this Measure
Been Used to
Address Similar
Issues on other
Projects or is it
Supported in
Literature?
(identify other
projects and
literature to
support efficacy)
This measure is
commonly
implemented for
construction
projects that
require vegetation
clearing.

Yes, similar
measures have
been addressed in
previous projects to
include, Carlota
Copper Mine and
Rosemont Copper
Mine (Forest
Service 1997 and
2011).

Is the Measure
Technically and
Economically
Feasible?
(include rationale)
Yes. Pinto Valley
Mining Corp.
anticipates that the
only areas requiring
vegetation clearing
would be the
abutments of
Tailings Storage
Facility No. 4 and
some areas
adjacent to the
Open Pit.
Yes, proposed
measures have
been considered
feasible for other
copper mine
projects. Speciesspecific mitigation
requirements
would be
developed through
coordination with
appropriate
agencies based on

Does this Measure
help Meet the
Purpose and Need
for the Project1
(see Section 1.2 for
Purpose and Need)
Yes.

Measure Carried
Forward for
Alternative(s)?
(include rationale)
TBD pending
impacts analysis in
Pinto Valley Mine
EIS.

TBD pending
impacts analysis in
Pinto Valley Mine
EIS.
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Potential Design
Features, Best
Management
Practices, and
other Measures to
Address Issues
Issue

Issue 2C: Impacts
to Habitat, Soils,
Vegetation
Communities, and
Ecosystem
Components that
Result in Adverse

(description of
measure)
watershed could
become susceptible
to effects without
consideration of
appropriate
mitigation. It is also
possible for
unforeseen issues
to develop over
time, therefore,
establishing need
for both well suited
best management
practices and the
need for continued
monitoring and
potential for
adaptive
management.
Development of
mitigation for each
resource and
consideration of
adaptive
management if
necessary.

How Would this
Measure Address
the Issue?

Has this Measure
Been Used to
Address Similar
Issues on other
Projects or is it
Supported in
Literature?

(summarize how
this specific
measure would
address the issues)

(identify other
projects and
literature to
support efficacy)

Establishing
appropriate
mitigation to
minimize/reduce/a
void impacts for
each resource,
taking into

Yes, similar
measures have
been addressed in
previous projects to
include, Carlota
Copper Mine and
Rosemont Copper

Pinto Valley Mine Environmental Impact Statement
Alternatives Report

Is the Measure
Technically and
Economically
Feasible?
(include rationale)
the results of the
EIS analysis

Yes, proposed
measures have
been considered
feasible for other
copper mine
projects, however,
Pinto Valley Mining

Does this Measure
help Meet the
Purpose and Need
for the Project1
(see Section 1.2 for
Purpose and Need)

Measure Carried
Forward for
Alternative(s)?
(include rationale)

TBD pending
impacts analysis in
Pinto Valley Mine
EIS.
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Potential Design
Features, Best
Management
Practices, and
other Measures to
Address Issues
Issue
Impacts to Wildlife,
Fish, and Plants

(description of
measure)
Beyond lands that
have sustained
historic impact
associated with
Pinto Valley Mine,
the newly proposed
expansion of
Tailings Storage
Facility No. 4 would
directly impact
habitat, particularly
to the local
ecosystem.
Portions of other
lands adjacent to
this proposal
(including past
intrusions on FS
lands) have been in
a state of disclimax
from both historic
and on-going levels
of disturbance.
Establishing
conservation

How Would this
Measure Address
the Issue?
(summarize how
this specific
measure would
address the issues)
consideration
ongoing
management and
potential for
adaptive
management.

Pinto Valley Mine Environmental Impact Statement
Alternatives Report

Has this Measure
Been Used to
Address Similar
Issues on other
Projects or is it
Supported in
Literature?
(identify other
projects and
literature to
support efficacy)
Mine (Forest
Service 1997 and
2011).

Is the Measure
Technically and
Economically
Feasible?
(include rationale)
Corp. should
consider feasibility
specific to their
operation.

Does this Measure
help Meet the
Purpose and Need
for the Project1
(see Section 1.2 for
Purpose and Need)

Measure Carried
Forward for
Alternative(s)?
(include rationale)
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Potential Design
Features, Best
Management
Practices, and
other Measures to
Address Issues
Issue

(description of
measure)
measures and
implementing
logical best
management
practices for each
resource combined
with ongoing
monitoring become
very important to
follow.
Development of a
revegetation plan
to be implemented
when applicable
during the life of
the mine as well as
during final
reclamation. The
plan should
consider:
Soil salvage and
storage for use as a
revegetation
substrate during
reclamation.

How Would this
Measure Address
the Issue?

Has this Measure
Been Used to
Address Similar
Issues on other
Projects or is it
Supported in
Literature?

(summarize how
this specific
measure would
address the issues)

(identify other
projects and
literature to
support efficacy)

Soil salvage would
facilitate
revegetation of
disturbed areas by
providing a native
seed bank and
providing a
locationappropriate
substrate for
plants.
Interim and final
revegetation would
reduce impacts to
wildlife resulting

Pinto Valley Mine Environmental Impact Statement
Alternatives Report

Yes, these
measures were
described and
analyzed in the
Rosemont Copper
Mine EIS (Forest
Service 2013) and
the Carlota Copper
Project EIS (1997).

Is the Measure
Technically and
Economically
Feasible?
(include rationale)

Yes, development
of a revegetation
plan is feasible.
Interim
revegetation during
the life of the mine
has been
conducted by other
copper mines. Soil
salvage has also
been conducted by
other copper
mines. However,
Pinto Valley Mining
Corp. has indicated

Does this Measure
help Meet the
Purpose and Need
for the Project1
(see Section 1.2 for
Purpose and Need)

Yes.

Measure Carried
Forward for
Alternative(s)?
(include rationale)

TBD pending
impacts analysis in
Pinto Valley Mine
EIS.
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Potential Design
Features, Best
Management
Practices, and
other Measures to
Address Issues
Issue

How Would this
Measure Address
the Issue?

Has this Measure
Been Used to
Address Similar
Issues on other
Projects or is it
Supported in
Literature?

(description of
measure)
Revegetation of
disturbed areas
with native species.

(summarize how
this specific
measure would
address the issues)
from direct habitat
loss and would
reduce the spread
of invasive plant
species.

(identify other
projects and
literature to
support efficacy)

Development of an
invasive plant
species
management plan
to be implemented
during mine
operation. The plan
should consider:
On-site monitoring
for invasive plants.

Invasive plants can
negatively impact
native plants and
wildlife via
outcompeting,
altering vegetation
structure and
density, altering fire
regimes, and
reducing forage

Yes, this measure
was described and
analyzed in the
Rosemont Copper
Mine EIS (Forest
Service 2013).

Pinto Valley Mine Environmental Impact Statement
Alternatives Report

Is the Measure
Technically and
Economically
Feasible?
(include rationale)
that there are
currently no soil
stockpiles at Pinto
Valley Mine and
limited salvage
opportunities due
to thin or absent
soils over most of
the area.
Revegetation
requirements must
be reconciled with
existing
requirements in the
Mined Land
Reclamation Plan.
Yes, development
of an invasive
species
management plan
is feasible.

Does this Measure
help Meet the
Purpose and Need
for the Project1
(see Section 1.2 for
Purpose and Need)

Yes.

Measure Carried
Forward for
Alternative(s)?
(include rationale)

TBD pending
impacts analysis in
Pinto Valley Mine
EIS.
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Potential Design
Features, Best
Management
Practices, and
other Measures to
Address Issues
Issue

(description of
measure)
Plans for removal
and/or
containment of
invasive species
that are located onsite.
Plans to contain
invasive plant seeds
on-site such as
weed control
stations where
attached
mud/debris would
be removed from
equipment exiting
the property.
If groundwater
studies identify
reductions in
ground water
availability resulting
in impacts to water
availability to
wildlife, provide
supplemental or

How Would this
Measure Address
the Issue?

Has this Measure
Been Used to
Address Similar
Issues on other
Projects or is it
Supported in
Literature?

(summarize how
this specific
measure would
address the issues)
value.
Implementation of
an invasive species
management plan
would reduce these
negative impacts.

(identify other
projects and
literature to
support efficacy)

This measure would
reduce negative
impacts to wildlife
population sizes
and movement
patterns by
maintaining water
availability in the
project vicinity.

Yes, similar
measures were
described and
analyzed in the
Rosemont Copper
Mine EIS (Forest
Service 2013).

Pinto Valley Mine Environmental Impact Statement
Alternatives Report

Is the Measure
Technically and
Economically
Feasible?
(include rationale)

Yes. Similar
measures were
conducted by other
copper mines. Pinto
Valley Mining Corp.
has noted the
presence of existing
livestock drinkers
on grazing
allotments within

Does this Measure
help Meet the
Purpose and Need
for the Project1
(see Section 1.2 for
Purpose and Need)

Yes.

Measure Carried
Forward for
Alternative(s)?
(include rationale)

TBD pending
impacts analysis in
Pinto Valley Mine
EIS.
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Potential Design
Features, Best
Management
Practices, and
other Measures to
Address Issues
Issue

Issue 3: Long-Term
Impacts to
Landscape
Productivity and

(description of
measure)
enhanced water
features.
Monitor the water
quantity, quality,
and flow regime of
Pinto Creek prior to
and during
implementation of
the proposed
action.

Implement
reclamation on
disturbed areas
which replicates

How Would this
Measure Address
the Issue?

Has this Measure
Been Used to
Address Similar
Issues on other
Projects or is it
Supported in
Literature?

(summarize how
this specific
measure would
address the issues)

(identify other
projects and
literature to
support efficacy)

This measure would
alert monitors to
potential impacts to
fish and other
aquatic species that
may occur if the
hydrology of Pinto
Creek were to be
altered by the
project.

Yes, this measure
was described and
analyzed in the
Rosemont Copper
Mine EIS (Forest
Service 2013) and
the Carlota Copper
Project EIS (1997).

Modelling
reclamation based
on characteristics
of nearby

Partially.
Reclamation at coal
and uranium mines
in central Wyoming

Pinto Valley Mine Environmental Impact Statement
Alternatives Report

Is the Measure
Technically and
Economically
Feasible?
(include rationale)
the Pinto Creek
watershed.
Yes. Similar
measures have
been implemented
by other copper
mines. However,
three existing U.S.
Geological Survey
stream gauges
monitor water
quantity and flow
regime in Pinto
Creek. Pinto Valley
Mining Corp.
monitors water
quality in Pinto
Creek in
accordance with
stormwater
discharge permit
requirements.
Partially. This
measure may be
feasible for some
project facilities.

Does this Measure
help Meet the
Purpose and Need
for the Project1
(see Section 1.2 for
Purpose and Need)

Yes.

Measure Carried
Forward for
Alternative(s)?
(include rationale)

TBD pending
impacts analysis in
Pinto Valley Mine
EIS.

Yes
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Potential Design
Features, Best
Management
Practices, and
other Measures to
Address Issues
Issue
Function Resulting
from Surface
Disturbance and
other Project
Activity

(description of
measure)
pre-mine
ecosystems. This
requires collecting
baseline
information on
nearby undisturbed
reference areas.
For slopes: measure
slope grade, profile,
and aspect.
For streams:
measure density,
channel type,
shape, slope,
sinuosity,
entrenchment
ratio, width-todepth ratio, and
bed material.
For soil: measure
soil horizons,
particle gradations,
physical, and
chemical
characteristics.

How Would this
Measure Address
the Issue?
(summarize how
this specific
measure would
address the issues)
undisturbed areas
will increase
likelihood of
reclamation
success. Designing
reclamation to
replicate existing
stable and
sustainable
ecosystems which
are ecologically
suitable for the site
climate will result in
quicker long-term
stabilization and
productivity of the
reclaimed mine
facilities.

Pinto Valley Mine Environmental Impact Statement
Alternatives Report

Has this Measure
Been Used to
Address Similar
Issues on other
Projects or is it
Supported in
Literature?
(identify other
projects and
literature to
support efficacy)
has demonstrated
the success of this
approach to mine
reclamation (BRS,
Inc. 2009 & 2014).
However, no similar
measures were
identified for large
open pit mines in
rugged terrain, such
as Pinto Valley
Mine.

Is the Measure
Technically and
Economically
Feasible?
(include rationale)
However, this
measure is unlikely
to be economically
feasible at the scale
of Pinto Valley
Mine due to the
extensive
earthwork and
terrain
characteristics.

Does this Measure
help Meet the
Purpose and Need
for the Project1
(see Section 1.2 for
Purpose and Need)

Measure Carried
Forward for
Alternative(s)?
(include rationale)
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Potential Design
Features, Best
Management
Practices, and
other Measures to
Address Issues
Issue

Issue 4: Cultural
Resource Impacts
Resulting from
Project-Related
Activity, Facilities,
and Surface
Disturbance

(description of
measure)
For vegetation:
measure species
variety, density,
and distribution visa-vis slope grade,
aspect and soil
type.
Establish test plots
to compare and
assess different
reclamation
techniques.

Develop a Historic
Properties
Treatment Plan in
conjunction with
the Tonto National
Forest for treating
National Register of
Historic Places -

How Would this
Measure Address
the Issue?

Has this Measure
Been Used to
Address Similar
Issues on other
Projects or is it
Supported in
Literature?

(summarize how
this specific
measure would
address the issues)

(identify other
projects and
literature to
support efficacy)

Test plots will
provide
quantitative data
on reclamation
techniques related
to soil cover and
vegetation which
can be used to
develop final
reclamation
requirements.
An agencyapproved Historic
Properties
Treatment Plan
would provide
specific measures
for treating eligible
cultural resources

Pinto Valley Mine Environmental Impact Statement
Alternatives Report

Is the Measure
Technically and
Economically
Feasible?
(include rationale)

Does this Measure
help Meet the
Purpose and Need
for the Project1
(see Section 1.2 for
Purpose and Need)

Yes. (Rosemont
Copper Final EIS,
2013)

Yes. Revegetation
requirements must
be reconciled with
existing
requirements in the
Mined Land
Reclamation Plan.

Yes

This measure was
used on the
adjacent Carlota
Copper Mine
project by the
Tonto National
Forest and on the
Rosemont Copper

This measure
complies with
section 106 of the
National Historic
Preservation Act
and is an accepted
mitigation for
National Register of

This measure will
allow the Tonto
National Forest to
approve the Pinto
Valley Mining Corp.
Mining Plan of
Operations.

Measure Carried
Forward for
Alternative(s)?
(include rationale)

TBD pending
impacts analysis in
Pinto Valley Mine
EIS.
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Potential Design
Features, Best
Management
Practices, and
other Measures to
Address Issues
Issue

Issue 5: Impacts to
Public Health and
Safety from
Construction,
Operation, and
Reclamation of the
Pinto Valley Mine
Project

(description of
measure)
eligible cultural
resource sites that
would be affected
by the proposed
Mine expansion
and related
facilities.

Slope stability
monitoring during
concurrent and
after final
reclamation of all
Tailings Storage
Facilities

How Would this
Measure Address
the Issue?

Has this Measure
Been Used to
Address Similar
Issues on other
Projects or is it
Supported in
Literature?

(summarize how
this specific
measure would
address the issues)
that could not be
avoided by the
Mine expansion.

(identify other
projects and
literature to
support efficacy)
Project by the
Coronado NF.

Potential rilling and
vegetation growth

Yes, this was used
for the Carlotta
Mine.

Pinto Valley Mine Environmental Impact Statement
Alternatives Report

Is the Measure
Technically and
Economically
Feasible?
(include rationale)
Historic Placeseligible cultural
resources. The
economic feasibility
of specific
mitigation
measures
presented in the
plan would need to
be assessed for
economic feasibility
by the Pinto Valley
Mining Corp.
Yes. Pinto Valley
Mining Corp. has
indicated that prior
to closure of the
tailings storage
facilities,
inspections will be
performed on a
regular frequency
and after
precipitation events
exceeding a 3-inch
depth within a 24-

Does this Measure
help Meet the
Purpose and Need
for the Project1
(see Section 1.2 for
Purpose and Need)

Yes

Measure Carried
Forward for
Alternative(s)?
(include rationale)

TBD pending
impacts analysis in
Pinto Valley Mine
EIS.
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Potential Design
Features, Best
Management
Practices, and
other Measures to
Address Issues
Issue

(description of
measure)

Pit wall layback to
reduce near vertical
pit walls at closure.

How Would this
Measure Address
the Issue?

Has this Measure
Been Used to
Address Similar
Issues on other
Projects or is it
Supported in
Literature?

(summarize how
this specific
measure would
address the issues)

(identify other
projects and
literature to
support efficacy)

Decrease final pit
wall slope thereby
reducing safety risk
to public from falls.

Pinto Valley Mine Environmental Impact Statement
Alternatives Report

Yes

Is the Measure
Technically and
Economically
Feasible?
(include rationale)
hour period, as
required in the
State of Arizona
Aquifer Protection
Permit. Post closure
inspections will be
used to monitor the
closed and
reclaimed facilities
for erosion and
slope stability, as
described in the
Mined Land
Reclamation Plan.
Yes, but it increases
pit disturbance
footprint. Pinto
Valley Mining Corp.
has indicated that
fencing secures the
Open Pit from
public access and
noted the absence
of any State law
requiring pit wall
layback.

Does this Measure
help Meet the
Purpose and Need
for the Project1
(see Section 1.2 for
Purpose and Need)

Yes

Measure Carried
Forward for
Alternative(s)?
(include rationale)

TBD pending
impacts analysis in
Pinto Valley Mine
EIS.
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Potential Design
Features, Best
Management
Practices, and
other Measures to
Address Issues
Issue
Issue 6: Impacts to
Recreation and
Recreational Access
from ProjectRelated Traffic,
Surface
Disturbance, and
other Project
Activities

(description of
measure)
Develop a
transportation and
maintenance plan
that details
maintenance tactics
for the Pinto Valley
Mine project.
Include information
on required
maintenance for
roads, including
forest roads and
temporary roads
proposed for
mining-related use.
Identify roads and
reclamation tactics
to be incorporated
at end of life to
decommission or
return roads to
prior levels of
service.

How Would this
Measure Address
the Issue?
(summarize how
this specific
measure would
address the issues)
Developing a
transportation plan
would identify
those roads that
the project might
impact, and identify
any proposed new
surface
disturbance.
Identifying specific
procedures and
measures to
maintain roads for
the Pinto Valley
Mine Project would
demonstrate how
roads would
continue to meet
safety guidelines
and standards that
could impact access
and traffic.
Identifying
reclamation tactics
would clarify any
anticipated long-

Pinto Valley Mine Environmental Impact Statement
Alternatives Report

Has this Measure
Been Used to
Address Similar
Issues on other
Projects or is it
Supported in
Literature?
(identify other
projects and
literature to
support efficacy)
Yes, an operations
and maintenance
document was
produced for the
Magma Mine Road
for Resolution
Copper

Is the Measure
Technically and
Economically
Feasible?
(include rationale)
Yes, the
development of a
transportation plan
is feasible. These
measures have
been incorporated
in other copper
mine projects.
However, any
additional road use
and maintenance
plan must be
reconciled with
road use and
maintenance plan
included with the
Mining Plan of
Operations.
Additionally,
decommissioning of
roads on private
land must be
consistent with the
requirements of the
Mined Land
Reclamation Plan.

Does this Measure
help Meet the
Purpose and Need
for the Project1
(see Section 1.2 for
Purpose and Need)
Yes

Measure Carried
Forward for
Alternative(s)?
(include rationale)
TBD pending
impacts analysis in
Pinto Valley Mine
EIS.
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Potential Design
Features, Best
Management
Practices, and
other Measures to
Address Issues
Issue

(description of
measure)

Issue 7: Impacts to
Social and
Economic
Conditions,

No identified design
features, best
management
practices, or

How Would this
Measure Address
the Issue?
(summarize how
this specific
measure would
address the issues)
term surface
disturbance and
demonstrate the
effect on future
traffic needs
beyond mine life.
Incorporating this
information into
the Pinto Valley
Mine EIS would
provide for an
analysis of the
impact to forest
roads, alterations
to transportation
patterns and
current access, and
disclose the
procedures to the
public and the
Forest Service
decision makers.

Pinto Valley Mine Environmental Impact Statement
Alternatives Report

Has this Measure
Been Used to
Address Similar
Issues on other
Projects or is it
Supported in
Literature?
(identify other
projects and
literature to
support efficacy)

Is the Measure
Technically and
Economically
Feasible?
(include rationale)

Does this Measure
help Meet the
Purpose and Need
for the Project1
(see Section 1.2 for
Purpose and Need)

Measure Carried
Forward for
Alternative(s)?
(include rationale)
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Potential Design
Features, Best
Management
Practices, and
other Measures to
Address Issues
Issue
including
Environmental
Justice Resulting
from Expansion and
Operation of the
Pinto Valley Mine
Project
Issue 7A: Impacts
to Social Conditions

(description of
measure)
mitigation for social
and economic
resources.

How Would this
Measure Address
the Issue?

Has this Measure
Been Used to
Address Similar
Issues on other
Projects or is it
Supported in
Literature?

(summarize how
this specific
measure would
address the issues)

(identify other
projects and
literature to
support efficacy)

Is the Measure
Technically and
Economically
Feasible?
(include rationale)

Does this Measure
help Meet the
Purpose and Need
for the Project1
(see Section 1.2 for
Purpose and Need)

Measure Carried
Forward for
Alternative(s)?
(include rationale)

Issue 7B: Impacts
to Economic and
Fiscal Conditions
Issue 7C:
Environmental
Justice Impacts
Issue 8: Potential
Risk to Resources
from Geotechnical
or Stability Issues
Associated with
Expansion of the

Use updated
design, operation,
and closure
guidelines. The
design and
operation of the

The measure would
incorporate the
most current
international
tailings design
standards into the

Pinto Valley Mine Environmental Impact Statement
Alternatives Report

Yes

Yes. The guidelines
were adopted
and/or codified in
part or in whole by
various countries

Yes

No. The Forest
Service determined
that the agency
does not have
authority to require
higher design
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Potential Design
Features, Best
Management
Practices, and
other Measures to
Address Issues
Issue
Tailings Storage
Facilities and Open
Pit

(description of
measure)
tailings
impoundments
follow
recommendations
contained in
Arizona
Department of
Environmental
Quality Best
Available
Demonstrated
Control Technology
manual (2004).
Design and
operation of tailings
impoundments is
evolving, and there
are efforts by
various
governmental and
professional
organizations to
update tailings
impoundment
guidelines.

How Would this
Measure Address
the Issue?
(summarize how
this specific
measure would
address the issues)
design and closure
of the Tailings
Storage Facilities at
the Pinto Valley
Mine.

Pinto Valley Mine Environmental Impact Statement
Alternatives Report

Has this Measure
Been Used to
Address Similar
Issues on other
Projects or is it
Supported in
Literature?
(identify other
projects and
literature to
support efficacy)

Is the Measure
Technically and
Economically
Feasible?
(include rationale)
and regulatory
authorities.

Does this Measure
help Meet the
Purpose and Need
for the Project1
(see Section 1.2 for
Purpose and Need)

Measure Carried
Forward for
Alternative(s)?
(include rationale)
standards for the
existing tailings
storage facilities.
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Potential Design
Features, Best
Management
Practices, and
other Measures to
Address Issues
Issue

(description of
measure)

How Would this
Measure Address
the Issue?

Has this Measure
Been Used to
Address Similar
Issues on other
Projects or is it
Supported in
Literature?

(summarize how
this specific
measure would
address the issues)

(identify other
projects and
literature to
support efficacy)

Is the Measure
Technically and
Economically
Feasible?
(include rationale)

Does this Measure
help Meet the
Purpose and Need
for the Project1
(see Section 1.2 for
Purpose and Need)

Measure Carried
Forward for
Alternative(s)?
(include rationale)

Since the Arizona
Department of
Environmental
Quality Best
Available
Demonstrated
Control Technology
guidance is from
2004, evaluate
tailings
impoundment
stability and
function (during
operations and post
closure) using
recent design
criteria and
guidelines specific
to tailings
impoundments
developed by
governmental and
industry
organizations such
as the Federal
Emergency
Pinto Valley Mine Environmental Impact Statement
Alternatives Report
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Potential Design
Features, Best
Management
Practices, and
other Measures to
Address Issues
Issue

(description of
measure)
Management
Agency,
International
Commission on
Large Dams,
Australian National
Committee on
Large Dams,
Canadian Dam
Association, and
Multi-Criteria
Analysis.

How Would this
Measure Address
the Issue?

Has this Measure
Been Used to
Address Similar
Issues on other
Projects or is it
Supported in
Literature?

(summarize how
this specific
measure would
address the issues)

(identify other
projects and
literature to
support efficacy)

Is the Measure
Technically and
Economically
Feasible?
(include rationale)

Does this Measure
help Meet the
Purpose and Need
for the Project1
(see Section 1.2 for
Purpose and Need)

Measure Carried
Forward for
Alternative(s)?
(include rationale)

The application of
new design,
operations and
closure criteria may
result in
modifications to
the design and
reclamation of
Cottonwood,
Tailings Storage
Facility No. 3, and
Tailings Storage
Facility No. 4.

Pinto Valley Mine Environmental Impact Statement
Alternatives Report
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Potential Design
Features, Best
Management
Practices, and
other Measures to
Address Issues
Issue

(description of
measure)
Evaluate pit wall
stability and
function (during
operations and post
closure) using
available design
and evaluation
techniques for rock
slopes. Possible
mitigations for
long-term stability
may include pit wall
layback, grouting,
or installation of
bolts and anchors.

How Would this
Measure Address
the Issue?
(summarize how
this specific
measure would
address the issues)
The measure would
analyze post
reclamation pit wall
stability thereby
assessing long-term
stability of pit walls
and potential for
encroachment on
National Forest
System lands.

Pinto Valley Mine Environmental Impact Statement
Alternatives Report

Has this Measure
Been Used to
Address Similar
Issues on other
Projects or is it
Supported in
Literature?
(identify other
projects and
literature to
support efficacy)
Yes. Pit wall
stability is a
common
consideration when
analyzing long-term
reclamation
efficacy.

Is the Measure
Technically and
Economically
Feasible?
(include rationale)
Pit slopes must be
aggressively
designed to low
factors of safety to
maximize the
economics of the
deposit.
Requirements to
shallow, shotcrete,
or use other
mechanical means
of wall control
could create
economically and
operationally
unfeasible mining
configurations.
Additionally,
methods of
estimating failures
are complex and
uncertain due to
variability in pit
slope
characteristics.

Does this Measure
help Meet the
Purpose and Need
for the Project1
(see Section 1.2 for
Purpose and Need)
Yes

Measure Carried
Forward for
Alternative(s)?
(include rationale)
TBD pending
impacts analysis in
Pinto Valley Mine
EIS.
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Potential Design
Features, Best
Management
Practices, and
other Measures to
Address Issues
Issue

Issue 9: Impacts to
Groundwater and
Surface Water in
the Pinto Creek
Watershed during
Construction,
Operation,
Reclamation,
Closure, and PostClosure of the Pinto
Valley Mine Project

(description of
measure)
Conduct a risk
assessment such as
a Failure Modes
Effects Analysis of
the proposed
tailings
impoundments and
the pit.

How Would this
Measure Address
the Issue?
(summarize how
this specific
measure would
address the issues)
The measure would
identify risks, risk
level, and possible
mitigations to
reduce risk.

Has this Measure
Been Used to
Address Similar
Issues on other
Projects or is it
Supported in
Literature?
(identify other
projects and
literature to
support efficacy)
Yes. Risk analysis is
a common
component of the
(tailings) dam
design process, and
is easily adapted to
pit slope stability.

Is the Measure
Technically and
Economically
Feasible?
(include rationale)
Yes. The Failure
Modes Effects
Analysis technique
is widely used and
does not require
additional data
collection or other
expenditure of
funds.

Does this Measure
help Meet the
Purpose and Need
for the Project1
(see Section 1.2 for
Purpose and Need)
Yes

Measure Carried
Forward for
Alternative(s)?
(include rationale)
A dam break and
inundation limits
analysis is being
prepared in
conjunction with
the EIS analysis.

Note: The Pinto
Valley Mine EIS
Groundwater
Modeling analysis
currently is
undergoing
revision. Potential
design features,
best management
practices, and
mitigation will be
identified pending
completion of the
groundwater
modeling analysis.
Note: The Pinto
Valley Mine EIS
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Potential Design
Features, Best
Management
Practices, and
other Measures to
Address Issues
Issue
Issue 9A: Impacts
to Groundwater
Quantity

Issue 9B: Impacts
to Groundwater
Quality

(description of
measure)
Groundwater
Modeling analysis
currently is
undergoing
revision. Potential
design features,
best management
practices, and
mitigation will be
identified pending
completion of the
groundwater
modeling analysis.

How Would this
Measure Address
the Issue?

Has this Measure
Been Used to
Address Similar
Issues on other
Projects or is it
Supported in
Literature?

(summarize how
this specific
measure would
address the issues)

(identify other
projects and
literature to
support efficacy)

Is the Measure
Technically and
Economically
Feasible?
(include rationale)

Does this Measure
help Meet the
Purpose and Need
for the Project1
(see Section 1.2 for
Purpose and Need)

Measure Carried
Forward for
Alternative(s)?
(include rationale)

Note: The Pinto
Valley Mine EIS
Groundwater
Modeling analysis
currently is
undergoing
revision. Potential
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Appendix D. Design Features, Best Management Practices, Mitigation, and other Measures to be Considered in the Pinto Valley Mine EIS

Potential Design
Features, Best
Management
Practices, and
other Measures to
Address Issues
Issue

Issue 9C: Impacts
to Surface Water
Quantity in the
Pinto Creek
Watershed

(description of
measure)
design features,
best management
practices, and
mitigation will be
identified pending
completion of the
groundwater
modeling analysis.
Install pumpback
well field and
treatment facility.

How Would this
Measure Address
the Issue?

Has this Measure
Been Used to
Address Similar
Issues on other
Projects or is it
Supported in
Literature?

(summarize how
this specific
measure would
address the issues)

(identify other
projects and
literature to
support efficacy)

The measure would
intercept and treat
potentially
contaminated
groundwater, and
then release
treated water to
groundwater or
surface water.

Yes. (Any number
of mining
operations.)

Is the Measure
Technically and
Economically
Feasible?
(include rationale)

Yes. It’s currently
being used in
industry.

Does this Measure
help Meet the
Purpose and Need
for the Project1
(see Section 1.2 for
Purpose and Need)

Yes

Measure Carried
Forward for
Alternative(s)?
(include rationale)

TBD pending
impacts analysis in
Pinto Valley Mine
EIS.

Note: The Pinto
Valley Mine EIS
Groundwater
Modeling analysis
currently is
undergoing
revision. Potential
design features,
best management
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Potential Design
Features, Best
Management
Practices, and
other Measures to
Address Issues
Issue

(description of
measure)
practices, and
mitigation will be
identified pending
completion of the
groundwater
modeling analysis.
Re-establish premine watershed
drainage pathways
as part of mine
closure regrading
plan.

Install a liner on the
reservoir side of the
embankment
between
Cottonwood

How Would this
Measure Address
the Issue?

Has this Measure
Been Used to
Address Similar
Issues on other
Projects or is it
Supported in
Literature?

(summarize how
this specific
measure would
address the issues)

(identify other
projects and
literature to
support efficacy)

The measure would
reduce the amount
of surface water
runoff captured by
mine facilities, and
direct it towards
Pinto Creek.

Yes

Reducing seepage
into the
impoundment
would result in the
reservoir retaining

Yes.

Pinto Valley Mine Environmental Impact Statement
Alternatives Report

Is the Measure
Technically and
Economically
Feasible?
(include rationale)

Yes. However, Pinto
Valley Mining Corp.
has indicated that
the closure plan for
the Cottonwood
Tailings
Impoundment
describes how
drainage would be
routed around the
impoundment and
that other drainage
pathways of note
are located on
private lands.
Pinto Valley Mining
Corp. has hired a
consultant to
evaluate whether
installation of a

Does this Measure
help Meet the
Purpose and Need
for the Project1
(see Section 1.2 for
Purpose and Need)

Measure Carried
Forward for
Alternative(s)?
(include rationale)

Yes

TBD pending
impacts analysis in
Pinto Valley Mine
EIS.

Yes

TBD pending
impacts analysis in
Pinto Valley Mine
EIS.
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Potential Design
Features, Best
Management
Practices, and
other Measures to
Address Issues
Issue

Issue 9D: Impacts
to Surface Water
Quality in the Pinto
Creek Watershed

(description of
measure)
Reservoir and
Cottonwood
Tailings
Impoundment to
reduce seepage
into the
impoundment.
Note: The Pinto
Valley Mine EIS
Groundwater
Modeling analysis
currently is
undergoing
revision. Potential
design features,
best management
practices, and
mitigation will be
identified pending
completion of the
groundwater
modeling analysis.
Develop final
closure grading
plans which direct
stormwater run-on

How Would this
Measure Address
the Issue?
(summarize how
this specific
measure would
address the issues)
more water,
reducing the need
for additional
groundwater
withdrawals.

Isolates clean
surface water runoff and prevents
contact with

Pinto Valley Mine Environmental Impact Statement
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Has this Measure
Been Used to
Address Similar
Issues on other
Projects or is it
Supported in
Literature?
(identify other
projects and
literature to
support efficacy)

Yes

Is the Measure
Technically and
Economically
Feasible?
(include rationale)
liner would be
effective in
reducing seepage.

Yes. Any measures
must be consistent
with requirements

Does this Measure
help Meet the
Purpose and Need
for the Project1
(see Section 1.2 for
Purpose and Need)

Yes

Measure Carried
Forward for
Alternative(s)?
(include rationale)

TBD pending
impacts analysis in
Pinto Valley Mine
EIS.
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Potential Design
Features, Best
Management
Practices, and
other Measures to
Address Issues
Issue

Issue 9E: Impacts
to Water Rights

Issue 9F: Impacts
to Surface Water
and Groundwater
Quality and
Quantity as a result
of Post-Mine Pit
Lake

(description of
measure)
away from and
around the mine
site.

How Would this
Measure Address
the Issue?
(summarize how
this specific
measure would
address the issues)
deleterious mine
materials. Directs
clean stormwater
to Pinto Creek.

Has this Measure
Been Used to
Address Similar
Issues on other
Projects or is it
Supported in
Literature?
(identify other
projects and
literature to
support efficacy)

Is the Measure
Technically and
Economically
Feasible?
(include rationale)
of the Mined Land
Reclamation Plan.

Does this Measure
help Meet the
Purpose and Need
for the Project1
(see Section 1.2 for
Purpose and Need)

Measure Carried
Forward for
Alternative(s)?
(include rationale)

Note: The Pinto
Valley Mine EIS
Groundwater
Modeling analysis
currently is
undergoing
revision. Potential
design features,
best management
practices, and
mitigation will be
identified pending
completion of the
groundwater
modeling analysis.
Note: The Pinto
Valley Mine EIS
Groundwater
Modeling analysis
currently is
undergoing
revision. Potential
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Potential Design
Features, Best
Management
Practices, and
other Measures to
Address Issues
Issue

(description of
measure)
design features,
best management
practices, and
mitigation will be
identified pending
completion of the
groundwater
modeling analysis.

How Would this
Measure Address
the Issue?

Has this Measure
Been Used to
Address Similar
Issues on other
Projects or is it
Supported in
Literature?

(summarize how
this specific
measure would
address the issues)

(identify other
projects and
literature to
support efficacy)
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Is the Measure
Technically and
Economically
Feasible?
(include rationale)

Does this Measure
help Meet the
Purpose and Need
for the Project1
(see Section 1.2 for
Purpose and Need)

Measure Carried
Forward for
Alternative(s)?
(include rationale)
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